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One of the main purposes of this dissertation is to examine who Korean American 

diaspora-oriented journalists are and how they make news, taking into account several 

forces on the individual, organizational, extramedia, and social system levels that 

influence the gatekeeping processes and news content.  In addition, this dissertation 

investigates what interests Korean American diaspora-oriented journalists mainly serve.  

The author surveyed journalists working for major Korean diaspora-oriented media in 

Los Angeles and conducted in-depth interviews with experienced personnel involved in 

the Korean diasporic journalism industry.  In addition, two major Korean diasporic 

dailies were content-analyzed.   

 The basic characteristics of the majority of Korean American-oriented journalists 

in 2008 are depicted as follows:  male Korean Americans, 30 to 40 years old, born in 

Korea, with a bachelor’s degree, in the United States and working as journalists for less 

than 15 years, politically liberal, Protestant religious backgrounds, with previous 

journalism experience at another media organization.   Korean diaspora-oriented 
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journalists place emphasis on three major news topics:  immigration, business/economy, 

and education. 

Cultural proximity rather than geographical proximity significantly influence the 

degree of newsworthiness of a news story.  Newsworthiness is highest when an 

event/issue has both high cultural proximity and geographical proximity.  When 

geographical proximity is low and cultural proximity is high, newsworthiness in Korean 

American-oriented journalism is moderately high.  If the degree of cultural proximity is 

low, however, it does not matter whether the news story occurred in Los Angeles or other 

states or countries in determining the degree of newsworthiness.   

The Korean American journalists value the interracial harmonizer function most, 

followed by the disseminator, ethnic consolidator, and interpreter functions.  The finding 

suggests that Korean diaspora-oriented journalists keep in mind that their foremost 

responsibility is to help Korean immigrants settle smoothly in their new host country and 

to live in harmony with other racial groups.  The longer a Korean journalist has lived in 

the U.S., the more he or she tends to embrace the interracial harmonizer and ethnic 

consolidator functions.  In other words, the longer Korean American journalists stay in 

the U.S., the more sensitive they become both to racial issues and to their own ethnic 

identities.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

As a result of accelerating globalization—which refers to the phenomenon of 

increased interdependency and interrelation worldwide and, as a result, one’s strong 

sense or awareness of interconnectivity with the world (Nederveen Pieterse, 2004; 

Straubhaar, 2007)—global migrants and diasporas have become highly visible all over 

the world.  The phenomenon, however, has both positive and negative effects.  It may 

bring cultural diversity to a community or cause interracial/ethnic tensions or conflicts in 

a nation.  Migrants with multi-layered identities (e.g., local, national, cultural linguistic, 

transnational, etc.) often live as active participants of globalization.  On the other hand, 

they may suffer from inequality resulting from an increase of the hegemony of “haves” 

over “have-nots” (Durham & Kellner, 2006).     

For example, racial tensions in Los Angeles have increased amid accelerating 

globalization.  As a result of globalization, compared with the so-called Watts riots of 

1965, the Los Angeles riots/civil unrest of 1992 took place in highly complex social, 

political, and economic settings influenced by globalization.  The Watts riots can be 

described in terms of “binary relations between the dominant white and the subordinate 

black populations” (Chang & Diaz-Veizades, 1999, p.25) and were limited to the south 

central area (i.e., one of the Black residential areas) of Los Angeles.  The Los Angeles 

riots/civil unrest, however, can be recorded as America’s first multiethnic civil unrest 

(Chang & Diaz-Veizades, 1999; Shah & Thornton, 2004).  The riots/civil unrest quickly 

spread from south central Los Angeles to other districts of the city including Koreatown, 

Hollywood, and Pico-Union.   

It is noteworthy that typical phenomena of globalization in terms of economic 

(i.e., polarization of wealth and laissez-faire business) and social (i.e., global immigration 
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and demographic shift) fields gave rise to the Los Angeles civil unrest of 1992.   Chang 

and Diaz-Veizades (1999) indicate, “The events beginning on April 29, 1992, reflected 

the development and complexity of the changing demography of Los Angeles, and they 

also were the inevitable outcome of the deteriorating living conditions of the residents of 

south central Los Angeles” (p. 10).  Since the 1980s, Asian immigrants including 

Koreans, as well as the Latino population sharply increased in Los Angeles.  As 

merchants (mostly related to Koreans) and residents (mostly related to Latinos), the new 

immigrants had frequent contact with Black communities (Chang & Diaz-Veizades, 

1999).  Due to the radical economic restructuring since the 1980s, the Los Angeles area 

lost a considerable number of jobs, which left many Black residents unemployed and 

poor during the late 1980s and the early 1990s.      

Blacks were concerned that they were losing the political and economic power 

they achieved through the 1960s civil rights struggle.  The growing Latino population 

resulted in tensions with Black communities over limited social resources.  “The political 

friction was in addition to the job rivalry among working-class Blacks and Latinos,” Shah 

and Thornton (2004, p. 104) note.  A number of Blacks considered Korean American 

merchants as “part of a long-term trend in black communities, a link in the chain of 

outside exploiters, from White to Jewish to Korean” (Shah & Thornton, 2004, p. 104).  In 

the meantime, many Koreans immigrants came to the United States not only with capitals 

from Korea but also with negative stereotypes of Blacks spread throughout Asian 

countries.  As a result, many Blacks perceived Korean merchants as disrespectful and 

arrogant toward their Black customers (Schaefer, 2002). 

Chang and Diaz-Veizades (1999) emphasize that “Korean American merchants 

positioned as a “middleman minority” between the dominant (white) and the subordinate 

(African American) populations were used as scapegoats and blamed for the economic 
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problems of inner cities” (p. 57).  U.S. general market-oriented media played an 

important role in positioning Korean immigrants as a middleman minority.  Whenever 

interracial tensions between Blacks and Korean Americans occurred in the United States, 

the U.S. mainstream media took sides with either Korean Americans or Blacks and 

exaggerated or manipulated Korean-Black disputes in order to gain “legitimacy” while 

overlooking the issue of institutional racism in the United States (Ban & Adams, 1997; 

Chang & Diaz-Veizades, 1999; Kim, 1993; Shah & Thornton, 2004).  Kim (1993) notes: 

When they (i.e., Korean Americans) became the targets of violence in Los 
Angeles, their opinions and views were hardly solicited except as they could be 
used in the already constructed mainstream discourse on race relations, which is a 
sorry combination of blaming the African American and Latino victims for their 
poverty and scapegoating the Korean Americans as robotic aliens who have no 
“real” right to be here in the first place and therefore deserve whatever happens to 
them (pp 7-8).  

Many scholars (e.g., Yu & Chang, 1995; Kim, 1993; Min, 1996) undertook 

extensive research on Korean Americans’ perceptions of interracial relationships and/or 

attitudes toward other racial groups including Blacks as a part of the aftermath of the 

disastrous event.  Unfortunately, Koreans and Blacks still seemed ignorant about each 

other, influenced by “educational and media institutions that erase or distort their 

experiences and perspectives” (Kim, 1993, p. 8) even though the majority of the racial 

groups fully admitted that tensions between Blacks and Korean Americans could be 

solved by building coalitions and understanding through communication (Chang & Diaz-

Veizades, 1999).  When it comes to the generational divisions of the Korean American 

community, Korean immigrants have different perceptions toward interracial conflicts 

from their second and third generations.  Min (1996) observed, “Whereas many Korean 

merchants have taken the position closer to the White group than to the Black in the 

larger biracial division in the United States, many younger-generation Koreans have 
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emphasized the need for a Korean-Black alliance to fight against the ‘White system’” (p. 

222).  All things considered, interracial tensions in Los Angeles still exist and the 

possibility of another civil uprising may not diminish unless U.S. mainstream society and 

every racial community strive to establish mutual understanding of other racial/ethnic 

groups. 

Shah and Thornton (2004) argue that for the United States to evolve into an 

“ideal” multiracial/ethnic society, the U.S. mainstream society and pre-existing 

racial/ethnic communities (e.g., Blacks) should understand their new neighbors’ 

perspectives in the United States, and vice versa.  Miller (1987) points out, “The press is 

the best primary source for an understanding of the world of non-English-speaking 

groups in the United States” (p. xii).  Despite the large number of studies that have 

examined U.S. mainstream news media, few have systematically examined diasporic 

minority-oriented newsrooms.  In addition, many scholars/researchers have been more 

likely to focus on diasporic/ethnic media consumption than on diasporic/ethnic media 

production (Georgiou, 2006).  In other words, communication scholars tend to skip the 

starting point (i.e., diasporic/ethnic media newsrooms and their journalists) as part of the 

whole process of diasporic/ethnic communication.  Consequently, the lack of 

understanding or knowledge about the diasporic/ethnic media may limit researchers’ 

perception of the full picture of diasporic/ethnic communication.  

“To put it succinctly, ethnic and linguistic minorities increasingly will be a part of 

all our futures,” noted Browne (2005, p. 4, emphasis in original).  In fact, one of the most 

important demographic trends in the United States is the fast growing proportion of non-

White, non-English-speaking immigrants and their children (Newman, 2004).  The U.S. 
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foreign-born population1 was estimated at more than 33 million in 2003 (U.S. Census 

Bureau, 2003a), accounting for 12% of the total U.S. population.  The size of the foreign-

born population has increased rapidly.  Among the total U.S. foreign-born population in 

2003, 37% came in the 1990s, 24% came in the 1980s, and 14% came in the 1970s (U.S. 

Census Bureau, 2004).  In addition, approximately 5 million people entered from 2000 to 

2003.  Approximately 25% of all the foreign-born residents in the United States are from 

Asia.  That means more than half of Asian residents in the United States were born 

outside the country (U.S. Census Bureau, 2002).  Asian Americans2

The 1965 Immigration and Naturalization Act contributed significantly to the 

Asian immigrant surge.  Prior to its passage of the 1965, gender-based labor recruiting 

patterns of U.S. industries and U.S. immigration policies, such as the 1882 Chinese 

Exclusion Act and the 1924 Anti-Japanese Immigration Act, resulted in distorted gender 

ratios of Asian American communities—Asian men outnumbered Asian women—and 

negatively affected the formation of Asian Americans’ marital families (Hing, 1993).  

Prior to 1965, Asian American immigrants—mostly men—were recruited for low wage 

jobs, such as agricultural work and other menial labor.  The 1965 Immigration and 

Naturalization Act eliminated national-origin quotas and gave preferences in immigration 

for family reunification.  “Under the 1965 reforms immigrants essentially were 

 are considered one 

of the fastest growing groups of all major racial/ethnic groups in the United States due 

mainly to the great influx of immigrants (U.S. Census Bureau, 2002).   

                                                 
1 The foreign-born are those who were not U.S. citizens at birth.  Natives are those who were born in one of 
the following areas—the United States, Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the U.S. Virgin Islands, or 
the Northern Mariana Islands—or were born abroad of at least one parent who was a U.S. citizen (U.S. 
Census Bureau, 2004).   
2 The term, “Asian Americans” refers to people having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far 
East, Southeast Asia, and the Indian subcontinent (e.g., Cambodia, China, India, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, 
Pakistan, the Philippine Islands, Thailand, & Vietnam).  Asian Americans are not limited to nationalities, 
but include ethnic terms, as well (U.S. Census Bureau, 2002).     
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categorized as immediate relatives of U.S. citizens or under the preference system.  As 

immediate relatives they were not subject to quotas or numerical limitations.  The 

category included the spouses and minor, unmarried children of citizens, as well as the 

parents of adult citizens” Hing (1993, p. 199) noted.         

As a result, the Asian American population in the United States increased 

markedly from approximately 3.2 million in 1980 to 6.9 million in 1990 to 11 million in 

2000 (Xie & Goyette, 2005).  Considering the high proportion of foreign-born population 

(i.e., 64% of all Asian Americans in 2000), the rapid increase in the Asian American 

population was due mainly to immigration rather than to natural growth.  Consequently, 

there has been a large increase in the non-English speaking population in Asian American 

communities.  The Korean American population (79%) ranked top among Asian ethnic 

groups with the largest foreign-born population, followed by Vietnamese (77%), Asian 

Indian (76%), and Chinese (72%) (Xie & Goyette, 2005).  The results of the 2000 U.S. 

Census indicate that 82% of Korean Americans speak Korean at home.  Only two-fifths 

of the people who spoke Korean at home reported that they spoke English “very well,” 

which means that the majority of the Korean American population experiences a 

language barrier to some degree.  Nationwide, more than 20% of the total U.S. population 

speaks a language other than English at home (U.S. Census Bureau, 2003b).   

As a result of the fast growth of immigrant population in the United States, news 

media that target diasporic groups, including Korean American immigrants, have been 

established to serve newcomers to the United States in their native languages (Vivian, 

1995; Wilson II, Gutierrez and Chao, 2003).  The list of ethnic media in the United 

States, in a directory provided by New America Media, a collaboration of ethnic news 

organizations, includes more than 2,500 media organizations covering print, television, 

radio, and online (New America Media, 2010).  Approximately 900 Spanish-language 
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media and 600 Asian American-oriented media are included in the NAM directory as of 

2010.   

Diasporic media serve mainly the needs of certain migrant groups in a given 

geographic location.  The immigrants tend to depend on the diasporic media in their 

native languages to receive information about their new host country as well as about 

their local communities.  In the United States, for example, two main leading diasporic 

dailies, the Korea Daily and the Korea Times, were founded in the early 1970s to serve 

the rapidly increasing Korean immigrant communities in major metropolitan areas (e.g., 

Los Angeles and New York).  The diasporic media, including the two major Korean-

language newspapers, have strived to help recent immigrants understand their new host 

country and to settle in. 

The results of a 2002 poll conducted by a public opinion firm and released by 

New California Media (2002) found that about 84% of Latinos, Asian Americans, and 

African Americans in California receive information through their ethnic news media.  

Of the total ethnic respondents, 53% reported they prefer ethnic media to general market-

oriented media or English-language media (New California Media, 2002).  Spanish-

language media reach 89% of Latinos living in California, and Asian American-oriented 

media reach 75% of the Asian population in California.  Asian American newspapers 

tend to dominate their ethnic news media industries, whereas the Latino broadcasting 

industry is larger than the Latino newspaper industry (Browning, Shafer, Rogers, & 

DeFever, 2003; New California Media, 2002; Rodriguez, 1999).  According to results of 

the poll (New California Media, 2002), 51% and 43% of Latinos reported they prefer 

Spanish-language radio stations and television stations, networks, and programs, 

respectively, to general market-oriented counterparts, whereas only 23% of Latinos 

responded that they prefer ethnic newspapers to general market newspapers.  In contrast, 
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a quarter of Asian respondents reported they prefer their ethnic radio and television 

stations or programs to general market-oriented counterparts and 34% of Asian 

respondents answered that they prefer their ethnic newspapers to general market-oriented 

print media.  

Approximately half of the Asian American residents in California read an ethnic 

news publication at least twice a week (New California Media, 2002).  Among Asian 

groups, the news consumption of Chinese Americans and Korean Americans through 

their ethnic newspapers is noteworthy.  More than half of Chinese Americans (65%) and 

Korean Americans (53%) reported that they prefer their ethnic newspapers to general 

market-oriented newspapers.  Conducting a survey of Blacks, Chinese, Latinos, and 

Whites in the San Francisco Bay area, Browning and his associates (2003) found that 

83% of Chinese residents use their ethnic media and indicated, “Print media play a much 

larger role among those of Chinese origin in the Bay Area than among Latinos” (p. 71).  

Likewise, by conducting a survey of Korean Americans in Southern California, Kim and 

Ball-Rokeach (2003) found that Korean-language newspapers (44.4%) are Korean 

Americans’ most frequently used news medium for gathering information and news 

about their local community, followed by Korean-language television (42.8%) and 

English-language or general market-oriented television (34.8%).           

In his seminal book Public Opinion, Lippmann (1922) argued that the media not 

only serve as a conduit for the main events and issues of the day but also construct and 

present to the public a pseudo-environment that powerfully shapes the public’s view 

toward a certain event or issue.  “For the real environment is altogether too big, too 

complex, and too fleeting for direct acquaintance.  We are not equipped to deal with so 

much subtlety, so much variety, so many permutations and combinations,” Lippmann 

(1922, p. 16) noted.  Therefore, people tend to make judgments about “the world outside” 
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by creating “pictures in our heads,” simplifications of the real world, to which the mass 

media make a powerful contribution (Lippmann, 1922).   

By employing empirical research methods, a number of agenda-setting studies, 

including McCombs and Shaw’s (1972) Chapel Hill study, found that the news media 

influence the public’s perceptions.  “The media not only tell us what to think about, they 

also tell us how to think about it,” McCombs and his associates (2000, p. 78) pointed out.  

Agenda-setting is a theory about the transfer of salience from the mass media’s pictures 

of the world to those in our heads (McCombs, 2004).  The “transfer of salience” can be 

observed on two levels: The first level is the transmission of object salience (e.g., topics, 

issues, events, or persons) and the second level is the transmission of attribute salience of 

those objects (McCombs, 2004; Shaw & McCombs, 1977).  From these perspectives, the 

mass media’s attention or emphasis causes certain issues/objects or attributes to be 

elevated in importance or prominence to the audience.  “The concepts of status-conferral, 

stereotyping, and image-making all deal with the salience of objects or attributes,” Shaw 

and McCombs argued (1977, p. 12).  New immigrants tend to rely heavily on their 

diasporic/ethnic news media for understanding the world of other racial/ethnic groups 

beyond the immigrants’ own personal experience.  Therefore, the diasporic/ethnic media 

play an extremely important role in constructing diasporas’ perceptions toward their 

neighboring racial/ethnic communities as well as toward the new host country.   

Given the considerable influence of the news media on audience perceptions, it 

seems natural to ask (1) who the journalists are, (2) how they make news, (3) what they 

frequently report, and (4) what interests they serve.  Sociologist C. Wright Mills (1956) 

in his book The Power Elite observed that those who control the media and news content 

are among the most powerful in a culture due mainly to their ability to influence the 

public and society.  From this perspective, Shoemaker and Reese (1996) pointed out that 
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even though most mass communication scholars pay attention mainly to the process 

through which people receive mass media content or to the effects of content on people 

and society, “it is equally important to understand the influences that shape content” (p. 

3).  In other words, researchers should pay greater attention to gatekeeping which refers 

to “the process of culling and crafting countless bits of information into the limited 

number of messages that reach people each day” (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009, p. 1).  

Shoemaker (1991) stressed, “The way in which we define our lives and the world around 

us is largely a product of the gatekeeping process.  Influences on gatekeeping directly 

affect our view of social reality” (p. 4).   

When it comes to research on diasporic/ethnic media, a large amount of scholarly 

research has examined diasporic/ethnic media consumption rather than diasporic/ethnic 

media production (Georgiou, 2006).  If scholars continue to overlook the starting point 

(i.e., diasporic/ethnic newsrooms) as part of the whole process of diasporic/ethnic mass 

communication, then researchers’ perceptions of the full picture of diasporic/ethnic 

communication are likely to be severely limited due to a lack of understanding or 

knowledge about the diasporic/ethnic media and their journalists.  

Researchers have recently recognized the need for studies of diasporas and their 

media to comprehend current prominent phenomena (e.g., hybridity) of cultural 

globalization.  Diasporic media play an important role in catalyzing the social process of 

ethnic community building and identity creation of their ethnic community members 

(Rodriguez, 1999).  Kraidy (2005, p. 10) noted, “Communication processes spawned by 

migration are helpful in understanding cultural hybridity.”  Cultural hybridity refers to 

“the formation of cultural objects and practices that are produced by the histories of 

uneven and unsynthetic power relations” (Lowe, 2004, p. 428).  In terms of Asian 

Americans, hybridity does not suggest a unidirectional assimilation of Asian immigrants 
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and their cultures to dominant forms.  Instead, hybridity refers to the history of survival 

of Asian diasporic communities within relationships of “unequal power” (Lowe, 2004) 

and encompasses possibilities that range from relative autonomy to relatively strong 

dependence (Nederveen Pieterse, 2004; Straubhaar, 2007).  As a result, Korean diasporas 

in the United States have multiple layers of identity facilitated mainly by their media.  

The Korean diasporic media enable Korean immigrants to maintain their distinct 

ethnicity and keep their cultural identity.  At the same time, the media promote an Asian 

American panethnicity mentality (e.g., Vincent Chin issue).  The Korean diasporas also 

receive from their media as well as the mainstream media news and information that help 

them become “Americanized.”  

In spite of the rapid growth of the Asian American population and their news 

media industry, media scholars have paid little attention to Asian American-oriented 

news media and their journalists.  This may be due partly to practical difficulties of 

unveiling an uncharted terrain.  It is not an easy task for researchers to gain access to 

diasporic newsrooms and gatekeepers.  It can be more difficult for researchers without 

Korean-language skills and familiarity with Korean diasporic journalism to conduct 

gatekeeping research on the Korean diasporic media.  Researchers can hardly obtain full 

cooperation in their gatekeeping research from journalists who are burdened with heavy 

workloads without having previously established rapport between the researchers and 

gatekeepers.  For those reasons, even among scant research on Asian American news 

media, there have been few studies on Asian American news media that target mainly 

diasporic groups rather than second or third immigrant generations.  Especially, Korean 

diasporic news media and their journalists have remained uncharted in spite of the 

remarkable growth of the Korean diasporic journalism industry and the Korean American 

community in the United States.   
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Therefore, it is worthwhile to empirically examine the newsrooms and the role of 

the Korean diasporic media in the United States.  As will be discussed in detail in the 

following literature section, diasporic/ethnic news media often pay attention to different 

news topics or issues and produce a different view of an event/issue from those of the 

mainstream media.  In addition, the cultural background of diasporic media journalists 

and organizational goals of diasporic media are different from the mainstream media.  All 

things considered, it is reasonable to assume that the gatekeeping process as well as news 

content will be different between the diasporic media and general market-oriented 

counterparts.    

In the domain of diasporic new production, this study examines a wide range of 

topics.  It seeks to contribute to gatekeeping studies on diaspora-oriented news media by 

providing one of the first empirical investigations of the Korean diaspora-oriented 

journalists’ demographic characteristics, perceptions toward newsworthiness, diasporic 

media functions, and other racial/ethnic groups and primary channels/sources for news 

gathering.  That is to say, this study is intended to provide a description of the 

gatekeeping forces of the Korean diasporic news media.  In addition, by analyzing news 

content of two major Korean American-oriented newspapers, this study attempts to find 

what kinds of news stories are commonly covered in the diasporic press and what factors 

strongly influence the diasporic media’s newsworthiness.  Consequently, this study 

furthers understanding about what diasporic minority groups, in general, pay attention to, 

think about, and talk about (Cohen, 1963).  Finally, through in-depth interviews with 

several experienced media professionals working for the Korean American media, this 

study attempts to identify problems confronted by diasporic news media organizations 

and to forecast the future of the diasporic media in the United States.   
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The ultimate goals of this dissertation are to add to the knowledge of the diaspora-

oriented news media in the era of globalization and to serve as a significant theoretical 

framework for future gatekeeping studies on diasporic/ethnic media.  It is expected that 

the findings of this study will contribute to a mutual and better understanding between 

different racial/ethnic groups and, therefore, will help build harmonious multiethnic 

communities 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter presents literature relevant to the research purposes of this 

dissertation.  It is organized into four main sections:  (1) history and overview of Korean 

American news media, (2) preconditions for the prosperity of diasporic media, (3) 

gatekeeping theory, and (4) functions of diasporic news media. 

HISTORY AND OVERVIEW OF KOREAN AMERICAN NEWS MEDIA 

The history of the Korean diasporic news media in the United States is long and 

rich (Mansfield-Richardson, 1999).  Approximately 7,000 Korean agricultural 

employees, predominantly men, were recruited to work on plantations in Hawaii between 

1903 and 1905 (Hing, 1993; Patterson, 1988).  This is considered the initial wave of 

Korean immigration into the United States.  To serve the early Korean immigrants, the 

first Korean American newspaper, the Korean Times was published in Honolulu between 

June 1905 and September 1906 (Kim, 1986).  The first Korean American newspaper to 

be published on the mainland of the United States was Konglip Sinbo (in English, the 

United Korean), founded in San Francisco in November 1905 (Mansfield-Richardson, 

1999).  About a half century earlier, the first Asian Pacific American newspaper, the 

Golden Hills’ News, was established in 1854 for Chinese immigrants living in San 

Francisco (Mansfield-Richardson, 1999; Wilson, Gutierrez, & Chao, 2003).  Most of the 

early Asian immigrants from China, Japan, and Korea were agricultural or manual 

laborers who worked in Hawaii or California (Hing, 1993).  Thus, it was natural that 

Honolulu and San Francisco would become sites for the Asian immigrants’ first 

newspapers.  The first Japanese immigrant newspaper, Shinonome (in English, Dawn) 

was also first published in San Francisco in 1886 (Wilson, Gutierrez, & Chao, 2003).      
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In 1909, the Korean National Association, the first Korean American unification 

organization, changed the name of Konglip Sinbo to Shin-Han Minbo (in English, the 

New Korea).  Around the time that Korea was annexed by Japan in 1910, some Korean 

political refugees and activists, including Chang-Ho Ahn, pen name Dosan, came to the 

United States to work for the Korean newspaper in the U.S. in hopes of regaining their 

country’s independence from Japan.  The educated political refugees and activists played 

an important role in establishing and maintaining the early Korean-language newspaper.  

The newspaper frequently delivered editorials and news stories on Koreans’ 

independence movements throughout the world as well as in Korea and strived to inspire 

Korean immigrants with the spirit of independence and nationalism against Japan’s 

imperialism.  Shin-Han Minbo continues to be published in Los Angeles as a monthly 

publication (Korean American Pioneer Council, 2009).  Following Shin-Han Minbo, 

several Korean American publications, such as New Korean World, United Korean News 

(in Korean, Shin Han’ Gukpo), the Korean Pacific Weekly, Tansan Sibo, Tongmu, and 

Gong Gae Pyun Ji (in English, Korean Open Letter), were published from the early 

1990s to the  mid-1990s (Kim, 1986; Mansfield-Richardson, 1999; Wynar, 1972).  

However, most of the early newspapers were relatively short-lived.  

Starting after enactment of the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Act in 1965, 

giving preferences in immigration for family reunification, several Korean diasporic 

newspapers have flourished.  As a result, the Korean population in the United States 

increased dramatically from 70,000 in 1970 to 800,000 in 1990 (Hing, 1993; Hraba, 

1994).  “For the four years prior to the act, Koreans accounted for only seven out of every 

1,000 immigrants.  In the first four years after the act, Koreans were 38 out of every 

1,000 immigrants to the United States,” Hraba (1994, pp.325-326) noted. Corresponding 

to the growing number of Korean immigrants, several Korean diasporic news media were 
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founded in metropolitan areas such as Los Angeles and New York.  In other words, the 

1965 Immigration and Naturalization Act (the so-called Family Act) served as the 

impetus for the advent of full-fledged daily publications as well as broadcasting media in 

the history of Korean Americans.  The Korea Times (in Korean, Hankook Ilbo) and the 

Korea Daily (in Korean, JoongAng Ilbo) were founded in Los Angeles in 1969 and 1974, 

respectively. They also opened branches in other major cities such as New York, 

Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta, and Washington D. C., all locations with large Korean 

American populations.  Since then, the two daily newspapers, the Korean Times and the 

Korea Daily, have dominated and represented the Korean-language media in the United 

States.  Several South Korea-based dailies such as the Dong-A Ilbo and the Hankyoreh 

attempted to compete with the two major dailies but failed to gain a profitable market 

share and eventually withdrew their U.S. branches.  The two Korean-language dailies, the 

Korea Times and the Korea Daily, provide local and U.S. national news stories as well as 

motherland news stories.  In addition, each day they publish a different special section 

(e.g., Health/Well-being, Education, Travel/Leisure, Religion, Real Estates, and 

Culture/Art).     

In terms of daily circulation, the two newspapers rank in the top 10 daily 

newspapers published in Los Angeles County (Nusbaum, 2007).  As shown in Table 2-1, 

the Korea Times (with a daily circulation 75,141 in 2007) and the Korea Daily (with a 

daily circulation 68,255 in 2007) were ranked the sixth and the seventh major dailies in 

Los Angeles County.  The average daily circulation of the Korea Times in the early1970s 

was about 2,500 (Wynar & Wynar, 1976), which means that the current circulation of the 

newspaper is 30 times greater than in the early 1970s.  
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Table 2-1:  Los Angeles County Daily Newspapers: Ranked by Daily Circulation 

Rank Newspaper 
Daily Circulation % 

Change 
(loss) 

Description Sept. 2006 Sept. 2007 

1 Los Angeles Times 775,766 779,682 0.5 General 
2 Investor’s Business 173,169 161,226 (6.9) Business 
3 Daily News 151,215 152,000 0.5 General 
4 La Opinion 121,572 124,784 2.6 Spanish 
5 Press-Telegram 87,872 83,941 (4.5) General 
6 Korea Times 72,600 75,141 3.5 Korean 
7 Korea Daily 65,450 68,255 4.3 Korean 
8 Daily Breeze 65,750 66,305 0.8 General 

9 San Gabriel Valley 
Tribune 42,602 43,013 1 General 

10 Daily Variety 31,043 32,130 3.5 Entertainment 
11 Pasadena Star-News 29,712 29,737 0.1 General 
12 Hollywood Reporter 31,211 25,261 (19.1) Entertainment 
13 Antelope Valley 28,400 24,531 (13.6) General 
14 Whittier Daily 16,339 16,423 0.5 General 
15 Glendale News 19,900 12,971 (34.8) General 

Source: Los Angeles Business Journal 

The top five newspapers on the list of Los Angeles newspapers include three 

general market-oriented newspapers (i.e., the Los Angeles Times, Daily News, and Press-

Telegram), one business publication (i.e., Investor’s Business), and one Spanish-language 

newspaper (i.e., La Opinion).  It is noteworthy that the daily circulation of the Korean 

Times and the Korea Daily increased by 3.5% and 4.3%, respectively, between 2006 and 

2007, whereas most general market-oriented newspapers, including the Los Angeles 

Times, Press-Telegram and Investor’s Business, appeared to have struggled for 

circulation gains.  Margaret Engel, managing editor of the Newseum and director of the 

Alicia Patterson Foundation, listed the Korea Daily and the Korea Times as being among 

the seven major ethnic dailies in the United States (Engel, 2002).  The other five dailies 

include two Chinese-language newspapers (Hong Kong-based Sing Tao Daily and 
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Taiwan-based World Journal), one Spanish-language press (La Opinion), and two 

Vietnamese-language dailies (Viet Bao and Nguoi Viet).      

Korean-language television news programs have also grown considerably since 

the 1980s.  Korean Television Enterprises (KTE) served as the exclusive distributor in the 

United States for the Korean Broadcasting System (KBS), the largest television network 

in South Korea, and produced local news programs for Korean immigrants living in the 

Los Angeles area.  The name was changed to KBS America in 2004.  Over the past 30 

years, other Korean-language television stations were established in other metropolitan 

areas (e.g., New York-based WMBS and Chicago-based KBC) as well as in Los Angeles 

(e.g., KATV, KTAN, and TVK).  Especially, Los Angeles-based TVK, which was 

established in 2007, serves as the first Korean-language network in the United States to 

broadcast live news programs airing weekday evenings.    

Radio Korea, launched in 1989 in Los Angeles, is one of the earliest and largest 

Korean-language radio stations in the United States.  When the Los Angeles civil unrest 

took place in 1992, the Korean-language radio station played an important role in 

informing distressed Korean Americans about what was going on and in beseeching good 

Samaritans to help defend Korean-owned businesses that were being attacked.  When 

Chan Ho Park, the first South Korean-born baseball player in the Major Leagues, played 

as a pitcher for the Los Angeles Dodgers a decade ago, Radio Korea gave running 

commentaries in Korean for games in which Park played as starting pitcher.  Another 

Korean-language radio station, FM Seoul, was set up in 1993 as a rival radio station to 

Radio Korea.  FM Seoul and KTAN-TV are affiliated with the Korea Times.  In 1996, 

FM Seoul changed its name to Radio Seoul AM 1650 and continues to deliver news 

programs with music and entertainment to Korean immigrants.   In 2007, the Korea Daily 

launched a Korean-language radio station, JoongAng Broadcasting Corporation (JBC), in 
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Los Angeles.  The Korea Daily also plans to launch a television network in the future.  

The total of monthly advertising revenue for Korean-language radio stations in Los 

Angeles is estimated to be one million dollars (Sung, 2007).       

Besides the aforementioned news organizations, there are a number of Korean-

language daily, weekly, and monthly publications and online news media in the United 

States.  Each metropolitan area with a large Korean American population has Korean-

language weekly publications.  One of the largest weekly publications, the Sunday 

Journal, was established in Los Angeles in 1982 and has an average weekly circulation 

of 28,000.  In Texas, the Houston-based Korea World and the Dallas-based News Korea 

are published weekly and distributed to Korean American communities statewide.  As 

one of the largest Korean-language monthly magazines, the Houston-based Korean 

Journal, established in 1995, distributes approximately 100,000 copies to all fifty states.  

Korean immigrant communities also have a number of special interest publications for 

business (e.g., Los Angeles-based Korea Herald Business - daily), education (e.g., Los 

Angeles-based USA Edu News - weekly), religion (e.g., Los Angeles-based the Christian 

Today - weekly) and sports/entertainment (e.g., Los Angeles-based Ilgan Sports U.S.A – 

daily; Los Angeles-based Daily Sports Seoul USA - daily, Los Angeles-based the Korean 

Sunday News - weekly).      

In 1996, the Korea Daily launched its website (koreadaily.com), marking a first 

among Korean American news media.  After that, all of the major Korean media 

organizations have created their own websites, delivering news stories and information to 

Korean immigrants online and offline.  Recently, Korean-language online news media 

have been added in the United States.  For example, the Los Angeles-based ukopia.com 

delivers online Korean American community news as well as local and U.S. national 
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news.  The online news organization has partnered with Yahoo Korea and provides news 

stories to the portal of Yahoo Korea.          

PRECONDITIONS FOR THE PROSPERITY OF DIASPORIC MEDIA   

Miller (1987) identified three critical factors that contribute to the rise of an ethnic 

minority press: population size, the level of literacy within the ethnic community, and a 

persona.  First of all, population size of a particular ethnic minority group should be large 

enough to maintain the minimum necessary circulation.  Second, an ethnic community’s 

mother tongue-based literacy level should be high.  Finally, there should be a person who 

can provide financial backing and devote his or her energies to give vitality to an ethnic 

media organization. 

In addition to factors that Miller (1987) pointed out, there are three more key 

factors necessary to ensure the success of ethnic news media.  First, there should be a 

large number of immigrants whose English skills are not good enough to depend solely 

on the U.S. general market-oriented news media for information and news.  In other 

words, newcomers from the motherlands should keep coming to the United States 

because the second and third generation of diasporas are less likely than their first 

generation immigrants to read or watch the diaspora-oriented news media (Kim, 1988, 

2001). Second, there should be many ethnic entrepreneurs who become their ethnic 

media’s major source of advertising revenue (Kaniss, 1991; Riggins, 1992; Zhou, Chen, 

& Cai, 2006).  Third, a physical ethnic community or enclave where a large number of 

ethnic minority group members concentrate should exist because it is cost-efficient and 

easy for an ethnic news media to deliver their news content (Riggins, 1992).   The 

following section describes six factors that contribute to the prosperity of Korean 

diaspora-oriented news media today in the United States:   
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Population Size 

According to the U.S. Census 2000, the United States population was 281.4 

million as of 2000 and Asians comprised about 4.2% (i.e., 11.9 million) of the total U.S. 

population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2002).  The Korean American population (i.e., 

1,228,427) ranked fifth among Asian American ethnic groups, after Chinese Americans 

(2,879,636), Filipino Americans (2,364,815), Indian Americans (1,899,599), and 

Vietnamese Americans (1,223,736).  Specifically, there were approximately 1.08 million 

people who were reported to be only Korean and an additional 0.15 million people who 

were reported to be Korean with at least one other race or Asian subgroup.  As shown in 

Table 2-2, over the past three decades, the Korean American population has steadily 

increased from approximately 0.35 million in 1980 to 0.8 million in 1990 to 1.15 million3

Based on results of a 2008 American Community Survey, the U.S. Census Bureau 

(2009) estimated there were approximately 1.6 million Korean Americans (i.e., Korean 

alone or in any combination) in 2008.  The ethnic group was estimated to comprise about 

0.5% and 10. 5% of the U.S. total population and the total Asian population in the United 

States, respectively.  The U.S. Census Bureau (2008) projects that the Asian American 

population is expected to increase to 40.6 million in 2050, accounting for 9.2% of the 

U.S. total population in 2050.  Therefore, if the Korean population in the United States 

 

in 2000, showing a 35% increase between 1990 and 2000 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2002; 

Xie & Goyette, 2005).   

                                                 
3 Depending on the ways in which the Korean American population is calculated, it can be 1.23 million, 
1.15 million, or 1.08 million.  Because the 2000 U.S. Census allowed for the first time the enumeration of 
people with multiple racial/ethnic affiliations, it is sometimes necessary to reclassify multiracial people in 
the 2000 Census into single-race categories in statistical tabulations for comparison with previous data and 
for simplicity.  The 50 percent rule evenly assigns biracial people to the two racial groups to which they 
partially belong for statistical purposes.  For multiracial Asians, it seems that the 50 percent rule is a close 
approximation (Xie & Goyette, 2005, p. 208). 
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continues to increase at a steady pace, at least one out of 100 residents in the United 

States will be categorized in the racial/ethnic category of “Korean” in forty years.    

Table 2-2:   American Population by Major Ethnicity 

Race/ 
Ethnicity 

1980 Census 1990 Census 2000 Census Percent 
Change 
(1990 -
2000) 

Number % Number % Number % 

Total U.S. 
Population 226,545,805  248,709,873  281,421,906  13.2 

Asian 
Americans 3,259,519 1.4 6,908,638 2.8 

11,898,828* 
11,070,913** 
10,019,405*** 

4.2 
3.9 
3.6 48.3 

Chinese 806,040 0.4 1,645,472 0.7 
2,879,636* 
2,633,849** 
2,432,585*** 

1.0 
0.9 
0.9 47.8 

Filipino 774,652 0.3 1,406,770 0.6 
2,364,815* 
2,089,701** 
1,850,314*** 

0.8 
0.7 
0.7 31.5 

Asian 
Indian 361,531 0.2 815,447 0.3 

1,899,599* 
1,785,336** 
1,678,765*** 

0.7 
0.6 
0.6 105.9 

Vietnamese 261,729 0.1 614,547 0.3 
1,223,736* 
1,171,776** 
1,122,528*** 

0.4 
0.4 
0.4 82.7 

Korean 354,593 0.2 798,849 0.3 
1,228,427* 
1,148,951** 
1,076,872*** 

0.4 
0.4 
0.4 34.8 

Japanese 700,974 0.3 847,562 0.3 
1,148,932* 
958,945** 
796,700*** 

0.4 
0.3 
0.3 -6.0 

Sources:  U.S. Census Bureau (2002): The Asian Population: 2000; Xie & Goyette 
(2005): A Demographic Portrait of Asian Americans > 
* Asian detailed group alone or in any combination 
** The 2000 U.S. Census allowed for the first time the enumeration of people with 
multiple racial/ethnic affiliations.  To be consistent with the 1980 and 1990 censuses, 
multiracial and multiethnic Asian Americans in the 2000 Census were allocated evenly to 
their appropriate categories following the 50 percent rule. 
*** Respondents who reported only one Asian group. 
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Foreign-Born Population/Poor English Skills 

Asian Americans have been considered one of the fastest growing of all major 

racial/ethnic groups in the United States due mainly to the great influx of immigrants 

(U.S. Census Bureau, 2003a; Xie & Goyette, 2005).  Hraba (1994) reported that 

immigration resulted in the rapid growth of the Korean American population from 

approximately 70,000 in 1970 to 800,000 in 1990.  In 2003, the U.S. foreign-born 

population was calculated at more than 33 million (U.S. Census Bureau, 2003a), 

accounting for 12% of the total U.S. population.  One-fourth of all the foreign-born 

residents in the United States are from Asia.  In other words, as indicated in Table 2-3, 

more than half of the Asian residents in the United States were born outside the country.  

As shown in Table 2-3, the Korean American population (79%) was ranked top among 

Asian ethnic groups with the largest foreign-born population, followed by Vietnamese 

(77%) and Asian Indian (76%), which means that approximately 8 out of 10 Korean 

Americans were born outside the United States.  As a result, a large portion of the Korean 

American subgroup is non-English speaking.   

Table 2-3:  Population Size and Key Demographic Characteristics by Asian American 
Ethnicity, 2000  

Race/ 
Ethnicity 

Asian alone 
or in 

combination  

% single 
ethnic 
group 

single-
ethnicity 

% 
foreign-

born 

% speaking non-
English language 

at home  
All Asians 11,898,828 84 10,019,405 64 73 

Chinese 2,879636 84 2,432,585 72 86 
Filipino 2,364,815 78 1,850,314 70 71 

Asian Indian 1,899,599 88 1,678,765 76 81 
Korean 1,228,427 88 1,076,872 79 82 

Vietnamese 1,223,736 92 1,122,528 77 93 
Japanese 1,148,932 69 796,700 41 47 

  Source: Xie & Goyette (2005) 
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As indicated in Table 2-3, more than 80% of Korean Americans speak a language 

other than English at home.  As a result, Korean is ranked as the eighth most frequently 

spoken non-English language at home in the United States, with approximately 0.9 

million Korean-language speakers (U.S. Census Bureau, 2003b).  Table 2-4 indicates that 

the number of Korean-language speakers at home increased by 42% from 626,478 in 

1990 to 894,063 in 2000.  The increase (42%) outpaced the growth (35%) of the Korean 

population in the United States between 1990 and 2000.  As shown in Table 2-4, more 

than half the people who spoke a language other than English at home reported that they 

spoke English “very well” (55% or 25.6 million people), whereas only 40% of the people 

who spoke Korean at home reported that they spoke English “very well.”   

Table 2-4:  Ten Non-English Languages Most Frequently Spoken at Home by English-
speaking Ability for the Population 5 Years and Over: 1990 and 2000 

Language Spoken 
at Home 

2000 1990 

Total 
English-speaking ability (million) 

Total Very 
Well Well Not 

well 
Not at 

all 
English Only 215,423,557 - - - - 198,600,798 

Total non-English 46,951,595 25.63 10.33 7.62 3.37 31,844,979 
Spanish 28,101,052 14.35 5.82 5.13 2.80 17,339,172 
Chinese 2,022,143 0.86 0.60 0.41 0.16 12,49,213 
French 1,643,838 1.23 0.27 0.14 0.08 1,702,176 
German 1,382,613 1.08 0.22 0.08 0.00 1,547,099 
Tagalog 1,224,241 0.83 0.31 0.08 0.00 843,251 

Vietnamese 1,009,627 0.34 0.34 0.27 0.06 507,069 
Italian 1,008,370 0.70 0.20 0.10 0.01 1,308,648 
Korean 894,063 0.36 0.27 0.23 0.04 626,478 
Russian 706,242 0.30 0.21 0.15 0.04 241,798 
Polish 667,414 0.39 0.17 0.10 0.02 723,483 

Source: US Census Bureau (2003b), Language Use and English-Speaking Ability: 2000 

Results of the 2000 U.S. Census (U.S. Census Bureau, 2003b) indicate that more 

than 25% of the population in seven states spoke a language other than English at home 
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in 2000.  California had the largest percentage of non-English-language speakers at home 

(39% or 12.4 million), followed by New Mexico (37% or 0.6 million), Texas (31% or 6 

million), New York (28% or 5 million), Hawaii (27% or 0.3 million), Arizona (26% or 

1.2 million), and New Jersey (26% or 2 million).  In terms of numbers and percentages, 

California ranked top among states with non-English speakers due mainly to the large 

number of foreign-born residents.  In general, the English-speaking ability of foreign-

born Korean residents in California ranked lower than any other major foreign-born 

Asian ethnic subgroup in the United States.  Approximately 92% and 94% of foreign-

born Korean residents in California and Los Angeles County spoke a language other than 

English at home, respectively (Yu & Choe, 2003a; U.S. Census Bureau, 2003b).  Among 

them, approximately 39% and 43% reported that they spoke English “not well.”  As a 

result of the language barrier, the Korean-language news media naturally attract Korean 

American consumers. 

Level of Literacy/Educational Level 

Unlike the early Korean immigrants who came to the United States in the early 

1990s, recent Korean immigrants are well educated and middle class (Schafer, 2002; Xie 

and Goyette, 2005).  As shown in Table 2-5, the proportion of Asian Americans with a 

college degree is much larger than that of Whites or Blacks. More than 50% of Asian 

Americans of 25-34-year-old hold a college degree, whereas only 30% of Whites and 

15% of Blacks have a college degree.  Almost every Korean resident of 25-34-year-olds 

has at least a high school diploma, and three out of five Korean residents have a college 

degree.   
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Table 2-5: Percent Completing High School and Attaining College Degrees by Asian 
Ethnicity and Race, Americans Ages 25-34 

Race/Ethnicity High School or Higher College Degree or Higher 
1980 1990 2000 1980 1990 2000 

All Asians 87 85 90 42 43 53 
U.S.-born 95 94 94 44 43 50 

Foreign-born 84 83 89 42 44 54 
Chinese 88 85 92 50 53 67 

U.S.-born 97 97 96 58 63 73 
Foreign-born 85 83 91 48 51 65 
Asian Indian 90 90 94 60 60 76 

U.S.-born 81 94 92 40 67 74 
Foreign-born 90 89 94 61 60 76 

Korean 83 90 97 31 42 59 
U.S.-born 91 97 98 33 57 70 

Foreign-born 83 90 97 31 42 58 
Japanese 96 98 97 45 49 57 
U.S.-born 98 98 96 48 47 57 

Foreign-born 93 97 98 40 52 57 
Filipino 88 90 95 42 37 43 

U.S.-born 87 89 97 15 23 43 
Foreign-born 89 91 94 47 42 43 
Vietnamese 69 67 72 14 22 27 
U.S.-born NA 42 52 NA 8 23 

Foreign-born 69 67 73 14 22 27 
Whites 87 87 88 25 25 30 
Blacks 75 77 81 12 12 15 

 Source:  Xie & Goyette (2005) 

In addition, Table 2-5 indicates that as time passes, the proportion of well-

educated Korean people increases.  In 1980, the proportion of college degree holders 

between Korean Americans and Whites was not very different (i.e., 31% vs. 25%).  In 

2000, however, the proportion of Korean residents with college degrees was twice as 

large as that of Whites (i.e., 59% vs. 30%).  In general, the educational and, 

consequently, socio-economic backgrounds of the ethnic group positively influence the 
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readership of the Korean diaspora-oriented newspapers as well as the overall popularity 

of Korean-language broadcasting and online media (Hamilton, 2004; Rodriguez, 1999). 

Physical Ethnic Community/Enclave    

Approximately one-third of Korean Americans lived in California in 2000.  There 

were also Korean concentrations in New York (11.1%), New Jersey (6.1%), Illinois 

(4.8%), Washington (4.4%), and Texas (4.2%).  Korean population was concentrated 

especially in the city of Los Angeles (91,595) and its neighboring cities, such as Glendale 

(12,504), Torrance (9,481), Fullerton (9,093), and Cerritos (8,938) (see Table 2-6).  By 

and large, one out of 10 Koreans in the United States lived in the city of Los Angeles.  It 

is noteworthy that about one-quarter of the Korean population in 2000 lived in the Los 

Angeles-Riverside-Orange-San Bernardino-Ventura County areas (Park, 2004).  That 

concentration of population contributed to the prosperity of Korean news media, 

especially to the Korean-language media in Los Angeles.  The good news for the Korean 

diasporic news media located in Los Angeles is that the Korean American population in 

the city of Los Angeles constantly increases.  In 2005, there were 99,281 Koreans in the 

city of Los Angeles, showing 8.4% of increase between 2000 and 2005 (Chang, 2006).   
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Table 2-6: Korean Population Ranked by Top Ten States and Cities, 2000 

 Source:  Yu & Choe (2003b) 

Ethnic Entrepreneurs/Businesses for Media Advertising Revenue 

As indicated in Table 2-7, Korean Americans have a strong entrepreneurial spirit.  

Macionis (1995) found that Asian Americans are more likely than any other racial group 

to own and operate businesses, and Korean Americans stand out as the most likely to be 

entrepreneurs among all Asian Americans.  There was a 24% increase in the number of 

Asian-owned businesses in the United Sates between 1997 and 2002, approximately 

twice the U.S. national average for all businesses (U.S. Census Bureau, 2006a).  Korean 

American-owned firms counted for more than 14% of the total Asian-owned firms in the 

United States.   Considering only firms with paid employees, which are generally far 

larger than firms without paid employees, Korean American-owned businesses accounted 

for about 18% of the total number of Asian-owned firms (57,078) in the United States in 

2002 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2006a).  Approximately half (47% or 73,466) of the total 

Korean-owned businesses were located in two states, California and New York.  
  

State Population % of Total City Population 
California 345,882 32.1 Los Angeles, CA 91,595 
New York 119,846 11.1 New York, NY 86,473 
New Jersey 65,349 6.1 Honolulu, HI 15,586 

Illinois 51,453 4.8 Glendale, CA 12,504 
Washington 46,880 4.4 Chicago, IL 11,895 

Texas 45,571 4.2 Torrance, CA 9,481 
Virginia 45,279 4.2 San Jose, CA 9,425 

Maryland 39,155 3.6 Fullerton, CA 9,093 
Pennsylvania 31,612 2.9 Cerritos, CA 8,938 

Hawaii 23,537 2.2 San Francisco, CA 7,679 
Subtotal 8,145,64 75.6 Subtotal 262,669 

Total 1,076,872  Total 1,076,872 
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Table 2-7: Comparison of Business Ownership by Race/Ethnicity: 2002 

Ethnicity 
All Firms (2002) 

Firms Sales & Receipts 
(million dollars) 

Percent 
of Total 

Percent 
of Asian 

Total 22,974,655 22,603,659 -- -- 
Hispanic-Owned 1,573,464 221, 927 6.8 -- 

Black-Owned 1,197,567 88,642 5.2 -- 
 Asian-Owned 1,103,587 326,663 4.8 -- 

Chinese 286,041 105,052 1.2 25.9 
Asian Indian 223,212 88,128 1.0 20.2 

Korean  157,688 46,961 0.7 14.3 
Vietnamese 147,036 15,512 0.6 13.3 

Filipino 125,146 14,155 0.5 11.3 
Japanese 86,910 30,623 0.4 7.9 

 Source:  U.S. Census Bureau (2006b) 

According to results of a 2002 survey of business owners (U.S. Census Bureau, 

2006b), Korean Americans’ top five favorite business sectors were retail trade (34,120), 

professional/scientific/technical services (14,064), accommodation and food services 

(14,038), health care and social assistance (9,801), and real estate/rental and leasing 

(8,249).  The number of Korean-owned firms (80,272) in the five business sectors 

comprised 51% of the total Korean-owned firms in the United States.   Businesses such 

as restaurants, retail stores, hospitals, car dealers, hospitals, real estate, and rental and 

leasing services need to advertise their services or products frequently.  Consequently, 

those businesses provide major advertising revenue for Korean-language news media.      

Devoted Person/Organization   

“The history of ethnic newspapers is often that of strong and dedicated 

personalities, often willing to take financial risks for their papers, which they viewed as 

an essential community service,” Kitano (1987, p. 198) pointed out.  The Korean political 

refugees and activists, including Chang-Ho Ahn, played a central role in launching and 

maintaining the early Korean-language newspapers in the United States.  Through 
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newspapers, the refugees and activists strived to inspire early Korean immigrants with the 

spirit of independence as well as useful information.   

Since the mid-1960s, the Korean government and private news organizations in 

Korea have set up Korean-language news media in the United States.  The JoongAng Ilbo 

(in English, the Korea Daily) and the Hankook Ilbo (in English, the Korea Times) in 

South Korea established their U.S. headquarters in Los Angeles to serve the rapidly 

increasing Korean community in California.  In terms of broadcasting, Korean 

Broadcasting System (KBS), South Korea’s premier public broadcaster, helped to 

establish two Korean-language television stations, KTE and KATV, in Los Angeles, and 

supplied programs produced in Korea to the two Korean American television stations, 

free of charge (Kim, 1983).  Recently, a large number of Korean American businessmen 

have launched local media for Korean Americans, including TVK, Korean Journal, and 

Radio Korea, without support of the Korean government or Korea-based media 

organizations. 

GATEKEEPING THEORY 

Donohue, Tichenor, and Olien (1972) define gatekeeping in the mass media as 

“all forms of information control that may arise in decisions about message encoding, 

such as selection, shaping, display, timing, withholding, or repetition of entire messages 

or message components” (p. 43).  A number of scholars of gatekeeping studies have 

proposed several levels of analysis.  Depending on the scholars’ needs or perspectives, 

there may be three levels of analysis (e.g., Whitney & Ettema, 2003; McCombs, 2004), 

five levels (e.g., Shoemaker & Reese, 1996), or even nine levels (e.g., Dimmick & Coit, 

1982).  Media scholars agree there are no clear-cut distinctions for dividing each layer of 

influence.  Whitney and Ettema (2003) noted that gatekeeping processes occur at each 
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level and interpenetrate the processes at all other levels. As a result, they pointed out, it is 

not easy to disentangle one from the others by noting, “Each level of analysis provides 

the context for each of the others” (p. 168).  Shoemaker and Vos (2009) also emphasized, 

“There are no hard and fast rules about breaking the continuum into levels; scholars use 

as many levels as they think will help build theory” (p. 31).   

Even though it is cumbersome for researchers to distinguish one layer of influence 

from others, drawing distinctions between layers before conducting gatekeeping research 

is beneficial in theorizing about gatekeeping as well as in examining relationships 

between units of organizational activity and between the media and outside world 

(McQuail, 2002; Shoemaker, 1991; Whiney & Ettema, 2003).  As a result, media 

scholars have tended to avoid myopic perspectives which emphasize mainly the 

individual gatekeeper’s impact on “information flow” (Lewin, 1947) or on “circle of 

news” (Cohen, 1963) and effectively weight the relative power of each factor.      

The well-known Shoemaker and Reese (1996) hierarchical layers consist of 

multiple levels that include the individual, media routines, and organizations as well as 

social institutions and social systems.  Influences related to individual media workers 

include journalists’ characteristics, personal attitudes and values, and professional role 

conceptions.  By definition, routines are “patterned, routinized, repeated practices and 

forms” that journalists across many media organizations commonly use to carry out their 

work, such as deadlines, the inverted pyramid style, and news values (Shoemaker & 

Reese, 1996, p. 105).  Organizational influences have to do with media organizational 

structure, goals, and size.  Depending on the media’s goals (e.g., market-oriented media 

vs. public service-oriented media; general market-oriented media vs. ethnic minority 

media), the media’s favorite news topics and gatekeeping processes are assumed to be 

different (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009).  Whereas the aforementioned three levels are related 
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to influences within news media organizations and activities performed mainly by media 

workers, the last two levels, extramedia and ideological levels, focus on influences 

largely from outside the media organization (Reese, 2001).            

In general, the first three levels (i.e., individual, routines, and organizational 

levels) directly influence gatekeeping processes, compared with other levels (Shoemaker 

& Vos, 2009).  However, there may be an operational difficulty in distinguishing the 

three levels.  “Even when an individual appears to be a gatekeeper, we must ask about the 

extent to which the individual is merely carrying out a set of routine procedures,” 

Shoemaker and Vos noted (2009, p. 51).  The distinction between routines and 

organizational levels seems even trickier and less clear.  Making a distinction between 

these two levels may be troublesome under certain circumstances.  Different kinds of 

media may have different gatekeeping routines (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009).  Ethnic 

media’s commonly shared news selection criteria can be identified as either 

organizational factors or media routines based on researchers’ perspectives.  

“Gatekeeping engages norms of selection that have evolved over the history of mass 

communication,” according to Shoemaker and Vos (2009, p. 52).  Media routines have 

changed over time.  Today’s media gatekeeping criteria may become tomorrow’s 

universal media routines.  That argument is especially persuasive in light of the 

acceleration of globalization of media organizations (Reese, 2001; Shoemaker & Vos, 

2009).  As a result of accelerating globalization, transnational corporations take 

precedence over nation-state’s organizations, and U.S. particularities may become 

universalized (Robertson, 1995).  For this reason, Whitney and Ettema (2003) propose a 

more parsimonious distinction of influence consisting of individual, organizational, and 

institutional levels.   
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In this study, diasporic news media and their journalists are analyzed in terms of 

four levels of analysis: an intermediate-level of distinction between Shoemaker and 

Reese’s five levels (1996) and Whitney and Ettema’s three levels (2003).  As mentioned 

above, diasporic media’s commonly shared news selection criteria may be identified as 

either organizational factors or media routines based on researchers’ perspectives.  This 

study, therefore, does not treat routines and organizational influences as two separate 

levels of analysis.  The following section discusses the main elements of gatekeeping 

forces that are highly relevant to diasporic news media from each of the four levels of 

analysis (i.e., individual, organizational, extramedia, and social system levels).      

Individual Level of Analysis 

The concept of gatekeeping originated with social psychologist Kurt Lewin 

(1947) who suggested that information flows along certain channels that contain “gate 

sections,” where decisions are made under the influence of a variety of favorable/positive 

or unfavorable/negative forces.   White (1950) was the first to apply Lewin’s concept of 

gatekeeping to mass communication.  He sought to determine why a newspaper wire 

editor, dubbed Mr. Gates, selected some stories and excluded others and concluded that 

story selection is “highly subjective” and “reliant upon value judgments based on the 

gatekeeper’s own set of experiences, attitudes, and expectations” (p. 65).   Early 

gatekeeping studies (e.g., Snider, 1967; Rosten, 1937; Tunstall 1971, White 1950) 

focused mainly on individual gatekeepers’ personal qualities and interpersonal skills 

rather than on the systematization of the gatekeeping process due to the scholars’ 

presumptions that news selection processes are governed primarily by gatekeepers.   

“No newspaper prints all the news.  A newspaper is neither a chronology, an 

almanac, nor a history.  The entire process of journalism rests upon selection,” stated 
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sociologist Rosten (1937, p. 255).  From this perspective, Rosten (1937) emphasized in 

his study of Washington correspondents that an individual journalist’s background, 

characteristics, and socio-economic status should be examined before studying news 

content.  Interestingly and ironically, historian E. H. Carr (1962) also made a similar 

argument about history by noting, “The facts of history never come to us ‘pure,’ since 

they do not and cannot exist in a pure form:  They are always refracted through the mind 

of the recorder” (p. 24).  Therefore, Carr (1962) stressed the importance of understanding 

the personal backgrounds of individual historians as well as the social, cultural, and 

political circumstances surrounding the role of historians as gatekeepers and argued, “It is 

very crucial to study the historian before studying the history and it is necessary to study 

his or her historical and social environment before studying the historian” (p. 54).  All in 

all, there is an assumption that the personal characteristics and backgrounds of 

gatekeepers (whether journalists or historians) who directly deal with information are 

likely to influence content (whether news or history).  

Characteristics of Journalists  

According to a 2002 survey of U.S. journalists by Weaver and his colleagues, the 

typical general market-oriented journalist in the United States is a White Protestant male 

with a bachelor’s degree in his early 40s (Weaver, Beam, Brownlee, Voakes & Wilhoit, 

2007).  Compared with racial proportions of the U.S. adult population, racial minority 

journalists were found to be severely underrepresented in the general market-oriented 

news media (i.e., Blacks: 3.7%; Latinos: 3.3%; Asian Americans 1.0%; and Native 

Americans 0.4%).  Male journalists (67%) were highly overrepresented compared with 

female journalists (33%).  The median age of U.S. journalists was 41-years-old which 

was older than in the three previous decades (i.e., 36.5 in 1971; 32.4 in 1982; 36 in 1992) 
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(Weaver et. al., 2007).  Weaver and his colleagues (2007) found that the largest increase 

during the 1992 to 2002 timeframe among U.S. journalists was in the 45-54 age group 

(i.e., from 13.9% to 28.2%), whereas in 1992 the largest increase going back to 1982 was 

in the 35-44 age bracket (i.e., from 21.0% to 36.7%).  The number of journalists in the 

25-34 and 35-44 age categories decreased from 37.2% and 36.7% in 1992 to 29.3% and 

27.9% in 2002, respectively.  Many of the journalists who attended a college had earned 

degrees in journalism or communication-related areas (57.7%).  Journalists with 

Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish religious backgrounds were 46.2%, 32.7%, and 6.2%, 

respectively.  In terms of political leaning, U.S. journalists tended to place themselves on 

the left (40%) rather than on the right (25%).  The average number of years of journalism 

experience was 18 for men and 13 for women.  Weaver and his colleagues (2007) 

assumed that female journalists were less likely to stay in the field of journalism as long 

as male journalists or were hired more recently than men.    

Media scholars have long studied whether a gatekeeper’s gender tends to 

influence his or her gatekeeping decisions and found contradictory results: On the one 

hand, gender plays a somewhat considerable factor influencing news content (e.g., Craft 

& Wanta, 2004; Zoch & Turk, 1998), but, on the other hand, there is no substantial 

difference between male and female journalists in terms of gatekeeping decisions (e.g., 

Chambers, Steiner & Fleming, 2004; Peiser, 2000; Ross, 2004).  By and large, male and 

female journalists do not show any significant dissimilarity in terms of the issue agenda 

they deliver (Beam, 2008; Craft & Wanta, 2004; Peiser, 2000).  There were found to be 

some differences, however, between male and female gatekeepers in terms of frame-

related elements, such as news sources (Zoch & Turk, 1998) and valence (Craft & Wanta, 

2004).  Female journalists tended to choose female sources and middle-management 

sources more often than male counterparts (Zoch & Turk, 1998) and to cover news in a 
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more positive light (Craft & Wanta, 2004).  In terms of professional role conception, both 

interpretive and disseminator roles received strong support from both of male and female 

journalists.  However, female journalists were more likely than their male counterparts to 

hold the disseminator role conception in high regard (Cassidy, 2008).              

In recent years, researchers have also paid attention to the relationships between 

gatekeepers’ racial/ethnic identities and gatekeeping decisions.  Racial minority 

journalists were found to think that a minority executive could influence the ways in 

which the news media cover racial/ethnic minority-related issues (Rivas-Rodriguez, 

Subervi-Velez, Bramlett-Solomon, & Heider, 2004).  In an empirical study examining 

news content, Wu and Izard (2008) found that newspapers with more Asian American 

journalists deliver more Asian American-related stories and Asian American journalists 

use Asian American sources more often than non-Asian American reporters.  Beam 

(2008) also found that minority journalists are more than twice as likely as White 

journalists to consider news stories about education and social issues as their “best work.”  

Entman and Rojecki (2000), however, found that there was no substantial dissimilarity in 

reporting by Black and White journalists.   

Gatekeepers’ cultural backgrounds seem to influence their criteria of 

newsworthiness.  Peterson (1979) conducted a survey among 98 journalists working for 

the Times in London and found that news values were somewhat different between those 

who were born and educated in Europe or North America and those who were born and 

educated in the rest of the world.  “Newsmen socialized to the news norms of Europe and 

North America, but those born and educated in other parts of the world diverge somewhat 

from those news norms.  Different cultural regions doubtless maintain varied perceptual 

maps of the world, and the press aids in sustaining those divergent perceptions,” Peterson 

suggested (1979, p. 125).                 
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Job Positions 

 As researchers should make distinctions of influences on news content 

theoretically and operationally prior to conducting gatekeeping research, the distinction 

between news gatherers and news processors should be also made for a full 

understanding of gatekeeping processes (Bass, 1969; Berkowitz, 1993; Shoemaker & 

Reese, 1996).  Bass (1969), one of the first scholars to recognize gatekeepers’ different 

roles depending on their job positions, criticized White’s (1950) gatekeeping study by 

arguing: “His first step should have been to analyze the situation to determine who was a 

‘gatekeeper’” (p. 71).   Bass (1969) argued that roles of gatekeepers and their significance 

in influencing news flow within a news organization are dependent on gatekeepers’ job 

positions and suggested that the process of news flow should be divided by functions into 

two parts: one, news gathering and the other, news processing in order to measure where 

the major decisions are made about what constitutes news.  Reporters and writers 

function as news gatherers who make “raw news” (e.g., events and news conferences) 

into news items, whereas editors perform as news processors who take the responsibility 

of modifying and unifying the news items (Bass, 1969).   

By contrast, previous gatekeeping studies tended to focus solely on news 

processors (e.g., Whites, 1950; Akhavan-Majid & Boudreau, 1995; Clayman & Reisner, 

1998) or to consider every gatekeeper in a newsroom as a monolithic group (e.g., 

McNelly, 1959).  Bass (1969) argued that researchers should pay more attention to news 

gatherers because news gatherers have a strong impact on news processors’ decisions 

about what constitutes news.  Relatively few studies have been devoted to an empirical, 

detailed examination of news gatherers’ impact on news processors’ news decisions.  

One of the main reasons for the predominant focus on news processors may be due to the 

researchers’ preconceptions that editors take great and ultimate responsibility for the 
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selection of news items in top-down structured newsrooms (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009).  In 

addition, researchers’ relatively ease of accessibility in communicating with editors, 

rather than with a pack of journalists working for an editor, may be another factor (Bass, 

1969).  Additionally, news editorial/budget conference/meetings, which reporters do not 

usually attend, have been heavily researched in recent years (e.g., Clayman & Reisner, 

1998; Reisner, 1992; Sumpter, 2000).  For example, Clayman & Reisner (1998) 

examined audio recordings of editorial meetings at daily newspapers and found that 

managing editors depend on summations of various department or section editors to 

determine which stories will appear on the front page.          

Following Bass’s suggestion to separate the roles of news gathering and news 

processing in order to measure where major decisions about news are made.   Berkowitz 

(1993) identified two basic work roles in a television newsroom: one role is that of 

information gatherers (i.e., reporters and anchors) and the other is of news managers (i.e., 

producers, assignment editors, and news directors). Based on those distinctions, 

Berkowitz conducted a survey of television journalists to examine the relationship 

between job roles relative to job positions (i.e., information gatherers vs. news managers) 

and perceptions of news selection.  The research results indicated that job roles are not 

closely related to differing perceptions of news selection, which means that information 

gatherers and news managers have similar views about the perception of news selection.  

Other research that also examined television newsrooms found more agreement than 

disagreement between news gatherers and news processors with regard to journalistic 

values (Smith & Becker, 1989) and reporter decision-making (Joseph, 1982).       
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Professional Role Conceptions 

 A number of scholars (e.g., Cohen, 1963; Johnstone, Slawski, & Bowman, 1976; 

Weaver & Wilhoit, 1986, 1996; Weaver el al., 2007) have looked at gatekeepers’ role 

conceptions, with Cohen (1963) being recognized as the first to delve into this area.  He 

divided reporters into two segments: neutral reporters and participants.  By and large, 

neutral journalists viewed their primary roles as reporting accurate and objective 

information, whereas participants viewed themselves as performing functions as 

government watchdogs.  A decade later, Johnstone and his colleagues (1976) also 

investigated those two types of journalists’ role conceptions and found there to be more 

general support for participant functions than for neutral journalist roles.  In their study 

(1976), the neutral journalist role conception was viewed as a combination of four 

dimensions: “getting information to the public as quickly as possible,” “staying away 

from stories where factual content cannot be verified,” “concentrating on news which is 

of interest to the widest possible public,” and “providing entertainment and relaxation.”  

The participants, on the other hand, viewed their primary functions as “investigating 

claims and statements made by the government,” “providing analysis and interpretation 

of complex problems,” “discussing national policy while it is still being developed,” and 

“developing intellectual and cultural interests of the public.”          

In extending the dichotomy developed by Johnstone and his colleagues (1976) 

between neutral and participant professional roles, Weaver along with Wilhoit, and his 

colleagues (1996, 2007) identified four journalistic role conceptions of disseminator, 

adversarial, interpretive, and mobilizer and empirically examined relationships between 

journalists’ role conceptions and news content.  Weaver and Wilhoit (1986, 1996) coined 

two terms, “interpreter” and “disseminator,” to replace Johnstone’s (1976) “participant” 

and “neutral.”  In addition, they also introduced two new categories, “adversarial” and 
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“mobilizer.”  The interpretive role, which was originally labeled as the participant role by 

Johnstone and his colleagues (1976), includes three dimensions: “investigating official 

claims,” “analyzing complex problems,” and “discussing national/international policy.”  

The adversarial role relates to “being an adversary of business and public officials by 

being constantly skeptical of their actions.”  The disseminator role, which was originally 

labeled the neutral role by Johnstone and his colleagues (1976), has to do with “getting 

information to public quickly,” “avoiding unverified facts,” “reaching widest possible 

audience,” and “providing entertainment and relaxation.”  Finally, the populist mobilizer 

role relates to “letting people express their views,” “developing cultural interests,” 

“motivating people to get involved in public discussions of important issues,’ and 

“setting the political agenda.”   

  According to a recent study by Weaver and his colleagues (2007), the 

interpretive role was the number one category, rated as very important by 63% of 

respondents, whereas each of the other three roles were rated  very important by less than 

20%.  Compared to previous studies, conducted by Weaver and Wilhoit in the 1980s and 

the 1990s, the percentage of supporters for the interpretive role has remained the same.  

However, the disseminator role that had a 51% rating as very important in the 1980s and 

1990s dropped to approximately 15% in a more recent study.   

Another important finding by Weaver and his colleagues (2007) is that a majority 

of American journalists are pluralistic in their journalistic role perceptions.  Most 

journalists hold more than one of the four role conceptions (Weaver et al., 2007).  For 

example, more than four-fifths of those who rated the populist mobilizer role as very 

important also rated the interpretive role as very important.  Likewise, approximately 

two-thirds of those who rated the disseminator role as very important also rated the 

interpretive role as very important.  Therefore, Weaver and Wilhoit (1996) concluded, 
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“At least superficially, then, most journalists saw themselves as serving seemingly 

contradictory functions” (p. 141).     

Weaver and his colleagues (2007) found that journalists’ professional role 

conceptions are linked to their thoughts about their best work.  For example, journalists 

who strongly endorsed the disseminator role were more likely than those with a weaker 

belief in the disseminator role to select a traditional public affairs story as an example of 

their best work.  Likewise, those who strongly endorsed the adversarial role were less 

likely than those who were not enthusiastic about the adversarial role to select soft news 

as an example of their best work.   

In terms of role conception, McQuail (2005) pointed out, “There seem to be large 

cross-cultural differences” (p. 287).  In other words, journalists’ role perceptions vary 

depending on country as well as culture.  Traditionally, U.S. journalists have tended to 

see two media roles as extremely important: investigating government claims and getting 

information to the public quickly (Johnstone et al., 1976; Weaver & Wilhoit, 1986, 1996; 

Weaver et al., 2007).  For more than 30 years, U.S. journalists have ranked those two 

responsibilities above other roles, according to studies conducted by Weaver and Wilhoit 

and their colleagues (1986, 1996, 2007).  Journalists around the world also seem to 

consider the role of getting information quickly very fundamental and important 

(Weaver, 1998).  In terms of the watchdog role (i.e., investigating government claims), 

however, there was noticeably less agreement among journalists from 16 countries 

around the world (Weaver, 1998).  Specifically, less than one third of Taiwanese (27%), 

Chilean (31%), and Algerian journalists (33%) considered the watchdog role to be very 

important.  Journalists in France (40%) and Canada (52%) were less likely than 

journalists in other Western countries to support the watchdog role.  There were also 

strong disagreements among journalists around the world regarding the importance of 
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providing entertainment and reporting accurately or objectively.  Weaver (1998) 

concluded, “Clearly, there was more disagreement than agreement over the relative 

importance of these journalistic roles considered together, hardly evidence to support the 

universal occupational standards mentioned by Splichal and Sparks (1994)” (p. 468). 

By and large, Korean diasporic journalists’ general characteristics and 

backgrounds are assumed to be different from those of the U.S. general market-oriented 

journalists.  As the above literature review suggests, the individual characteristic and 

backgrounds of gatekeepers may influence news content and gatekeepers’ perceptions 

toward news values and media functions.  The field of diasporic journalism, however, has 

long been a much neglected branch of gatekeeping research.  This study, therefore, will 

identify Korean diasporic journalists’ characteristics and backgrounds such as gender, 

age, education, political leaning, media type, years of experience, duration in the United 

States, etc.  In addition, Korean diasporic journalists’ role perceptions will be intensely 

scrutinized.  This study will identify the functions of the diasporic media that the Korean 

diasporic journalists consider important, measure the relative importance of the diasporic 

media functions, and investigate whether the majority of the diasporic journalists are 

pluralistic in their journalistic role perceptions.  Whether diasporic gatekeepers’ role 

perceptions differ by gender and media type also will be investigated.    

Organizational Level of Analysis 

The following column regarding news values, written by the editor of the Austin 

American-Statesman, was published in the October 16, 2005 issue of the newspaper.  A 

story about a football game on the front page of the October 9 issue gave rise to much 

controversy regarding the newspaper’s editorial decision.  The Red River 

Rivalry/Shootout, an annual football game between the University of Texas Longhorns 
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and the University of Oklahoma Sooners, is considered one of the greatest rivalry games 

in U.S. college sports.  The 2005 Red River Rivalry/Shootout, that had been played on 

October 8, 2005, was the 100th meeting between the two teams.  Because both belong to 

the South Division of the Big 12 Conference, winning the rival match was an important 

step toward winning the Division and possibly the Conference.  Especially for the Texas 

Longhorns, a loss would likely eliminate hope of their playing in the BCS National 

Championship Game.  By breaking a string of the five consecutive losses to the 

Oklahoma Sooners from 2000 to 2004, the Texas Longhorns preserved hopes for the 

National Championship.  The Austin American-Statesman, the major local newspaper of 

Austin, Texas, ran the story of the Longhorns’ victory with a wall-to-wall photo in the 

upper-most part of the front-page of the October 9 issue.   

Unfortunately, on October 8, a severe earthquake that ultimately caused 

approximately 80,000 deaths occurred in Pakistan.  The newspaper ran the story of the 

world’s deathliest disaster on the front page of the October 9 issue.  However, that story 

did not receive treatment as prominent as the coverage of the Texas Longhorns’ victory.  

The editor made it known that a number of readers had complained and in his column a 

week later explained why he and his staff members had reached their editorial decision: 

In a season of political scandal, hurricanes, pandemics, earthquakes and war, 
what’s the big deal in a University of Texas football victory over Oklahoma, a 
team the Longhorns were expected to clobber and did? 

Aren’t 18,000 people dead in a South Asia earthquake more important than Jay 
Janner’s wall-to-wall photo of quarterback Vince Young celebrating? 
Putting it charitably, some readers thought we were wrong to give greater 
play to UT’s victory than to the earthquake’s terrible toll on last Sunday’s 
front page. 

Kristen Downer called to say, “I am absolutely disgusted.  You have 18,000 
people who died in an earthquake in South Asia and you have ‘Red River 
Redemption’?” 
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A female caller who didn’t give me her name said:  “You are a disgusting human 
being.  Football is for morons.  I pray to God that you will burn in hell.” 

Well, before I go there, let’s discuss news judgment.  What is news?  News is that 
which is important or interesting or both.  Something is important when it affects 
you. 

We featured articles on last Sunday’s A1 about the indictment of former House 
Majority Leader Tom DeLay, how hurricanes wreaked financial havoc on the 
Gulf Coast and why Samsung might spur a tech rebound in Austin.  Each affects 
you. 

If, as alleged, DeLay schemed to illegally influence the election of your 
legislators, that affects you.  If Katrina and Rita raise your taxes, that affects you.  
If Samsung spurs the domino-like creation of jobs, that affects you.  But UT vs. 
OU? 

That’s a story so interesting it is important.  Forget the literal importance—AP 
rankings, the Big 12 championship and the race to the Rose Bowl.   
It goes deeper.  Victory or defeat digs deep into the culture.  It might not 
induce a soccer riot, but it is a major event in the self-esteem and fortunes 
of Texans.   

You bet it’s page-one news-and big.  On that Sunday, our single-copy sales-racks 
and counter-tops were at 62,000 papers, about 2,000 more than the week before 
and the same week a year ago.  On our Web site, Longhorn traffic outpaced the 
earthquake story 4-1.  If you count all pictures and sidebars, the ratio was 100-1.   

Do we devalue the lives of Pakistanis, Indians and Afghans in making judgments 
about how to play stories?  No.  But you will not find a U.S. editor who will tell 
you he or she would treat equally 1,000 deaths in Pakistan and 1,000 deaths in 
New Orleans.  

All life is sacred.  Yet we grieve more deeply when family or friend dies.  We 
connect with California landslide victims because we’ve walked Santa Monica’s 
beaches, with Katrina evacuees because cousin Susan lives in Slidell, La. 

Familiar feelings, whether for red-blood kin or burnt-orange kin, arise from our 
primitive, instinctual, tribal roots.  Compassion argues that we care for Junaid 
Ahmed in Balakot as much as we do for Sue Smith in Slidell.  But instinct and 
familiarity impel us otherwise.   

Editors seeking just the right groove between the familiar and remote, the 
important and the interesting, decide story play similarly.   
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We certainly didn’t hide the quake story.  It appeared on page A1, column 6—
traditionally the place for the most important “hard news” (as opposed to feature) 
story of the day.  The jump or continuation of the story and pictures took up two-
thirds of an inside page.   

Editors Tara Trower and Scott Ladd were skeptical about the accuracy of the 
early death numbers emerging from rural, inaccessible lands, but expanded play 
of the story as the tale of the tragedy became more authoritative and horrible.   
As it turned out, in subsequent days the reports became more authoritative 
as the death toll climbed—35,000 dead as of this writing—and the story 
led the front page both Monday and Tuesday. 

Any medium plays to its strengths, and so do we.  No newspaper in the world can 
exceed the Statesman in its coverage of Longhorn football.  Any cable network, 
however, can do a better job on coverage of an Asian earthquake.  We don’t 
ignore the story.  We give perspective to the events of world, nation, state and 
city.  But we play to our strengths.   

Hook’em, Horns. (The Austin American-Statesman, 2005, Oct. 16, 2005).  

Newsworthiness/News Values 

Journalists utilize news values for transforming an event/issue into a news story 

(Golding, 1981; McQuail, 2005).  “A basic commodity of journalistic professionalism is 

the determination of newsworthiness.  Nothing is more controversial and sensitive in the 

field than the decisions about what is and what is not worthy of publication or broadcast” 

noted Weaver and Wilhoit (1986, p. 124).  Like Austin American-Statesman Editor Rich 

Oppel, journalists have their own ideas what make issues or events more or less 

newsworthy.  Much scholarly work has been done on the elusive topic of 

newsworthiness/news values.   

Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) research is considered the landmark study of 

newsworthiness.  By examining news coverage of three major international crises, the 

scholars identified a number of characteristics in order for a news event to be selected for 

publication.  Events that take place abruptly and fit well with the news organization’s 

schedule are more likely to be selected than those that take place steadily or at 
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inconvenient times.  Events of great magnitude or intensity are more likely to be selected, 

also events that can be understood clearly by audiences. Cultural proximity is an 

important factor in determining news events:  News media tend to select news items that 

have cultural relevance for audiences.  Events that are constant with gatekeepers’ 

expectations or “mental images” are more likely to be selected by gatekeepers.  An event 

about a man biting a dog is much more likely to be selected as news than the reverse 

because news media consider an unusual and novel event to be more newsworthy.  An 

event that is already in the news is also more likely to be selected.  Additionally, news 

items are selected by editors based on the concept of the “ideal news mix or package” 

(Riffe et al., 1986, p. 321) and in view of the overall composition of a newspaper simply 

because some news items contrast with other pre-selected items.  Stories about elite 

nations or elite people are more likely to be selected because their actions have more 

consequence than those of others.  Events that are depicted as the actions of individuals 

rather than as a result of social forces are also more likely to be selected.  McQuail (2000) 

argued, “It is clear that ‘Western media’ at least like news events that involve personal 

actions even if only making statements and also like to ‘personalize’ abstract topics to 

make them more concrete and interesting to the audience” (p. 279). Finally, bad news has 

more news value than good news.   

Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) study that focused on international news intentionally 

overlooked other news coverage of domestic and economic issues (Tunstall, 1971).  In 

addition, some of the characteristics that Galtung and Ruge (1965) discussed might not fit 

the case of new media and other unstated indicators of newsworthiness that also could 

play an important role in the current media environment.  From these perspectives, a 

number of recent studies (e.g., Harcup & O’Neill, 2001; Shoemaker, Chang, & 

Brendlinger, 1987; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996) have identified a set of conditions that 
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make people or events more newsworthy in the changing media environment, such as 

novelty/oddity, conflict/controversy, importance/consequence, timeliness, human interest, 

proximity, interest, and sensationalism/entertainment.   

By and large, the characteristics of newsworthiness can be divided into two 

groups: relevance—how much an event/issue is important or relevant to the news 

public—and interest—how much an event/issue is interesting to the news public 

(McQuail, 2005; Park, 1922).  Shoemaker and Reese (1996) point out that news values 

distill what the media audience find interesting and important to know about.  As a result, 

in order for recent journalists to defend or justify their judgments of news values, 

measurements of readership, viewership or Internet traffic are commonly employed.  In 

his column, Editor Oppel of the Austin American-Statesman (2005) emphasized the 

increase in sales figures of the October 9 issue and the extremely high traffic experienced 

on the newspaper’s online coverage of the football match.     

There is general consensus among media scholars that newsworthiness is 

multidimensional (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009).  The mere listing of indicators of 

newsworthiness, however, is not sufficient in providing theoretical explanations for why 

such characteristics should be considered newsworthy (Shoemaker, Danielian & 

Brendlinger, 1991).  From this perspective, Shoemaker and Cohen (2006) divided the 

abovementioned indicators of newsworthiness into two general theoretical dimensions of 

newsworthiness: deviance as “a characteristic of people, ideas, or events that sets them 

aside as different apart from others in their region, community, neighborhood, family, 

and so on” (p. 7), social significance as “that which has relevance for the social system—

whether the social system is as large as the world or as small as a neighborhood” (p. 8).  

The deviance dimension includes novelty/oddity (i.e., statistical deviance), 

conflict/controversy (i.e., normative deviance), and sensationalism (i.e., pathological 
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deviance).  The social significance dimension is composed of importance/consequence 

and interest.  In general, people are biologically influenced to attend to deviance, whereas 

people have been culturally influenced to attend to social significance (Shoemaker & 

Cohen, 2006).  Regarding the two dimensions, deviance and social significance, 

Shoemaker and Cohen (2006) conclude, “If a story is both complex and intense, then it 

should be very newsworthy” (p. 353).  By definition, intensity refers to the state of being 

intense regarding an event, whereas complexity is the extent to which an event connects 

with a person’s social reality (Shoemaker & Cohen, 2006).   

News Mix 

White (1950) compared amounts of wire copy, arranged by categories of news 

topics that Mr. Gates received and used for his news outlet.  Researchers who both 

replicated White’s gatekeeping study (e.g., Bleske, 1991; Snider, 1967) and rebutted 

White’s argument (e.g., Brown, 1979; Hirsch, 1977; McCombs & Shaw, 1976; Whitney 

& Becker, 1982) paid attention to the general proportions of news topic mix.  McCombs 

and Shaw (1976) and Hirsch (1977) found similarity between categories and proportions 

of news stories Mr. Gates received from wire services and categories and proportions of 

news stories Mr. Gates selected, which brought to light the fact that Mr. Gates’ news 

selections were not explained mainly by his subjective bias.  Whitney and Becker (1982) 

conducted an experimental study and found a tendency for editors to select 

proportionately from the wire copy available to them.  In other words, intermedia agenda-

setting effects from wires to general newsrooms rather than shared news values between 

the wires and the editors in newsrooms strongly gave rise to similarity in patterns of news 

mix (Whitney & Becker, 1982).   “News as routinely transmitted in stock categories is 
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indeed ‘uncritically accepted’ in newspaper and television newsrooms,” argued Whitney 

and Becker (1982, p. 65).      

There is, however, a growing body of literature emphasizing the strong impact of 

shared news values among editors rather than the influence of wire services on similarity 

of mix of news topics across media (e.g., Berkowitz, 1990; Gold & Simmons, 1965; Riffe 

et al., 1986; Shoemaker & Cohen, 2006; Smith & Decker-Amos, 1985; Stempel, 1985).  

Stempel (1985) examined the mix of stories published or broadcast by nine different 

news media and concluded, “It is not merely the mix of wire copy that creates similarity 

between media in the mix of topics.  Most of these nine media have sources of national 

and international news besides wire copy.  The cause of the similarity in topics may be 

news judgment” (p. 815).  Riffe and his colleagues (1986) found that editors across news 

media share similar concepts of an “ideal news mix or package” (p. 321).  Even though 

the mix of news topics across news media is virtually the same, editors’ news selections 

as to which stories should be used may differ.  In that regard, scholars have drawn an 

interesting analogy between a suitable diet described by nutritionists and the ideal news 

mix determined by editors. “It is perhaps in a sense similar to the general notion that 

nutrition experts have as to what makes up a suitable diet.  However, on just which 

specific items should be included there is not much agreement among either nutrition 

experts or news gatekeepers” noted Stempel (1985, p. 815).  Likewise, as nutritionists 

prefer a harmonious diet with diversified dishes rather than all meat or all vegetable 

dishes, editors have a perception of “ideal news mix” and consider the day’s news in its 

entirety as a composition. For that reason, they tend to select a certain news item simply 

because the topic of the selected item contrasts with those of other pre-selected news 

items (Galtung & Ruge, 1965).            
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The concept shared by editors of ideal news mix is biologically and culturally 

constructed.  Shoemaker and Cohen (2006) investigated favorite news topics in ten 

countries, including the United States, and found that there is substantial agreement 

between countries with regard to the top seven news topics, whereas the ranking of each 

topic varies between countries.  People around the world are innately interested in certain 

news topics.  Shoemaker and Cohen (2006) stressed, “When journalists look at the many 

events that occur in the world each day and decide which will become news, one of the 

first criteria they consider is the topic of the event” (p. 45).  McCombs and Shaw (1976) 

also argued, “Crime is news and no good reporter would overlook a good crime story. 

(…) A topic is ‘news’ because it is ‘news’” (p. 20).  Berkowitz (1990) and Gant and 

Dimmick (2000) found that stories about government/politics, accidents/disasters, and 

crime were selected by television journalists more often than other topics. 

The construction of news mix is also influenced by cultural factors (Peterson, 

1979; Shoemaker, 1996).  In Shoemaker and Cohen’s (2006) study, differences in 

rankings of the top seven news topics between the ten countries can be explained by 

cultural differences.  Just as certain foods that are appropriate for or popular among some 

cultural/ethnic groups are not inappropriate for or are unpopular among other groups, so 

it is that certain news topics that are considered important or interesting to some groups 

are considered relatively insignificant or tedious to others.  For example, diasporic news 

media rather than general market-oriented media are expected to deliver frequent 

immigration-related news stories with prominent editorial cues.   

Newsroom/Professional Socialization 

“Socialization naturalizes the decision-making process, leading to a workforce 

that makes news judgments in predictable ways,” argued Shoemaker and Vos (2009, p. 
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74).  Organizational socialization—learning norms, rules and values of the 

organization—tends to take place in newsrooms informally (Breed, 1955; Sigelman, 

1973; Tuchman, 1978).  Even though newly employed or appointed journalists/editors 

are not told what their organization’s or position’s job norms and policies are, the 

gatekeepers are likely to internalize them through informal processes (Breed, 1955).  

Breed (1955) explained, “Newsmen are busy and have little time for recruit training.  Yet 

all but the newest staffers know what policy is.  On being asked, they say they learn it ‘by 

osmosis’” (p. 328).  Bagdikian (2000) also stressed journalists’ informal learning of the 

implicit norms and rules of their news organizations by pointing out, “Most bosses do not 

have to tell their subordinates what they like and dislike” (p. 36).    

There are three typifications of newsroom socialization: anticipatory socialization, 

editorial revisions, and editorial conference (Sigelman, 1973).  Newly employed or 

appointed gatekeepers attempt to tailor their own performances to the patterns set by their 

predecessors or successful veterans in an effort to fit into the organization or due to their 

admiration for their veteran journalists (Breed, 1955; Sigelman, 1973).  By observing 

editorial revisions, reporters may adjust their news selection criteria, writing styles, and 

story angles.  Conformity to the job norms or editorial policies may help reporters get 

promoted in their organizations.  The editorial conference is “the most organized, 

coherent, continuing, and centralized process; but it is directed at veterans rather than 

new recruits” (Sigelman, 1973, p. 138).  

Similarly, Epstein’s (2000) analysis of the decision-making process in network 

news organizations shows that through recruitment, training, supervision, rotation, 

editing controls and enforcement of general policies, media organizations limit individual 

discretion of gatekeepers.  In his analysis of selections of wire copy by 16 newspaper 

telegraph editors, Gieber (1956) found that all of the telegraph editors were working 
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under pressures exerted by the reality of the newsroom bureaucratic structure and its 

operation.  “The telegraph editor was preoccupied with the mechanical pressures of his 

work … His personal evaluations rarely entered into his selection process; the values of 

his employer were an accepted part of the newsroom environment,” stated Gieber (1964, 

p. 175).  Croteau and Hoynes (2000) pointed out that journalists are expected to play their 

role and to fit into the expectations of their news organizations, by commenting, “We 

internalize, to varying degrees, the components of the role, often so thoroughly that we 

hardly acknowledge any social control.  The role concept, then explains how individual 

behavior is both patterned by and influenced by broader social forces” (p. 135).   

Recent scholarly work has further investigated the influence of newsroom or 

professional socialization.  Plaisance and Skewes (2003) observed that newsroom 

socialization influences journalistic role perceptions.  Employing a national survey of 

daily newspaper journalists, Endres (1985) found that journalists’ ethical values and 

attitudes are influenced by newsroom socialization and by organizational culture.   

Josephi’s (2002) analysis of journalists in Singapore confirmed that the process of 

newsroom socialization strongly influences young reporters’ professional journalism 

education, for example, in terms of the style of the paper and its ethical requirements.   

Weaver and his colleagues (2007) examined what factors influence U.S. 

journalists in their determination of U.S. news values and the extent to which each of the 

factors influenced journalists’ perceptions of newsworthiness.  According to results of 

their 2007 survey of U.S. journalists, journalistic training (79%) was ranked top, followed 

by supervisors (56%), sources (43%), and peers (41%).  Audiences or readership 

research, local competing news media, network news or large papers, wire budgets, 

friends, online sites, and cable networks were relatively less influential.  In other words, 
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newsroom socialization that may occur in either an incognizant way or a formal way 

plays a critical role in determining what is newsworthy in journalists’ everyday work.          

Organizational Characteristics:  

Ownership types, management styles, organizational goals and size, newsroom 

cultures, and media types may influence gatekeeping decisions (Shoemaker & Vos, 

2009).  These internal factors can result in different news content among news 

organizations.   

Since the mid-1970s, corporate ownership of newspapers has replaced family 

ownership of community newspapers (Donohue, Olien & Tichenor, 1985).  In the 1980s, 

numerous studies attempted to find whether changes in newspaper ownership influenced 

news content and found that newspapers owned by media mogul Rupert Murdoch tend to 

deliver more sensational news content than their local rival papers (Pasadeos, 1984; 

Pasadeos & Renfro, 1988).  Pasadeos and Renfro’s (1988) analysis of news content of the 

New York Post before and after Rupert Murdoch acquired the newspaper found that more 

visuals, sensational headlines and stories, and local stories were found in “after” issues of 

the Post.  By analyzing results from a survey of managers and editors, Demers and 

Wackman (1988) found that editors at chain-owned newspapers are more likely than their 

counterparts at independently owned newspapers to say profit is a goal driving their 

organization.  Their study indicated that editors at independently owned newspapers, 

rather than editors at chain-owned newspapers, tend to be concerned about their 

newspapers’ community service.  Editors in corporate ownership are more likely than 

editors at individually-owned newspapers to identify business reports as among their top 

stories (Olien, Tichenor, & Donohue, 1988).  Daily newspapers under out-of-state 

corporate ownership are less likely than locally-owned dailies to report local conflict 
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(Donohue et al., 1985).  According to Donohue and his colleagues’ (1985) analysis of 

news content of 83 Minnesota newspapers, those newspapers under in-state ownership 

contain on average three times as much conflict in local government as newspapers under 

out-of-state ownership.  The scholars concluded, “These findings strongly suggest that 

the form of ownership has had an impact on local reporting of government issues” (p. 

498).   

  Shoemaker and Vos (2009) noted, “While one print organization may differ 

from another and thus create different news content, it is perhaps a more obvious point 

that different kinds of media have different gatekeeping routines” (p. 68).  Compared 

with print media, television was found to more frequently deliver sensational and readily 

comprehensible news stories (Comstock & Scharrer, 1999).  The three evening national 

newscasts (CBS, NBC, and ABC) are less likely than the New York Times to deliver 

world events (Shoemaker et al., 1991).  In television newscasts, economic disturbances 

take precedence over political events whereas the opposite occurs in print media 

(Shoemaker et al., 1991).  A number of scholars have recently paid attention to 

gatekeeping procedures and media content in new media.  One of the foremost strengths 

of online media is its ability to provide current and in-depth news 24 hours a day because 

online news media face virtually no fixed deadlines and no space limitations, unlike 

traditional media (Salwen, Garrison, & Driscoll, 2005).  In addition, due to an absence of 

editorial and gatekeeping norms and rules that traditional media have, online news media 

may freely deliver partisan/one-sided viewpoints and user-generated media content 

(Abdulla, Garrison, Salwen, Driscoll, & Casey, 2005; Shoemaker & Vos, 2009).      

News content and story angles can differ among news media according to 

organizational goals.  Beam’s (2003) analysis of news content of 12 daily newspapers 

found that newspapers with a strong market orientation delivered fewer items about 
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government and public affairs and more items about lifestyle and sports than dailies with 

a weak market orientation.  In his book, Market-Driven Journalism, McManus (1994) 

pointed out, “Market norms call for maximizing return to investors.  Were purely 

economic norms to prevail, coverage would center on the least expensively gathered 

information likely to generate the largest audience advertisers would pay to reach” (p. 

35).  Similarly, news content of diaspora-oriented news media appears far different from 

that of general market-oriented news media (Heider, 2000; Miller, 1987; Park, 1922; 

Rodriguez, 1999; Viswanath & Arora, 2000).      

Organizational size matters.  Small news organizations with resource constraints 

tend to compromise on resource limitations in news selection.  Berkowitz (1991) found 

that resource constraints exert an influence on news selection that is as strong as 

gatekeepers’ news judgment.  McManus (1990) found that large television stations with 

greater station resources are more likely than smaller television stations with limited 

resources to actively surveil their environments.  Local television stations with limited 

news gathering resources must pay more attention to easy-to-cover nearby events/issues, 

whereas large local television stations give relatively more attention to national and 

international news as well as local news (Bernstein, Lacy, Cassara, & Lau, 1990; Carroll, 

1988).  A study by Akhavan-Majid and Boudreau (1995) found that editors of larger 

news organizations are more likely than editors in smaller organizations to subscribe to 

activist values (i.e., roles of “global interpreter” and “critical watchdog”).          

While much scholarly work has been done on the topics of general market-

oriented media, relatively little attention was paid to diaspora-oriented journalism.  

Systematic research on news values in diaspora-oriented journalism has been especially 

scant.   Few gatekeeping research has attempted to answer such fundamental questions as 

“what are the news values of the diasporic media?” and “what factors influence the 
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diasporic journalists’ conceptions of newsworthiness?”  Therefore, this study will be one 

of the first studies to deal with those two issues.  

Diasporas with multi-level identities may be interested in a wide range of news 

topics.  Responding to the audience’s interests, the diasporic media are eager to provide 

news that is interesting and important to their consumers (Park, 1922).  This study will 

provide and compare the two lists of news topics: the first are the news topics the Korean 

diasporic journalists perceive their audience are interested in and the second are the news 

topics the Korean diasporic journalists consider important to the Korean American 

community.  The lists will be compared with the news topic mix, which Korean diasporic 

news media frequently report.   

Due to diasporic media’s unique functions, news values of diasporic journalism 

are assumed to be different from those of general market-oriented journalism.  As 

discussed in the following section of the literature chapter, the Korean diasporic media 

strive to deliver information that help Korean immigrants settle in the United Sates and 

news stories that boost the morale of Korean Americans.  From this perspective, it is 

worth investigating whether news negativity still serves as one of the criteria of news 

values in diasporic newsrooms.  In general, cultural proximity/relevance and 

geographical proximity/closeness tend to play important roles in deciding 

newsworthiness.  Due to the diasporic media’s unique goals and characteristics, however, 

the extents of the influence of the two different proximities on newsworthiness may be 

different between the diasporic media and the general market-oriented media.  The study, 

therefore, will investigate which proximity strongly influences newsworthiness in the 

Korean diasporic journalism.   

As the above literature review suggests, newsroom socialization usually occurs 

unofficially.  In general, the size of a diasporic media organization is relatively small, 
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compared with that of a general market-oriented counterpart.  The small size and limited 

resources of the diasporic media may affect the ways in which their news staff members 

socialize and train.  Therefore, it is worth investigating how professional socialization 

takes place in diasporic newsrooms and how the socialization influences diasporic 

journalists’ role conceptions and news content.   

Social Institutional Level of Analysis 

Gatekeeping decisions are generally made by media organizations and media 

workers.  A number of forces outside the news organizations, however, also directly and 

indirectly influence the news selection process.  Such extra-media forces as advertisers, 

other media, sources, audiences, public relations/interest groups are discussed as follows. 

Advertisers 

News media have two different markets: one, audiences and the other, advertisers.  

News media sell news content to audiences and sell audiences to advertisers (Baker, 

2001; Hamilton, 2004).  From this perspective, news content which does not seem to 

attract the attention of large audiences will be less likely to be published or broadcast. 

Consequently, news organizations that do not appeal to the news public cannot earn high 

advertising revenue (Hamilton, 2004).   “One might say that the familiar slogan ‘all the 

news fit to print’ has evolved to ‘all the news that maximizes a profit.’  Now it appears 

that the journalism profession is an enterprise which should be gauged more by how one 

maximizes profit,” Donohue and his colleagues (1985, p. 491) commented.   

Compared with news audiences, however, advertisers’ influence on news content 

is more apparent, direct, and powerful (Hamilton, 2004; Soley, 2002).  In terms of 

television news programming, broadcasting organizations gain revenues not from viewers 

but from advertisers.  Even though print media do earn revenues from subscriptions, the 
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amount of money is relatively small compared with advertising revenue.  Kaniss (1991) 

also emphasized the relationships between advertisers and news media by arguing, 

“Profit considerations lead to the censorship of news, so as to protect advertiser interests 

or the products of the large conglomerates that own many media firms” (p. 46).  Even 

though journalists seldom openly admit that advertisers influence their news content, a 

number of scholarly works (e.g., Bagdikian, 2000; Baker, 2001; Hamilton, 2004; Kaniss, 

1991; Soley, 2002) found that advertisers influence media organizations’ gatekeeping 

decisions in various ways.   

Due to advertisers’ direct demands, certain news items may be pulled or run 

(Kaniss, 1991; Soley, 2002).  Through socialization, gatekeepers may censor their own 

news content without advertisers’ demands (Soley, 2002).  Especially, corporate 

ownership of news media strongly promotes gatekeepers’ systematic self-censorship for 

the purpose of financial profit (Herman & Chomsky, 2002).  This does not mean, 

however, that news organizations under local ownership are safe from advertisers’ 

influence.  Local media owners who are close to and commonly in contact with local 

business owners who can be the source of media organizations’ advertising revenue can 

be “more easily swayed than non-local corporate owners who can better isolate form that 

influence” (Kaniss, 1991, p. 51).  In addition, local news organizations are eager to 

deliver favorable reportage of regional economic growth and new civic projects.  Such 

flattering news coverage can be justified as “supporting hometown merchants or the local 

economy” (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009, p. 81).   Local media’s boosterism, however, may 

occur as the result of expectations that economic growth in the community might bring 

more advertising money to the news firms (Kaniss, 1992; Perloff, 1998).      
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Other Media 

McCombs (2004) pointed out, “The elite news media frequently exert a 

substantial influence on the agenda of other news media” (p. 113).  In other words, the 

elite media, such as the New York Times and the Washington Post, serve as intermedia 

agenda-setters for other media.  McCombs (2005) argued that the news agenda is highly 

homogenous across all the news media partly because “Journalists routinely look over 

their shoulders to validate their sense of news by observing the work of their colleagues, 

especially the work of elite members of the press” (p. 549).  Reese and Danielian (1989) 

found that the New York Times set the agenda for the television networks on the drug 

issue.  Golan (2006) also found the intermedia agenda-setting influence of international 

news coverage in the New York Times on the international news agendas of three evening 

television (ABC, CBS, and NBC) news programs.         

News people regularly monitor not only the elite media but also rival media’s 

news content.  Stone and his colleagues (1999) noted: “The competitive urges of media 

drive them (i.e., gatekeepers) to aspire to at least the level of their competitors, so each 

watches the other.  If one gets out of line, it is noticed, and pressure builds toward 

correction” (p. 175).  In his seminal non-fiction book, The Boys on the Bus, depicting 

pack journalism, Crouse (1973) described how journalists from rival news media strongly 

influenced news content of other news media.   

Intermedia agenda-setting as influenced by news agencies and elite media may 

occur more easily in small news media with limited organizational resources rather than 

in large news organizations with abundant organizational resources (Hamilton, 2004; 

Shoemaker & Vos, 2009).  Hamilton (2004) emphasized, “The large fixed costs involved 

in creating a story mean that news organizations will often simply buy information on the 

market rather than make their own version” (p. 26).  Especially, because international 
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news gathering is costly for small news organizations with limited resources, general 

news media outlets tend to rely heavily on news agencies for international news items 

(Paterson, 2001).  “There is typically little variation among broadcasters in how agency 

visual and textual information is used to describe news events, and it seems common for 

highly subjective and interpretive aspects of news agency output to be reproduced in the 

news narratives of broadcasters around the world” observed Paterson (2001).  Similarly, a 

number of scholarly works (e.g., Gieber, 1956; Whitney & Becker, 1982) found the 

influence of news agencies on news content of general media outlets.  Previous studies 

(e.g., McCombs & Min, 2006; Reese & Danielian, 1989) found that newspapers tend to 

serve as an agenda initiator for television news programs rather than vice versa.  In terms 

of news staff size, daily newspapers (i.e., 80 employees) are larger on average than 

television news organizations (i.e., 40 employees) (Weaver et al., 2007).  From that 

perspective, the impact of daily newspapers with larger resources on broadcasting media 

seems natural. 

Audiences 

Gatekeepers’ perceptions toward the public’s needs and wants for news may 

influence journalists’ selection decisions (Cohen, 1963).  Economist Hamilton (2004) 

argued, “The real-world incidence of a problem in a city influences its coverage, yet the 

effect may depend on whether the problem is of interest to likely readers of a paper.”  

According to Hamilton’s (2004) logic, newspapers are unlikely to deliver coverage of 

welfare or food stamps as often as television news programs because people who 

subscribe to or read newspapers are mostly from middle class or upper-middle class 

backgrounds.  By and large, news content which does not seem to attract the attention of 

large audiences will be less likely to be printed or broadcast (Allen, 2005; Hamilton, 
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2004).  As a result, television news programs tend to deliver “sensational, gossipy, weird 

information” (McQuail, 2000, p. 340).  Hamilton’s (2004) analysis of local television 

news programs found that there is no significant correlation between local crime rates 

and the amount of coverage devoted to particular types of crime in a city.  “Crime 

coverage appears to be more related to reader interest than real world incidence,” noted 

Hamilton (2004, p. 139).  In addition, objective news coverage helps news organizations 

to attract a wide range of news audiences (Hamilton, 2004; McQuail, 2000).  “The media 

themselves find that objectivity gives their own news product a higher and wider market 

value,” stated McQuail (2005, p. 173).   

In addition to advertisers, other media, and audiences, a number of extramedia 

forces such as public relations, governments, and interest groups, may also influence 

news content (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009).   By and large, people working at such 

organizations (e.g., political figures, public officials, PR professionals, and activists) 

serve as news sources for news organizations.  In the study of American journalists by 

Weaver and his colleagues (2007), respondents ranked news sources (43%) as the third 

most important factor influencing their concept of newsworthiness preceded only by 

“journalistic training (79%)” and “supervisors (56%).”  Shoemaker and Vos (2009) 

pointed out, “Sources may either facilitate or constrain the movement of information 

through channels they control” (p. 85).  Gieber and Johnson (1961) proposed possible 

patterns of interaction between journalists and their news sources in city government by 

suggesting that reporters have become “unwitting adjuncts to city halls” (p. 289).  Soley 

(1992) found that only a small number of social, political, and/or economic elites 

constantly appear on television news programs and in daily newspapers as news sources.  

“It is impossible to avoid hearing or reading their comments that shape the news,” Soley 

claimed (p. 6). 
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Most literature on the influence of social institutional factors on gatekeeping 

process and news content has focused on the general market-oriented media.  In this 

regard, this study will identify the diasporic media’s major sources/channels for 

collecting news items.  As the above literature review indicates, print media tend to serve 

as an agenda initiator for electronic media.  News media with limited resources tend to 

depend heavily on news agencies.  This study will examine whether these tendencies can 

be also found in the diasporic journalism.  In addition, this study will investigate how 

often the Korean diasporic media use the U.S. mainstream media as their news sources.  

If the diasporic media frequently use the U.S. general market-oriented media as their 

news sources, inter-media agenda-setting may be witnessed.  In recent years, the 

influence of online news media has become all-pervasive.  Therefore, it is worth probing 

how frequently the diasporic media journalists use the online outlets as their news 

source/channel.  Due to the diasporic media’s unique position, governmental influence on 

news content may not be obviously noticeable, unlike U.S. and Korean general market-

oriented media.  However, advertisers and audiences can play critical roles in influencing 

journalists’ conceptions of newsworthiness as well as news content in the diasporic media 

and mainstream media.  This study will examine the ways in which the two extra-media 

factors influence news content and news values.             

Social System Level of Analysis  

News is considered a social artifact (Shoemaker & Cohen, 2006).  As discussed 

briefly in the section on organizational influences, the construction of the news mix is 

strongly influenced by cultural factors as well as biological factors (Shoemaker, 1996; 

Shoemaker & Cohen, 2006).  From this perspective, newspapers and television news 

programs are like “carefully prepared buffets, cooked up by skilled editors” (Straubhaar 
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& LaRose, 2002, p. 141).  If an event or issue is socially significant and culturally 

acceptable, it is likely to become news.  Furthermore, among selected news items, the 

skilled editors decide which news item will be the “main dish” of the day.  Just as certain 

foods that are appropriate for or popular among some cultural/ethnic groups are not 

appropriate for or are unpopular among other groups, so certain news topics are 

considered important or interesting to some groups while insignificant or tedious to 

others (Lewin, 1951; Shoemaker, 1991).  Culture, however, is not fixed and final but 

dynamic and changing over time (McQuail, 2000).  Therefore, news coverage of rape and 

child abuse, seldom found in newspapers in years past, is now frequently reported by 

news media because such news items are “culturally available” now (Shoemaker, 1991, 

p. 68).             

Cultural differences exert an influence on gatekeepers’ perceptions that is stronger 

than organizational factors (Peterson, 1979; Weaver, 1998).  A number of scholarly 

works (e.g., Peterson, 1979; Shoemaker & Cohen, 2006; Weaver, 1998) found that 

cultural differences play an important role in gatekeepers’ news selection.  “Different 

cultural regions doubtless maintain varied perceptual maps of the world, and the press 

aids in sustaining those divergent perceptions,” Peterson (1979, p. 125) noted.  By 

comparing professional values of journalists from 21 countries, including the United 

States, Weaver (1998) found that many differences among journalists around the world, 

and that cultural norms and societal influences, including political systems, strongly 

impact differences in journalists’ views of their roles.   

Community structure influences not only news content but also gatekeepers’ 

professional values (Hindman, 1996: Tichenor, Donohue, & Olien, 1980).  Olien and his 

colleagues (1978) emphasized, “Community structure is a principal element of 

information control” (p. 454).  In Community Conflict and the Press, Tichenor and his 
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colleagues (1980) argued that depending on the community size and diversity, a 

newspaper may conceal or call attention to conflict.  By definition, communities that are 

more pluralistic have a more diversified and larger population (Tichenor et al., 1980).  

The press in small, homogenous communities is less likely than the press in large, 

pluralistic societies to report internal conflicts (Donohue, Olien, & Tichenor, 1985; 

Tichenor et al., 1980).  Similarly, small, homogenous community news media tend not to 

report the community’s leading businesses in a critical way partially because their 

advertising revenues come mainly from leading businesses (Griffin & Dunwoody, 1995; 

Olien et al., 1988).  Conflicts are frequently resolved interpersonally in small, 

homogenous communities before newspapers get involved in the conflicts.  In the 

meantime, news media in large, pluralistic communities may play an important role in 

ameliorating conflicts as well as facilitating communication (Morris & Rein, 1973).  “A 

change in the social structure can lead to changes in media content,” Shoemaker and Vos 

(2009, p. 100) observed.  Hindman (1996) found that as homogenous communities grow 

and diversify, news media tend to increase news coverage of internal conflict because 

more structurally pluralistic communities have more formalized means of expression of 

conflict and more diverse power structures.   

News media in a homogenous community cannot be expected to report conflict as 

often as counterparts in a large, pluralistic communities, for the following reasons 

(Tichenor et al., 1980).  First of all, there is not much conflict in small, homogenous 

communities because the population shares similar political and cultural values.  

Competing people or groups in a homogenous community may easily reach consensus by 

following longstanding customs and traditions.  News reporting of conflict is considered 

by leaders of homogeneous communities to endanger community solidarity.  Olien and 

her colleagues (1968) argued that newspaper in small, homogenous communities tend to 
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avoid reporting internal conflict in the interest of upholding an outward image of 

tranquility.   

The proportion of reports of conflict that involve nonlocal groups is greater in 

relatively homogeneous communities than in pluralistic communities for several reasons:  

First, conflicts with outsiders/nonlocal people or groups are not considered a threat to the 

maintenance of community stability; and second, structurally pluralistic communities 

have a great level of formalization in all types of interaction, including internal conflict 

(Hindman, 1996).  When it comes to community ethnic pluralism, news media 

gatekeepers in more ethnically pluralistic communities are more likely to include ethnic 

minorities on their lists of important news sources and to consider news coverage of 

ethnic minority stories important (Hindman, Littlefield, Preston, & Neumann, 1999).  

Media scholars, however, are concerned that ethnic minorities are frequently shown in a 

very limited range of stories, such as racial/ethnic festivals and crime reports, even 

though the total amount of news coverage of ethnic minorities in more ethnically 

pluralistic communities, such as Honolulu, Hawaii, and Albuquerque, New Mexico, is 

higher than that in less pluralistic communities (De Uriarte, 2003; Heider, 2000).                 

Ideology refers to “a system of meaning that helps define and explain the world 

and that makes value judgments about that world” (Croteau & Hoynes, 2000, p. 157).  

The media are considered a primary outlet of ideology (Gitlin, 1980; Hall, 1979, 1981).  

Gitlin (1980) argued that mass media are “core systems for the distribution of ideology” 

(p. 2).     Hall (1981) pointed out, “It is generated, produced and reproduced in specific 

settings (sites)—especially, in the apparatuses of ideological production which ‘produce’ 

social meanings and distribute them throughout society, like the media” (p. 33).  News 

items that fit dominant ideological criteria are likely to be selected by gatekeepers who 

are influenced by dominant ideologies in societies where they live (Hall, 1979; 1989).  
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After all, journalists play a critical role in preserving the status quo by selecting and 

delivering news items that favor of elites in the society.      

The media articulate, define, and transform racial ideology.  The media help to 

define what race is and what meanings the imagery of race carries (Hall et al., 1980).  

Racial ideology represents dominant ideas and beliefs about race in the form of “common 

sense” (Paek & Shah, 2003).  Prevailing racial ideology maintains racial/ethnic inequality 

(Newman, 2004) with racial ideology being viewed as comparative (Gandy, 1998).  In 

general, Whites are located at the top of the racial hierarchy while other racial/ethnic 

minorities are placed lower in Western societies.  Furthermore, Whites do not even 

perceive themselves in racial terms because Whites’ identities have been constructed as 

the racial norm (Haney-Lopez, 1996).  From this perspective, hooks (1995) pointed out 

that the media serve as “the biggest propaganda machine” (p. 116) for the ideology of 

White supremacy, an ideology that refers to the belief that Whites are innately superior to 

non-Whites and, therefore, Whites’ identities are the ultimate subjects with whom non-

Whites should assimilate (hooks, 1995; Rudrappa, 2004).     

Hegemony is the way by which the dominant group imposes its ideological 

framework on society (Gramsci, 1971).  Hegemonic ideology is accepted as “natural” or 

“the way things are” (Croteau & Hoynes, 2000; Kellner, 1978).  Tankard and his 

colleagues (1991) argued that media hegemony can be viewed as a situation in which one 

frame is so dominant that people accept it without notice or question.  In terms of racial 

issues, the U.S. mainstream news media often associate Whites with positive 

characteristics and with social, political, and cultural privilege, whereas racial/ethnic 

minorities are depicted as having negative characteristics (Fine, Weiss, Powell & Wong, 

1997).  However, as Gramsci (1971) pointed out, hegemony is alterable and changeable, 
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and some people or institutions may attempt or struggle to oppose or alter prevailing 

hegemonic ideologies.      

Even though the prevailing racial hegemony strongly influences diaspora-oriented 

journalists, the diasporic media tend to articulate alternative racial representations for 

their audiences (Shah & Thornton, 2004).  In other words, they contest the hegemonic 

racial formation in their new nation by providing media representations that make a 

compromise between their diasporic communities’ socially, politically, and economically 

situated present conditions in their host country, on the one hand, and their audiences’ 

self-esteem, on the other (Bai, forthcoming).  Thus, the diasporic media play a critical 

role in catalyzing the social process of community building and identity creation of their 

ethnic community group (Karim, 2003; Rodriguez, 1999).         

According to one of the author’s previous studies, the diasporic press adopts, 

adapts, and counteracts prevailing racial ideologies in their new host country (Bai, in 

press).  The study identified three metaframes of diasporic media’s representations of 

interracial relations—(1) internalization and resonance (related to other racial/ethnic 

minorities), (b) transparency (related to Whites), and (c) offset (related to their ethnic 

members).  The stereotypic representations of racial minorities in the Korean-language 

press were found to be identical to those in the U.S. market-oriented news media.  For 

example, Blacks and Latinos were frequently depicted as villains and perpetrators 

(Entman, 1992; Dixon & Linz, 2000) and sneaky and indolent people (Wilson et al., 

2003), respectively.  In addition, the “all work, no play” stereotype was one of the most 

common Asian American stereotypes presented in the Korean diasporic media.  The 

degree of stereotypical depictions of racial minorities in the diaspora-oriented media 

tended to be stronger than in the general market-oriented media.  Within the White 

normality mentality, whiteness tends to be invisible and not easily perceived.  The 
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diasporic media appeared to adopt White supremacy/normality without resistance.  When 

it comes to Korean Americans, the Korean diasporic media frequently deliver news 

stories describing Korean Americans as victims or heroes in an effort to offset the 

negative images of their own ethnic members the mainstream society constructs.  All in 

all, the Korean diasporic press depicted Blacks far more negatively than any other 

racial/ethnic group.   

As an extension of the author’s previous study, this study will investigate the 

Korean diasporic journalists’ perceptions of racial/ethnic groups as well as of Korean 

Americans and Koreans in their homeland.  If the Korean diasporic journalists’ 

perception toward each racial/ethnic group resembles the depiction of each racial/ethnic 

group in the Korean diasporic press, it can be told that the Korean diasporic journalists 

who have been influenced by the U.S. prevailing racial ideology articulate, define, and 

transform racial ideology for their ethnic audiences.  Moreover, this study will examine 

how differently the Korean diasporic journalists perceive Korean Americans, Koreans, 

and Asian Americans.         

FUNCTIONS OF DIASPORIC NEWS MEDIA 

A former news editor at a Korean-language daily in Los Angeles, Iky Chi, wrote 

an interesting column, entitled “the reason for the existence of Korean American news 

media,” on April 4, 2004: 

I was on duty the other day. 

While inspecting wire copy transmitted from news agencies, I caught sight of a 
line about an event describing the discovery of an unidentified man’s dead body.  
I immediately called the LAPD precinct. 

“I am calling regarding a man’s body discovered today at around X in the XXXX 
block area.  Is the dead man Korean, perhaps? May I please get an outline of the 
…..” 
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Even before I finished my sentence, the police officer in charge brusquely cut me 
off.  “He is not Korean. By the way, you guys should be ashamed of yourselves. 
Is it only important if he is Korean, and does it not matter if other people die? 
This is America, not Korea.” 
(----) 

Before long, his irritated voice subsided, and he gently admonished that “we 
should maintain a community where everyone gets along together regardless of 
one’s race and background.”  The policeman seemed to be upset about the ways 
Korean American journalists, including myself, would gather background 
information about people involved in certain events from the LAPD.     

Of course, what he said is right.  No one should object to living together with each 
other.  However, should we be ashamed?  That is absurd.  My view is quite 
different from his assertion. Rather, I repudiated his comment because I thought it 
was right to point out his prejudice and lack of understanding toward the Korean 
community press.  

“Listen to me, officer.  How many people die in Iraq? Does the Washington Post 
or the New York Times pay attention to and report the Iraqi civilian casualties of 
bombs? Although not completely absent, there is no room to concretely report 
their deaths and no interest in doing so. What happens when the same tragedy 
happens to an American soldier? Of course, it gets reported. It is because an 
American died in the war that the U.S. is waging. Naturally, it is a matter of 
interest to the American press. If the fallen soldier happened to be a native of 
Anaheim, local community newspapers, such as the Orange County Register, 
would have a detailed report that presented the soldier’s life and even his 
bereaved family, beyond the level of detail that a Washington Post or New York 
Times report would have. It is because he is a ‘hometown boy’ from the region 
before he is an American.” 

For a specific death, a specific issue, or an event to become reported, there must 
be anticipated readers who will have an interest in it. It is the same for the Korean 
American press as well as the mainstream press.  

Korean Americans, because we are living in the U.S. and our family members in 
the U.S. armed forces are deployed in Iraq, are greatly interested in news from the 
war in Iraq.  Moreover, the death of a Korean American soldier inevitably 
becomes a big news story.  It is because the soldier is the Korean community’s 
“hometown boy” before he is an American.   

The mission of the Korean American community press is to report the news from 
the Korean community on a small scale and from the U.S. on a big scale. Despite 
the differences in the extent of the authority and reputation, Los Angeles has the 
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L.A. Times, and the Orange County has the Register; similarly, the Korean 
immigrant community has the Korean American press. Therefore, the 
policeman’s accusation is not right and fair.  

(The Korea Daily, January, 14, 2004, A21) 

In terms of the function of local news media, the arguments of the Korea Daily’s 

news editor Iky Chi and the Austin American-Statesman’s editor Richard Oppel (see pp. 

45-47) are similar: “We play to our strengths” (Oppel, 2005, H3).  As a major local 

newspaper in Austin, the Austin American-Statesman cannot and does not have to 

compete with the New York Times or the Washington Post.   Likewise, as a diaspora-

oriented newspaper in the United States, the Korea Daily cannot and does not have to 

compete with U.S. or Korean prestigious papers such as the New York Times and the 

Chosun Ilbo as well as with other general market-oriented local publications, such as the 

Los Angeles Times and the Austin American-Statesman.  In short, each news organization 

has its own unique functions based on their news consumers’ expectations.  If news 

media perform their expected or self-assigned roles well, they may, at least, survive and, 

at most, prosper even in a harsh media environment. 

A number of studies have examined effects of the media that are assumed to 

influence the operation of a social system.  Employing a functional approach, scholars 

have directed their attention to the functions performed by the general market media (e.g., 

Laswell, 1948; Wright 1960) and ethnic minority media (e.g., Riggins, 1992; Viswanath 

& Arora, 2000) that are designed to benefit media consumers and, at the same time, 

contribute to the stability or survival of societies.  Lasswell (1948) listed three main 

functions of the media:  surveillance, correlation, and transmission.  By definition, the 

surveillance function has to do with the sentinel function, “disclosing threats and 

opportunities affecting the value position of the community and of the component parts 

within it” (Lasswell, 1948, p. 51).  The correlation function means the interpretation 
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function of the media, which helps media consumers understand and interpret certain 

events or issues. With regard to the socialization function, the media define what the 

social culture and values are and transmit them to media consumers.  Several other 

elements have also been proposed.  For example, Wright (1960) introduced the 

entertainment function of the media.  Consuming a Sunday issue of the New York Times 

may be not only for purposes of obtaining information but also for entertainment (Wright, 

1960).    

Basically, diaspora-oriented media also perform the same functions as general 

market-oriented media.  The diasporic news media serve as vehicles for diasporas to learn 

about and adapt to the host culture as well as to acquire information about their homeland 

by providing news and editorials (Kim, 1988; Sun, 2006).  Especially, diasporic 

broadcast media help their ethnic consumers relieve stress induced by living in a new 

environment by offering entertaining programs (Browne, 2005; Kim, 1998).  

 The most controversial and distinctive roles of diasporic news media, however, 

are the functions related to assimilation and pluralism (Park, 1922; Riggins, 1992; 

Rodriguez, 1999; Subervi-Velez, 1986).  Zhou (2004) coined the term “Asian paradox” 

to explain the phenomenon by which Asian Americans become actively involved in their 

ethnic communities in order to fight against the “perpetual foreigner” stereotypes that are 

rooted in the U.S. mainstream society.  Similarly, Schaefer (2002) argued that 

maintaining ethnicity enables successful assimilation of diasporas by noting, “This 

ethnicity paradox facilitates full entry into the dominant culture.  The ethnic community 

may give its members not only a useful financial boost but also the psychological 

strength and positive self-esteem that will allow them to compete effectively in larger 

society” (p. 143).   From this perspective, the diasporic media’s paradox can be 

interpreted as dual contradictory functions, the assimilatory and cultural transmission 
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functions.  Park (1922) emphasized the paradoxical functions of the diasporic media in 

his seminal book, The Immigrant Press and Its Control, pointing out that “The immigrant 

himself is disposed to use his language and his press to help him find his way in the New 

World.  The foreign-language press, if it preserves old memories, is at the same time the 

gateway to new experience” (p. 449).  Because of these contradictory dual roles, 

however, scholars have long debated whether the diasporic media contribute to ethnic 

cultural preservation or to the assimilation of diasporic groups to the mainstream culture 

(Riggins, 1992).   

Besides the dual roles, Viswanath and Arora (2000) proposed three other roles 

that the diasporic news media typically perform within the social control function 

framework:  community booster, community sentinel, and informational functions.  The 

author of this current study seeks to redefine distinctions of typical functions of the 

ethnic/diasporic media, as follows.  

Cultural Transmission and Ethnicity Consolidator Functions 

Many immigrant community members maintain their distinct ethnicity and keep 

their cultural identity (Glazer & Moynihan, 1970; Hraba, 1994).  Riggins (1992) pointed 

out, “If ethnic media did not contribute to ethnic cohesion and cultural maintenance to 

some extent, there would be little justification for their existence except as a marketing 

tool and an instrument of social control” (p. 3).  The diasporic news media provide 

information that help their ethnic community members consolidate their ethnic identities 

(Viswanath & Arora, 2000).  For example, diaspora-oriented news media frequently 

report ethnic festivals (e.g., Chinese New Year Festival), cultural and religious 

celebrations (e.g., A Korean “hallyu” celebrity’s concert in Los Angeles), and local 

meetings of ethnic organizations.  In addition, the existence of the diasporic media 
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naturally contributes to ethnicity consolidation.  In general, diasporas whose ethnic 

community is widely institutionalized and offers wide-ranging community-based 

programs (e.g., schools, churches, and non-profit organizations) are likely to be actively 

and commonly involved in ethnic social communication through diasporic media as well 

as interpersonally within their ethnic community (Kim, 1988).  As a result, diasporic 

media help diasporas maintain ethnicity and emotional ties with their original homeland 

over the long term (Kim, 1988; Rodriguez, 1999).   

The term “cultural proximity” is commonly used in the field of communication.  

In the field of television, competing with the idea of cultural imperialism, Straubhaar 

(1991) introduced the concept of cultural proximity, which refers to the tendency that 

people prefer television programs that are as close to them as possible in language, ethnic 

appearance, dress, style, humor, historical reference, and shared topical knowledge as 

possible.  “The clearest line of demarcation in cultural proximity is language” noted 

Straubhaar (2007, p. 26).  The language that a person speaks is not an individual 

inheritance, but a social acquisition from the group in which he or she grows up (Carr, 

1961).  “Shared language is a strong source of social solidarity.  Language loyalty is also 

correlated with ethnic identity,” Riggins (1999, p. 281) noted.  Language, rather than 

political allegiance, plays a critical and fundamental role in uniting diasporic populations 

(Park, 1922).  As Anderson (1991) argued, ethnic languages and technology of 

communications (e.g., newspapers) serve as important means to establish “imagined 

communities.”  According to Anderson’s (1991) arguments, “all communities larger than 

primordial villages of face-to-face contact  (and perhaps even these) are imagined” (p. 6) 

because the members of a community “will never know most of their fellow-members, 

meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their 

communion” (p. 6).  From this perspective, diaspora-oriented news media use mostly 
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ethnic language not simply to deliver information but also to help their ethnic consumers 

construct “negotiated self-identity” (Riggins, 1992, p. 2) and “imagined communities” 

(Anderson, 1991; Cormack, 2007).  In other words, imagination is a mechanism for 

constructing identities and communities (Anderson, 1991; Georgiou, 2009).  Imagination 

is not hindered by geographical distance.  Through the diasporic media, immigrants 

maintain commonality across distance and bridge differences among dispersed ethnic 

groups in the world (Anderson, 1991; Georgiou, 2009).   All in all, diaspora-oriented 

news media serve as “a constitutive element of the social process of community building 

and identity creation” of diasporic/ethnic communities (Rodriguez, 1999, p. 6).   

Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) list of news values includes cultural proximity:  News 

media tend to select news items that have cultural relevance for audiences.  In other 

words, cultural proximity serves as an important criterion for journalists in deciding the 

newsworthiness of an event or issue.  Adam’s (1986) study of U.S. television news 

coverage of natural disasters around the world such as earthquakes and hurricanes found 

that the news coverage of a disaster can be accounted for mainly by cultural proximity as 

well as geographical proximity of the affected and reporting country, rather than by its 

severity.   

Adam (1986) identified three elements of cultural proximity: (1) the number of 

U.S. tourists visiting the country of interest, (2) the number of Americans who identify 

ancestors, parents, or themselves as coming from the country of interest, and (3) the 

proportion of leading journalists with ethnicity in common with the country of interest.  

In Schweiger and Brosius’s (2004) study of the tele-voting behavior of TV viewers of the 

European Song Contest, a television song contest among European nations, common 

leading languages served as a measuring tool for cultural proximity.  Trepte (2003) 

identified four criteria to measure cultural proximity in his study of key factors of 
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television program success: (1) geographical distance, (2) the exchange of persons 

between these two countries (e.g., tourists and immigrants), (3) the exchange of 

merchandise and goods, and (4) a similar political and economic system.     

Geographical proximity is not necessary for an immigrant to maintain ethnic 

cohesion (Schaefer, 2002).  Imagination may give rise to long-distance nationalism of 

diasporas.  Long-distance nationalism refers to “a set of identity claims and practices that 

connect people living in various geographical locations to a specific territory that they see 

as their ancestral home” (Schiller, 2005, p. 570).  Diasporas’ long-distance nationalism 

may be caused by (1) diasporas’ social status gaps between their home country and new 

host country; (2) negative images and racism against diasporas in the new host country; 

(3) instigation of diasporas’ motherland (e.g., government policy); and (4) kith and kin 

left in diasporas’ homeland (Lowe, 1991; Rudrappa, 2004; Schiller, 2005).   

Even though recent Korean immigrants are well-educated in Korea and arrive in 

the United States with professional skills, for example, in education, healthcare and 

engineering, their first jobs soon after arrival in the United States tend to be menial labor 

(Schafer, 2002).  Members of the Korean diaspora likely suffer disadvantages in U.S. 

labor market due mainly to language barriers, the inability to transfer Korean educational 

and occupational skills to the American labor force, and societal prejudice (Yoon, 2004).  

In addition, as ethnic minorities, Korean immigrants are likely to experience racial 

discrimination and to feel emotionally disconnected from the mainstream society.  In the 

meantime, new immigrants tend to feel a strong emotional connection to their homeland, 

relatives, and friends living in Korea or in other Korean communities in the United 

States.  Schiller (2005) pointed out, “Often, migrants who experience a loss of social 

standing maintain their personal self-esteem by identifying with the homeland” (p. 578).  

Furthermore, Korea’s National Assembly has recently fueled long-distance nationalism 
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of Korean diasporas by allowing Korean expatriates living overseas the right to vote in 

parliamentary and presidential elections in Korea.  To meet the wants and needs of the 

Korean diasporas in the United States, Korean-language news media are eager to deliver 

political, social, and cultural news and information from Korea to their news consumers. 

Accordingly, diasporic media facilitate the work of the imagination among dispersed 

ethnic groups, in some cases resulting in long-distance nationalism.  In other words, 

diasporic media play an important role in maintaining the original culture of the diasporas 

(Kim, 1988, 2001; Subervi-Velez, 1986; Viswanath & Arora, 2000).      

 Assimilatory and Interracial Harmonizer Functions 

Park (1922) argued, “One reason why immigrant peoples read more in America 

than they do at home is because there is more going on that they need to know.  There is 

more novelty and more news” (p. 9).  In an effort to assimilate into the dominant culture 

and ideology or to fit into their new society, diasporas need wide-ranging information 

about their new host society (e.g., political and educational systems, acceptable behaviors 

and etiquette, immigration policies, tax laws, idioms, etc.).  A number of intercultural 

communication scholars (e.g., Hart, 1977; Kim, 1988, 1995, 2001; Park, 1922; 

Viswanath & Arora, 2000) have agreed that diasporic media serve an “adaptation-

facilitating role” (Kim, 1988, p. 126) for newly arrived immigrants by providing 

information about their new host country.   

General market-oriented news media seldom deliver fundamental information that 

serve to facilitate adaptation of diasporas to the new society because their target audience 

is U.S.-born and/or raised news consumers who are familiar with such basic information.   

Considering the theory of cultural proximity (Straubhaar, 1991, 2001), it seems natural 

for diasporas in the United States to prefer their own ethnic or transnational news media 
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to U.S. mainstream media because people tend to prefer media that reflect their own 

culture and deal with local themes and issues (Straubhaar, 2007).  In addition, due to 

language barriers and limited social networks, newly arrived immigrants may have no 

other choice but ethnic communication, including diasporic/ethnic news media, in order 

to obtain information (e.g., buying cars, finding jobs, choosing schools for children, 

understanding immigration laws, and learning American idioms and cultures) and news 

about their local community and new host country (Kim, 2001; Zhou et al., 2006).  From 

these perspectives, Zhou, Chen, and Cai (2006) have pointed out that diasporic minority-

language media serve as “a social institution complementary to rather than inharmonious 

with the host society” (p. 67).        

In an effort to encourage their ethnic community to assimilate into the new host 

society, diasporic news media strive to deliver news coverage of their ethnic 

community’s involvement in the new host country’s politics, news about friendships or 

positive relationships between the diasporic group’s homeland and their adopted country, 

interracial harmony between their ethnic group and other racial/ethnic communities, and 

demonstrations of patriotism for the new host country by their ethnic group members 

(Viswanath & Arora, 2000).  Kunjin Kim, former president and publisher of the Korea 

Daily, emphasized interracial harmony between Korean immigrants and other 

racial/ethnic groups as an apparent symbol of successful assimilation into the U. S. 

society by arguing:  

Korea Town in Los Angeles is one of the finest examples of how immigrants can 
contribute to the regional economy of their new homelands.  (…) In 1992, 
however, five days of Los Angeles rioting destroyed much of what had taken two 
decades to build.  This sad episode taught us many valuable lessons, perhaps the 
most important of which was the significance of inter-racial harmony.  This is 
why we have featured editorials that seek to nurture inter-racial understanding.  
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To meet this goal, we have published the views of the members of the 
surrounding communities as well as our own 

(The Korea Daily, p. 3).   

Diasporas’ successful assimilation into their new host country is partly dependent 

on efforts by the diasporic group to learn the social system and culture of the new host 

country.  The degree of “Americanness,” however, is not gauged exclusively by self-

assessment.  In the United States, the identities and social belongingness of recent 

diasporic groups are recognized and confirmed largely through the eyes of the U.S. 

mainstream society and pre-existing racial/ethnic communities, for example, the Black 

community (Hall, 1992; Shah & Thornton, 2004; Viswanath & Arora, 2000; Woodward, 

2004).  Therefore, diasporic news media tend to be concerned about how they are 

recognized by other racial/ethnic groups.       

As a litmus test of how much a Korean immigrant is acculturated into U.S. 

mainstream society, the Korea Daily, one of the major Korean-language dailies in the 

United States, created and introduced a so-called “football index” three days before the 

Super Bowl on Sunday, February 1, 2009 (Kim, Choi, & Shin, 2009).   On three pages 

(i.e., front page, A4, and A5) of the January 29 issue, the Korea Daily provided 

information about football rules, the Super Bowl, and the U.S. sports culture as well as 

the football index.  The diasporic newspaper gave the following reasons for inventing the 

football index:  

The three elements, English speaking skills, political participation, and cultural 
assimilation, have typically served as major criteria to measure the degree of 
immigrants’ ‘Americanization.’  Football typically symbolizes the United States.  
Most Americans are enthusiastic about football games.  Therefore, it can be said 
that an understanding of ‘football culture’ means a high degree of 
‘Americanization.’ Americans, regardless age or gender, appear to be fanatical 
about the Super Bowl, whereas Korean Americans, in general, seem apathetic 
about the championship game of the NFL.  The Korean immigrant community has 
often been criticized as a ‘floating island isolated from American society.’  Far 
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from football rules, many Korean Americans are ignorant about the tradition and 
the environment that causes Americans to be enthusiastic about football.  It seems 
problematic that we are indifferent to the game, whereas the United States is 
buzzing with the Super Bowl. 

(Kim et al, 2009, p. 1)         

Readers who answer ten questions in the “football index” about rules of football, 

background information, and culture, can self-assess their knowledge.  According to the 

newspaper, Korean Americans’ average football index is 2.6 out of 10, which is very low 

(Kim et al., 2009).  The news coverage of the “football index” resulted in great interest in 

Korea as well as in the Korean immigrant community.  A number of major news media 

and portal sites in Korea ran the news story.  The Korea Daily assumed that one of the 

reasons why the news coverage attracted the attention of many people in the Korean 

diasporic community as well as in their homeland was that by “Breaking from the 

conventional idea that speaking English well and acquiring U.S. citizenship are sufficient 

conditions to become American, we brought up an issue that might cause the Korean 

immigrant community to remain isolated if we continue to be ignorant of or indifferent to 

the new society’s dominant culture and the interests of our neighboring communities” 

(Choi, 2009, p. A21). 

Community Sentinel and Community Booster Functions 

One of the most important and direct functions of the ethnic minority news media 

is to identify threats from the external environment and to defend ethnic community 

members from threats (Browning et al., 2003; Lasswell, 1948).  In general, diasporic 

groups are likely to be vulnerable to societal prejudice, hostility, and discrimination from 

other pre-existing racial/ethnic groups as well as the mainstream society (Yoon, 2004).   

Therefore, the diasporic media actively serve as “radars and early warning systems” 

against external threats (Viswanath & Arora, 2000, p. 49).  News stories of conflicts 
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related to external threats may directly or indirectly strengthen the diasporic community’s 

internal cohesion and their audiences’ cultural identities (Kim, 1988; Parker, 1995).  

Browning and his colleagues (2003) argued that such external threats give rise to “a 

fearful awareness of ethnicity and an expansion of the idea of ethnicity from its base in 

language, custom, and heritage to the development of defensive and protective strategies 

and institutions” (p. 94).      

According to results of a survey of ethnic minorities in the San Francisco area, 

most of the respondents (i.e., 78% Blacks and Latinos and 88% people of Chinese origin) 

answered that their ethnic media strive to stand up for their rights and interests, indicating 

that ethnic minorities fully recognize diasporic/ethnic media’s role as an advocate and 

sentinel for their communities (Browning et al., 2003).  The diasporic media provide 

information on defense of rights and interests as well as news about prejudice or 

discrimination against their ethnic members by other racial communities or U.S. society.  

“Through use of ethnic media for news, the argument runs, the group becomes aware of 

political and social issues that are potentially threatening or potentially advantageous for 

it,” noted Browning and his colleagues (2003, p. 97).          

The diasporic media also serve as a cheerleader for their ethnic groups.  The 

diasporic media act as community boosters by sharing their communities’ and their 

members’ success stories in cultural, economic, political, and academic fields.  The 

media enjoy delivering reports of their communities’ contributions to their host countries 

and/or motherlands (Viswanath & Arora, 2000).   In general, local news organizations are 

considered to take favorable views of regional economic growth (i.e., economic 

boosterism) due mainly to the news media’s self-serving interest in the potential for 

financial profits (Kaniss, 1991; Perloff, 1998).  In terms of ethnic minority media, 

however, psychological factors as well as economic factors lead to favorable news 
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coverage of their ethnic community’s economic growth and new community projects.  

Diasporic media’s reportage of the diasporic community’s economic achievements and 

contributions to their new host country or homeland may boost the morale of diasporas, 

in addition to increasing the economic power of their community.   

In the United States, ethnic minority-oriented news media mainly and effectively 

perform community sentinel and booster functions relative to racial issues.  Wilson and 

his colleagues (2003) argued that news coverage of ethnic minorities in the United States 

has been a reflection of the attitudes held by gatekeepers in news media and those who 

influence them.  “Stereotypes offer those in power an opportunity to control the images 

of the very ideas by which entire groups of people are defined,” Heider (2000) observed.  

Heider (2000) coined the term, “incognizant racism,” referring to the constant behavior of 

journalists who without intention continue to involve themselves in journalistic practices 

that systematically exclude meaningful coverage of racial/ethnic minority groups and/or 

depict certain repeated images of the racial/ethnic groups.  Certain repeated images of a 

particular racial/ethnic group in news coverage may, in turn, serve to reinforce 

stereotypes of the group.    

Racial identity is socially and culturally constructed (Omi & Winant, 1994; Shah 

& Thornton, 2004; Winant, 1994).  Omi and Winant (1994) define race as “an unstable 

and decentered complex of social meanings constantly being transformed by political 

struggle” (p. 55).  Racial identity, therefore, is not an essence but a positioning (Hall, 

1990).  It is a matter of “becoming” rather than “being” (Hall, 1996).  From this 

viewpoint, racial formation should be understood as the process of constant 

transformation.  Omi and Winant (1994) depict racial formation in the following three 

ways: 1) the socio-historical process, 2) the process of historically situated projects, and 

3) the evolution of hegemony.  Lowe (2004) also indicates that racial formation is 
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produced “in the negotiations between the state’s regulation of racial groups and those 

group’s active contestation and construction of racial meanings” (p. 427).    

The concept whiteness refers to White privilege in the United States (Jensen, 

2005).  Schaefer (2002) points out, “Contemporary White Americans generally give little 

thought to ‘being White.’ Hence there is little interest in studying ‘whiteness’ or 

considering ‘being White’ except that it is ‘not being Black’” (p. 137).  Consequently, the 

U.S. mainstream society tends to remain blind to the racialized depictions of Whites 

(Shah & Thornton, 2004).  Haney-Lopez (1996) stressing that this tendency, called 

transparency, is partly caused by positional White privilege, borrows the words of Trina 

Grillo and Stephanie Wildman (1991): “White supremacy makes whiteness the normative 

model.  Being the norm allows Whites to ignore race, except when they perceive race 

(usually someone else’s) as intruding on their lives” (p. 158).  As a result, general market 

media commonly represent non-White people in race-related stereotypic ways while 

Whites escape any typical race-related stereotypic depiction.  Asian Americans have long 

suffered from the “yellow peril” stereotypes.  Recently, the “model minority” or “all 

work, no play” stereotypes are overwhelming in the general market media’s depiction of 

Asian Americans (Oyserman & Sakamoto, 1997; Taylor, Landreth & Bang, 2005). 

Researchers found that general market-oriented media frequently depict Asian Americans 

in economic/business settings (Taylor, Lee, & Stern, 1995; Taylor, Landreth, & Bang, 

2005). Blacks are frequently shown in crime news depicting them as physically 

threatening villains or law breakers (Entman, 1992; Dixon & Linz, 2000).  Latinos are 

commonly portrayed in the U.S. media as sneaky, indolent, and unclean (Wilson II, 

Gutierrez, & Chao, 2003).          

By and large, prevailing racial identities, such as transparency (i.e., White 

normality) and non-White inferiority, influence the ways that diasporic groups define 
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themselves and others (Haney-Lopez, 1996) so that the diasporic media, as well as the 

general market media, are likely to deliver prevailing racial ideologies to their audiences 

(Georgiou, 2006; Hall, 1996; Riggins, 1992).  In other words, diasporic groups 

internalize dominant racial ideologies to a large extent and, thus, tend to stick with the 

prevailing racial hierarchy.  When it comes to their own racial/ethnic identities, however, 

the diasporic media may attempt to avoid negative and contemptuous elements of the 

prevailing racial ideology.  The diasporic media are eager to reveal news stories that 

convince their audiences and the mainstream society that their ethnic communities are 

valuable and contribute to their new nations.  Song (2003) argued, “Ethnic minority 

groups must work at asserting their desired identities, given that the nature and range of 

their ethnic identities are limited by the dominant discourses, representations and images 

which are attributed to them by the wider society” (p. 41).  Viswanath and Arora (2000) 

observed that the diasporic news media pay less attention to those stories that depict their 

community and people in a negative light.  In this case, diaspora-oriented journalists’ 

inherent “in-betweenness” is activated by the tension between “objectivity” (i.e., 

maintaining neutrality) and “ethnicity” (i.e., serving their community) (Rodriguez, 1999).   

In terms of race/ethnicity-related issues or events, objectivity or neutrality may follow the 

predominant ideologies of general market-oriented journalists.    

According to results of Bai’s (forthcoming) study about construction of 

racial/ethnic groups’ identities in the diasporic press, the Korean-language press typically 

depicts Korean Americans as victims, whereas other racial/ethnic groups are usually 

depicted as villains.  Specifically, Korean Americans are frequently shown as victims of 

crimes (mostly related to Blacks), victims of racial discrimination (mostly related to 

Whites), victims of incompetent and problematic laborers (mostly related to Latinos), and 

victims of business rivals (mostly related to other Asian Americans).  By delivering these 
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messages, the diaspora-oriented newspaper counteracts prevailing racial ideologies.  In 

general, the U.S. market-oriented news media tend to spotlight the negative aspects of 

ethnic minorities and depict minority groups as threats to society (Heider, 2000; Wilson 

et al., 2003).  By contrast, the diasporic press offsets the negative images of their own 

ethnic members in the mainstream media by depicting the roles of their own group as 

victims of other racial/ethnic groups.  All in all, in the Korean-language newspaper, 

Korean Americans are more likely to be depicted as victims rather than as villains.    

Informational and Community Mobilizer Functions 

The favorite news topics of diaspora-oriented news media tend to be different 

from those of the general market-oriented news media.  In general, racial/ethnic 

minorities and their major concerns and interests are seldom paid attention to by the 

general market-oriented media.  Even when racial/ethnic minorities appear in the news, 

they are likely to be shown in a limited range of news topics which construct or confirm 

the minority groups’ negative or stereotyped images, such as racial-ethnic festivals and 

crimes (Heider, 2000).  De Uriarte (2003) also pointed out, “Those who fall outside 

America tend to be covered only during conflicts.  (…) Both domestic and international 

news generally focuses on crime, corruption, incompetence, illegal immigration, violence 

and drug-related incidents” (p. 43).  In terms of international news, geographical 

proximity, one of the factors for news media to select news items, tend to be 

overshadowed by the intrinsic character of an event or issue and power or importance of 

the country, related with or involved in the event or issue (Galtung & Ruge, 1965; 

McQuail, 2000; Westerstahl & Johansson, 1994).  Therefore, through the mainstream 

media, diasporic community members are less likely to acquire enough information and 
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news about their homeland; in addition, there is a paucity of news about their own ethnic 

community in the new host country. 

In addition to news topics, ethnic minority news media often produce different 

perspectives of events or issues from that of the mainstream media   (Miller, 1987; Park, 

1922).  “Ethnic media may articulate and shape the perspective of people of color who 

struggle for survival and mobility in a society in which the promise of success may exist 

simultaneously with hostility and discrimination,” Browning and his colleagues (2003, p. 

7) noted.  Therefore, diasporas tend to rely on diasporic media for information and news 

that they are interested in, especially what mainstream media usually overlook (Park, 

1922).    

 By delivering different perspectives as well as different coverage to ethnic 

communities, diasporic media create or contribute positively to a “broader community of 

discussion” (Browning, 2003, p. 118).   Habermas’s concept of the “public sphere” 

(1989), that refers to an autonomous arena or space (e.g., coffeehouses in the 18th 

century) in social life where people participate on an equal basis and freely discuss and 

debate societal issues or problems, has been employed or adapted by a number of 

scholars (e.g., Browne, 2005; Curran, 1991, 1996; Dahlgren, 1995; Georgiou, 2006) to 

describe the news media as another form of public sphere.  Ideally, the news media can 

serve as an arena for public debate and reconstitute private citizens as a public body in 

the form of public opinion (Curran, 1996; McQuail, 2000).  However, Habermas (1989) 

himself disregarded and underestimated the potential positive role of the mass media as a 

public sphere by arguing the “press itself became manipulable to the extent that it became 

commercialized” (p. 185).  In Habermas’s (1989) original concept of the “public sphere,” 

socially marginalized people, including diasporas, do not appear to have been considered.  

However, a number of recent scholars (e.g., Appadurai, 1996; Georgiou, 2006; Keane, 
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1995; Sassi, 1996), have examined the potential for development of diverse, multi-

leveled, and fragmented public spheres, that are in contrast to views of a coherent and 

homogeneous public.  Keane (1995) suggested that a public sphere consists of three 

levels: the micro (e.g., sub-national), the meso (e.g., national), and the macro (e.g., 

global).  Appadurai (1996) observed that transnational diasporic spheres are emerging as 

global migrants and diasporas become highly visible all over the world and media 

technologies have become more advanced.     

All in all, diasporic/ethnic media contribute to the broader community of 

discussion by their persistent and in-depth coverage of certain issues/events related to 

their ethnic community or community members (Browning et al, 2003).  Ultimately, their 

coverage leads to discussion and debate in diasporic spheres that, in turn, facilitates 

participation of diasporas in social and political life in their new host societies as well as 

in their homelands.  As Weaver and Wilhoit (1996) noted that in those ways, diasporic 

news media perform a “populist mobilizer” function by directing interests of diasporas, 

setting political/social agendas, and letting diasporas express their views (p. 140).        

Despite the rise of diasporic news media in the United States, few scholars have 

attempted to conduct empirical research on diaspora-oriented news media functions.  

Most previous research theoretically approached the diasporic/ethnic media functions.  

Therefore, it can be said that the area of diasporic media functions have not yet been 

developed conceptually nor thoroughly tested empirically.  This present study will 

attempt to answer the following questions: Do and in what way do the assimilation and 

cultural transmission functions of diasporic media coexist?  Which function will be 

perceived more important by the diasporic journalists in the 21st century?”  In addition to 

the two contradictory functions, this study will identify other functions and scrutinize 

what functions the Korean diasporic journalists value most.  Consequently, the findings 
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of this study can be compared with the U.S. general market-oriented media functions 

previously discussed in the above literature.     

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

As discussed in the literature review, a number of forces at individual, 

organizational, extra-media, and social system levels exert influences on the gatekeeping 

process and news content.  In light of the above illustrations, it is reasonable to assume 

that the gatekeeping process as well as news content is different between the diasporic 

media and general market-oriented counterparts.  In particular, due mainly to the unique 

functions of the diasporic media, gatekeepers tend to offer audiences news topics and 

news angles that are different from those of the general market-oriented media.   

 Within the context of the diasporic media, therefore, this study explores major 

gatekeeping forces and gatekeepers’ perceptions toward several important aspects in the 

era of globalization.  As one of the first systematic gatekeeping studies on Korean 

diaspora-oriented news media in the United States, this study delves into a wide range of 

topics regarding the diasporic media and their journalists.  Especially, a great deal of this 

study is devoted to two core topics in journalism, news value/newsworthiness and media 

function/journalistic role.   

Specifically, this dissertation will employ content analysis, survey research and 

in-depth interviews to examine the content of Korean diasporic news media and the 

following five sets of research questions.   

Individual Level 
RQ 1:  What are the typical characteristics of journalists working for the Korean 
diaspora-oriented media? 
 
RQ 2:  What are the professional role conceptions of the Korean diasporic 
journalists? 
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Organizational Level 
RQ 3:  How do the professional role conceptions of print media journalists 
compare with those of electronic media journalists? 
 
RQ 4:   What are the news topics Korean diasporic journalists perceive their 
audiences are interested in? 
 
RQ 5:  What are the news topics Korean diasporic journalists consider important 
to the Korean American community? 
 
RQ 6:  What is the news topic mix of the Korean American media? 
 
RQ 7:  What are the important news selection criteria (i.e., news values) in 
Korean diasporic journalism? 
 
RQ 8:  Does professional training influence the Korean diasporic journalists’ role 
conceptions? 

 

Extra-media Level 
RQ 9:  What are the major sources/channels of Korean diaspora-oriented print and 
electronic media for collecting news items? 

 
RQ 10:  Is the news mix (i.e., a combination of favorite news topics) of Korean 
diaspora-oriented media similar to that of general market-oriented media? 
 
RQ 11:  How do advertisers and audiences influence the news content and 
gatekeeping process in Korean diasporic media? 
 

Social System Level 
RQ 12:  What are the racial/ethnic conceptions of Korean diasporic journalists? 
 
RQ 13:  Does the length of U.S. stay of Korean diasporic journalists influence the 
journalists’ role conceptions? 
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The Future and Functions of Diasporic Media 
RQ 14:  How do Korean diasporic media professionals perceive the future of 
Korean diaspora-oriented media? 
 
RQ 15: What do Korean diasporic journalists think are the most important 
problems facing Korean diaspora-oriented media? 
 
RQ 16:  What do Korean diasporic journalists think are the most important 
problems facing the Korean American community? 
 
RQ 17: How do the most important problems named by U.S. Korean diasporic 
journalists compare with those of the U.S. general population?     
 
RQ 18:  In terms of general media functions (i.e., disseminator, interpreter, 
mobilizer, and adversarial functions), are Korean diasporic journalists’ 
perspectives similar to those of journalists working for the U.S. general market-
oriented media?     
 
RQ 19:  What functions do Korean diasporic journalists value most? 
 
RQ 20:  Between assimilation and cultural transmission-related functions, which 
functions do Korean diasporic journalists value more, in general? 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

RESEARCH PROCEDURE 

This study employed a multi-method approach (i.e., survey, content analysis, and 

in-depth interviews) to answer the research questions outlined in the previous chapter.  

Specifically, the author surveyed journalists working for major Korean diaspora-oriented 

media in Los Angeles and conducted in-depth interviews with experienced personnel 

involved in the Korean diasporic journalism industry.  In addition, two major Korean 

diasporic dailies were content-analyzed.  In general, a combination of a wide range of 

methods is expected to enable researchers to secure rigorous, complex, and rich 

understandings of the phenomenon under investigation (Cresswell, 2009; Jensen, 2002).    

Survey 

Journalists in the major Korean diaspora-oriented news media in Los Angeles 

were chosen for this study.  The city of Los Angeles was chosen as the research site 

because it has the largest Korean American population in the United States.  According to 

the U.S. Census Bureau in 2000, there are five metropolitan areas where the Korean 

population is concentrated: Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County (272,498), New York 

City-North New Jersey-Long Island (179,344), Washington D.C.-Baltimore (80,592), 

San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose (65,218), and Chicago-Gary-Kenosha (49,972).  

Consequently, many of the Korean American-oriented news media headquarters are 

located in Los Angeles.  In general, news content produced in Los Angeles is commonly 

delivered to Korean Americans in other areas through local branches of the Los Angeles 

headquarters and/or their Internet sites.      

This study included only journalists who worked for Korean-language news 

media in Los Angeles that target mainly Korean diasporic members (i.e., ilse in Korean) 
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rather than second (i.e., ise in Korean) or third generations (i.e., samse in Korean) of 

Korean diasporas (i.e., ilse in Korean).  As in Weaver and Wilhoit’s study (1986, 1996) 

and that of Weaver and his colleagues’ (2007), journalists working for special interest 

media were excluded in this study.  The author consulted several Korean American 

telephone directories of businesses published by the Los Angeles-based Korean-language 

news media to find the list of Los Angeles-based Korean American diaspora-oriented 

news media.    Based on the author’s familiarity with the Korean American diaspora-

oriented media industry and brief interviews with several veteran Korean diasporic 

journalists in the Los Angeles area, the fact was confirmed as of March 2008, that the 

Korean American community in Los Angeles had three major Korean American dailies 

(i.e., the Korea Daily, the Korea Times, and the Koreatown Daily), three major radio 

stations (i.e., JBC, Radio Korea, and Radio Seoul) and three major television channels 

(i.e., KBS LA, KTAN, and TVK 24) as summarized in Appendix A.  The author 

excluded any other Korean American media, including weekly and monthly magazines 

and Internet news sites, because most did not regularly operate their own newsrooms or 

deliver information more frequently than once a month and, instead, copied and pasted 

news stories from other major U.S., Korea, and the above-mentioned major Korean 

American news media.  Besides, many of the excluded media were special interest media.   

Following Weaver and his colleagues’ (2007) definition of journalists, which 

states that journalists are “those who had responsibility for the preparation or 

transmission of news stories or other timely information” (p. 256), this study included 

reporters, writers, editors, columnists, photojournalists, news announcers, news anchors, 

camera reporters, news program producers, news directors, and other news people.  

Librarians or video and audio technicians were not included because they do not have 

direct responsibility for news content.            
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The author visited the nine news media and obtained lists (or at least total 

numbers) of journalists working for each of the nine news organizations.  The total 

number of print and broadcast journalists was calculated to be 100 and 52, respectively.  

A total of 152 survey questionnaires  were distributed between March 14, 2008, and 

March 19, 2008, during the author’s visit to each news organization.  By March 26, 2008, 

115 questionnaires had been received, yielding an overall response rate of 75.7%.   Of the 

total respondents, 57.4% were daily newspaper journalists while 42.6% were broadcast 

journalists (19.1% working for television and 23.5% working for radio).   

The distributed questionnaire was written in Korean.  Many of the survey 

questions were borrowed from Weaver and Wilhoit’s study (1986, 1996) and that of 

Weaver and his associates (2007).  The author followed as closely as possible the 

wording of questions included in the studies mentioned above in an effort to compare the 

findings of this present study with those of the scholars’ previous research.  Some of the 

questions which did not fit the diasporic media journalists were modified by the author of 

this present study.  In addition, several questions relevant to diasporic journalism were 

constructed.  The draft of the questionnaire was pre-tested on several Korean Americans 

who had either past or current professional experience at Korean-language news media.   

The final version of the questionnaire included questions about (1) news selection 

criteria (i.e., news values), (2) professional role perceptions, (3) interesting and important 

news topics, (4) news sources/channels, (5) perceptions of racial/ethnic groups, (6) 

journalistic work experience, and (7) the most important problems facing Korean 

diasporic news media, the Korean American community, the United States, and Korea as 

well as 13 demographic questions including gender, age, birthplace, education level, 

college major, political leaning, duration in the U.S., immigration status, and religion (see 

Appendix B and Appendix C).   
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In-Depth Interviews  

The author conducted face-to-face interviews with 10 media professionals4

The face-to-face interview method enabled the author to obtain detailed 

information about the gatekeeping process in the Korean diasporic journalism and to 

elicit elaborations on sensitive and unique issues from the media professionals 

(Poindexter & McCombs, 2000).  The author constructed a semi-structured questionnaire 

listing a wide range of questions mainly about (1) media functions, (2) gatekeeping 

forces, (3) news coverage of racial/ethnic groups, (4) important problems confronted by 

—

mostly journalists—who were familiar with the Korean diaspora-oriented media 

journalism industry in Los Angeles.   In this study, the author non-randomly selected the 

sample of media professionals in accordance with findings in the survey regarding ratios 

of gender and media type in the Korean diasporic journalism industry.  The group of 10 

interviewees selected consisted of eight men and two women.  Six were print media 

professionals and four were broadcast media professionals.  The ages of interviewees 

were from their mid-30s to early-50s, which represented a majority of journalists in the 

Korean diasporic news media.  Because all of them had worked in Korean diaspora-

oriented and/or Asian American-oriented journalism for 10 years or more, all were 

knowledgeable and experienced enough to talk about Korean diasporic media-related 

issues from several different perspectives.   

                                                 
4  Following the definition of a “journalist” clarified in the previous section, two of the 10 interviewees 
were not considered as “journalists working for the major Korean diaspora-oriented media in Los Angeles.”  
One was a director of broadcasting who was in charge of the organization’s management and marketing 
rather than news content.  The other interviewee was a journalist who had past work experience at the two 
major Korean diaspora-oriented dailies.  However, at that time when the interview with him was 
conducted, he worked as a reporter for an ethnic minority-oriented news agency in Los Angeles. The two 
media professionals, therefore, did not participate in the survey for this dissertation.     
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Korean diaspora-oriented media, and (5) the future of Korean diaspora-oriented media 

(see Appendix D).     

The author conducted in-depth interviews with a total of ten media professionals 

from March 24 through March 27, 2008.  On average, each interview lasted 

approximately 45 minutes.  Most of the interviews were conducted in the interviewees’ 

workplaces without the presence of other staff members.  Only three news professionals 

were interviewed at a coffee shop close to the interviewees’ workplaces.  All of the 

interviews were transcribed in Korean.  All of the interviewees were cooperative in 

answering all of the questions, including sensitive subjects such as internal problems in 

their organizations.  To protect their identities, a decision was made not to reveal 

individual information such as name, age, and organization but instead, to use 

pseudonyms for this study.  Table 3-1 lists, for each of the ten interviewees, their 

pseudonyms, job titles, and media types that they worked for. 

Table 3-1: The List of Media Professionals Participating in the In-depth Interviews 

Pseudonym Gender Media Type Job Title 
Su-Jong Kim Male Newspaper Editor 
Daniel Choi Male Newspaper Editor 

Man-Soon Kang Male Newspaper Editor 
Nicole Jung Female Newspaper Staff Writer 
Eugene Han Male Newspaper Staff Writer 

Kenneth Kim Male Newspaper/News Agency Reporter 
Helen Park Female Television Director of Broadcasting 
Jason Cho Male Television News Director 
John Lee Male Radio News Director 

Young Nam Male Radio News Producer 
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Content Analysis  

Study One 

The main purposes of this study were to determine what kinds of news stories 

were commonly covered in the diasporic press and what factors strongly influenced the 

diasporic media’s newsworthiness.  The author chose the two major Korean-language 

dailies in Los Angeles, the Korea Daily and the Korea Times, as the principal subjects of 

this quantitative content analysis.  Newspapers have traditionally played a more dominant 

role than other media in local lives and activities (Perloff, 1988).   

“Sample selection is a critical content analysis design decision and must assure 

that each unit has the same chance of being represented in the collection of sampling 

units,” noted Hester and Dougall (2007, p. 811).  From this perspective, stratified 

sampling (i.e., constructed week sampling) is far more efficient than simple random 

sampling or consecutive day sampling (Riffe, Lacy, & Fico, 1998).  When it comes to 

content analysis of daily newspapers, two constructed weeks are sufficient for 

representing a year’s content (Stempel, 1952; Riffe et al., 1998).  Riffe, Aust, and Lacy 

(1993) pointed out, “For a population of six months of editions, one constructed week 

was as efficient as four, and its estimates exceeded what would be expected based on 

probability theory.  By extension, two constructed weeks would allow reliable estimates 

of local stories in a year’s worth of newspaper entire issues” (p. 139). 

The time frame for the content analysis was from April 2008 to March 2009. 

Therefore, two constructed weeks were randomly sampled for each newspaper. One 

represented the population of the first six months from April through September 2008 

and the other represented the population of the second six months from October 2008 to 

March 2009.  The first constructed week included May 5 (Monday), April 8 (Tuesday), 

April 23 (Wednesday), May 15 (Thursday), July 25 (Friday), and June 7 (Saturday).  The 
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second constructed week consisted of November 10 (Monday), February 17 (Tuesday), 

February 4 (Wednesday), January 15 (Thursday), November 28 (Friday), and December 

6 (Saturday).   

The unit of analysis in this content analysis was a news article.  The author 

manually scanned news articles on the first three pages of the two leading Korean-

language dailies.  A total of 297 articles were sampled from the population of the two 

constructed weeks.  Specifically, a total of 162 news articles (i.e., 83 for the first 

constructed week and 79 for the second constructed week) and a total of 135 articles (i.e., 

63 for the first constructed week and 72 for the second constructed week) were collected 

from the Korea Daily and the Korea Times, respectively.  Articles were coded for the 

following variables: “news topic,”  “cultural proximity,” “geographical proximity,” and 

“news valence” (see Appendix E).  A trained bilingual coder performed the initial coding.  

To ensure reliability, another bilingual coder independently filled out a separate coding 

sheet for approximately 20% of the sample.  Using Scott’s pi, the inter-coder reliabilities 

in the variables were .97 (news topic), .81 (cultural proximity), .83 (geographical 

proximity), and .83 (news valence).                  

Each news article was measured for the degree of newsworthiness.  For that 

purpose, the author developed a “newsworthiness index” (see Appendix F) consisting of 

five criteria: (1) the page number a news article was located on, (2) location of a news 

article on a page, (3) number of columns, (4) number of paragraphs, and (5) pictorial 

treatment.  Placements of news articles were divided into two subcategories: Front page 

(i.e., A1) and other sections (i.e., A2 and A3).  News article location on a page was 

broken down into two classifications: top and non-top/bottom.  In the two Korean-

language newspapers, each page typically consists of six columns of text.   Therefore, the 

number of columns was divided into two parts: four to six columns and one to three 
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columns.  The number of paragraphs in an article was measured and divided into two 

groups: news articles with more than six paragraphs and articles with six or fewer 

paragraphs.  Finally, news articles with any pictorial treatment, such as graphs, pictures, 

photos, and illustrations, were distinguished from news articles without any pictorial 

treatment.  The first subcategory of each of the five criteria means the existence of a 

prominent cue, whereas the second counterpart refers to no prominent cue.  The level of 

inter-coder agreement in each of the five variables, “placement,” “location,” “number of 

column,” “number of paragraphs,” and “pictorial treatment” was perfect.    

Study Two 

The main purpose of this study was to investigate whether the lists of news topics 

frequently delivered by the Korean diaspora-oriented press and the general market-

oriented press were similar.  The Los Angeles-based major Korean-language dailies, the 

Korea Daily and the Korea Times, representing the Korean diaspora media and the Los 

Angeles Times, the largest general market-oriented newspaper in Los Angeles were 

selected for this study. 

The unit of analysis in this study was a news article5

                                                 
5 In this study, a picture with a caption only rather than a formal text was not considered a news article.  

 on the front page.  The time 

frame for this content analysis was the two full week period from Monday February 2, 

2009, to Friday, February 6, 2009, and from Monday, February 9, 2009, to Friday, 

February 13, 2009.  As a result, the front pages of a total of 10 issues of each newspaper 

were examined.  A total of 50, 44, and 55 news articles were collected from the Korea 

Daily, the Korea Times, and the Los Angeles Times, respectively.  Articles were coded for 

the news topics by two trained bilingual coders.  In terms of the Los Angeles Times, using 

Scott’s pi, the level of inter-coder reliability in the variable, “news topic” was .93.  In 
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terms of the Korean diaspora-oriented press, using Scott’s pi, the level of inter-coder 

reliability in the variable “news topic” was .95.   

DATA ANALYSIS 

News Topic  

In the survey, respondents were asked the following two questions:  “Which of 

the following news topics do you think your (readers, viewers, listeners) are most 

interested in?” and “Which of the following do you think is the most important news 

topic to the Korean American community?”  The news topics were (1) crime; (2) 

immigration/immigrant; (3) policies other than immigration; (4) U.S. politics; (5) Korean 

politics; (6) business/economy; (7) education; (8) international affairs/diplomacy; (9) 

sports; (10) religion; (11) culture/entertainment; (12) health/wellbeing; (13) Korean 

American community events; (14) accident/natural disaster; (15) real estates, (16) 

weather; and (17) other.  Respondents were allowed to choose more than one news topic.  

Those who chose the last subcategory, “other,” were asked to specify the most 

“important” and/or “interesting” news topic(s).   

In the content analysis, the author investigated two main Korean diasporic dailies’ 

news mix patterns.  The author compared news mix patterns between the two Korean 

diasporic newspapers using rank-order correlation. Any news topic both the newspapers 

covered at least once, and which took up at least 2% (N =6) of the total news stories (N= 

297), was selected.   A total of 14 news topics were included in the list.  Likewise, the 

lists of favorite news topics of each of the two Korean diaspora-oriented dailies and of 

the general market-oriented press (i.e., the Los Angeles Times) were compared using 

rank-order correlation.  Spearman’s rho correlation was calculated between two different 

newspapers (KD vs. KT; KD vs. LAT; and KT vs. LAT) using the news topics 
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commonly delivered by the three newspapers (i.e., the Korea Daily, the Korea Times, and 

the Los Angeles Times).       

Newsworthiness/News Value 

In the analysis of news production, the most important area for examination is the 

gatekeepers’ news selection criteria (Weaver et al., 2007).  Therefore, the author delved 

into the subject by conducting an extensive survey and a quantitative content analysis of 

the two major Korean-language dailies.   

Survey respondents were asked:  “Currently, in your day-to-day job, how 

influential is each of the following 13 elements on your concept of what is newsworthy?  

Please use a scale from one to four, where one means not at all influential and four means 

very influential.”  The 13 elements, established by Weaver and his colleagues (1996, 

2007) and Bai (2005), were (1) coworkers/staff peers; (2) supervisors; (3) 

friends/families; (4) personal value/judgment; (5) journalistic training; (6) Korean 

Americans’ typical favorite topics; (7) U.S. mainstream media; (8) other Korean 

American media; (9) wire service; (10) advertisers/sponsors; (11) Korean/Korean 

American involvement in news; (12) physical distance/geographical proximity; and (13) 

possibility to interest news audiences.     

In the content analysis, the degree of cultural proximity, geographical proximity, 

and news valence, as well as news topic of each article, were coded.  News topics were 

divided into 25 broad categories.  The description of each category is summarized in 

Appendix E.  Valence of a news article was divided into three groups: positive, neutral, 

and negative.  For example, news coverage of crimes, conflicts, or disasters was 

categorized into “negative valence,” and news articles dealing with volunteers, donations, 

and economic recovery were coded as “positive valence.”  Neutral articles or articles that 
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displayed a balance of both positive and negative information were coded as “neutral.”  

Depending on a news audience’s standpoint, however, a certain news story can be 

understood as good news or bad news.  Especially, immigration policy is one of the 

trickiest topics.  News coverage of anti-immigration/immigrant policy can be good news 

to some Americans, whereas bad news to many immigrants.  Korean diaspora-oriented 

media tend to deliver such anti-immigration/immigrant policy news with expressions of 

concern and anxiety from immigrants’ perspectives.  In that case, such anti-

immigration/immigrant policy news was categorized as “negative valence.”  In this study, 

from the viewpoint of Korean American diasporas (i.e., the main audience of the Korean-

language newspapers), only one valence value was coded per article.   

All in all, the “positive valence” group included (1) news articles delivering any 

good news to Korean American immigrants and community such as racial harmony, 

development of the community economy, pro-immigration/immigrant policy, and a 

community member’s success or achievement; (2) news coverage depicting an issue or 

event mainly with positive words or metaphors; and (3) news stories enunciating or 

suggesting that possible consequence of an issue or event is consistent with Korean 

American community’s interests or values.  The “negative valence” group included (1) 

news articles delivering any bad news to Korean American immigrants and community, 

such as racial conflict, crime, disaster, anti-immigrant policy, bankruptcy, and economic 

depression; (2) news coverage depicting an issue or event mainly with negative words or 

metaphors; and (3) news stories enunciating or suggesting that the possible consequence 

of an issue or event may threaten the interests of Korean American immigrants or 

community or the values that the Korean American community wants to maintain.         

Using a Chi-square test, the author investigated whether there were differences in 

the prominent cue pattern by news valence.  If a news article had no or only one 
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prominent cue, the article was considered to be low on the scale of newsworthiness.  If a 

news article had two prominent cues, it ranked middle in the newsworthiness index.  

Finally, if an article had three prominent cues or more, it was said that the article was 

treated as very important.  That is, the article was considered highly newsworthy.  As a 

result, a 3×3 cross-tabulation table was constructed.  A significant (P < .05) Chi-square 

value indicates significant differences in relative frequencies of prominent cues across the 

three news valence group. 

Geographical proximity or physical distance was divided into seven categories: 

(1) Koreatown in Los Angeles, (2) City of Los Angeles, (3) Los Angeles County and 

neighboring cities and counties, (4) California, (5) the United States or other states in the 

United States, (6) Korea, and (7) other countries as summarized in Appendix E.  The two 

newspaper organizations studied were located in Koreatown of Los Angeles.  In this 

study, therefore, the first two categories, Koreatown and Los Angeles, were collapsed 

into the “high degree of geographical proximity,” whereas the other places were grouped 

into “low degree of geographical proximity.”  If the main issue or event described in a 

news article took place in or was concerned mainly about Koreatown or the City of Los 

Angeles, the news article was categorized in the “high degree of geographical proximity.”               

Compared with the other variables, cultural proximity is a slippery term that 

requires precise theoretical and operational definitions.  In this study, the term “cultural 

proximity” was operationalized for use in this empirical study of newsworthiness.  

Ethnicity (i.e., Korean origin/descent) and country of residence (i.e., South Korea and the 

United States) served as measuring criteria for the cultural proximity of a news story.  A 

news article satisfying the two conditions was categorized in the group of “high 

proximity.”  Therefore, a news story which directly or indirectly involved any Korean 
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American6 or Korean7

The author compared the degree of prominent cues based on cultural proximity 

and geographical proximity using a two-way analysis of variance.  Cultural proximity 

was divided into two groups, high proximity (i.e., Korean Americans and Koreans) and 

low proximity (other identities such as Asian Americans and immigrants other than 

Korean Americans).  Geographical proximity was also divided into two groups; high 

proximity (i.e., Koreatown and Los Angeles) and low proximity (i.e., other areas such as 

other states and foreign countries).  Two-way ANOVA is a useful tool to evaluate the 

independent and interactive effects of two independent variables on a dependent variable.    

 was categorized as having a “high degree of cultural proximity,” 

whereas a news story which did not involve with any Korean American or Korean was 

grouped into a “low degree of cultural proximity.”  The latter group included “Korean 

migrants in other countries,” “immigrants in the U.S.,” “Asian Americans other than 

Korean Americans/Asians other than Koreans,” “North Koreans,” and 

“others/unidentified.”    

After each of the four variables were separately examined, multiple regression 

was used to assess how well news topics, news valence, geographical proximity and 

cultural proximity explain the prominent cues for a news story.  Using a multiple 

regression design, the author compared the relative importance of the “predictors” of the 

prominent cues for a news story.  News topics were divided into two groups:  Korean 

American-oriented media’s three favorite topics (i.e., economy/business, education, and 

immigration/immigrant) and the others.  To create the dummy-coded variable, the latter 

group was chosen as the reference group.  News valence was categorized as negative, 

                                                 
6  The group satisfies the two conditions, “ethnicity” (i.e., Korean origin) and “country of residence” (i.e., 
the United States). 
7  The group satisfies the two conditions, “ethnicity” (i.e., Korean origin) and “country of residence” (i.e., 
South Korea).  
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neutral, and positive.  Dummy coding was used with negative valence coded as the 

reference group.  Both cultural proximity and geographical proximity were divided into 

two groups (i.e., low and high).  The low proximity group for both of the variables was 

chosen as the reference group for dummy coding.   

News Source/Channel 

To examine Korean American diaspora-oriented journalists’ favorite 

channel/source for news gathering, survey respondents were asked: “Currently, in your 

day-to-day job, how often do you depend on each of the following channels/sources for 

your news story gathering?  Please use a scale from one to five, where one means never 

used and five means very frequently used.”  The channels/sources were (1) beats; (2) 

wire services; (3) acquaintances, relatives, family members; (4) news consumers; (5) 

whistle blowers; (6) PR firms; (7) U.S. mainstream print media; (8) U.S. mainstream 

broadcast media; (9) U.S. mainstream Internet news sites; (10) U.S. government and 

organization websites; (11) Korean print media; (12) Korean broadcast media; (13) 

Korean Internet news sites; (14) Korean government and organization websites; (15) 

Korean American print media; (16) Korean American broadcast media; (17) Korean 

American Internet news sites; and (18) Korean American federation/organization 

websites.  The initial answers were later collapsed into three main subgroups: seldom 

used (1-2), somewhat used (3), and frequently used (4-5).   

Professional Role Conceptions 

Survey respondents were asked to assign importance to various diasporic 

journalism roles.  This format was originally developed in the surveys of U.S. 

mainstream journalists conducted by Weaver and Wilhoit (1986, 1996) and Weaver, 

Wilhoit and his colleagues (2007).  In Weaver and Wilhoit’s (1986) original study, 
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respondents were asked to rate the degree of importance of each of ten journalistic roles.  

Later, Weaver, Wilhoit and his associates (2007) added five other roles to the original 

list.  In order to explore possible evidence of different role conceptions between U.S. 

general market-oriented journalists and Korean diaspora-oriented journalists, the author 

of this study adopted or reworded ten journalistic roles used in the surveys of U.S. 

mainstream journalists.  In addition, based on the literature of diasporic media’s specific 

functions, eight additional roles were developed for this study.  All in all, respondents 

were asked to assign importance to the 18 journalistic roles, which were: 

 
1. Get information to the public quickly. 

2. Stay away from stories where factual content cannot be verified. 

3. Provide analysis and interpretation of complex problems. 

4. Be an adversary of business by being constantly skeptical of their actions. 

5. Be an adversary of Korean American organizations and leaders. 

6. Discuss government policies. 

7. Discuss unfair policies or treatments by U.S. government or society. 

8. Help Korean Americans settle in the U. S. and to become U.S. citizens. 

9. Help Korean Americans’ racial harmony with other racial groups. 

10. Help build Korean American identity in the U.S. 

11. Help maintain Korean identity. 

12. Offer solutions to community problems. 

13. Give Korean Americans a chance to express their views. 

14. Set public agenda in the Korean American community. 

15. Concentrate on news on Korean Americans’ success stories. 

16. Concentrate on news on Korean Americans’ contributions to Korea. 

17. Concentrate on news on Korean Americans’ contributions to the U.S. 

18. Investigate claims made by Korean American organizations or leaders. 
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As in the surveys of the U.S. mainstream journalists, the questions on journalistic 

roles used a four-point scale ranging from 1 (not really important) to 4 (extremely 

important). 

 Using factor analysis, the individual responses to the set of 18 questions 

regarding Korean American journalists’ role conceptions were aggregated into broader, 

attitudinal clusters.  After reducing the 18 variables regarding professional role 

conceptions to a manageable number of meaningful factors, the Korean diaspora-oriented 

journalists’ mean ratings of each of the factors were calculated.  The author also 

computed and compared the proportions of the Korean journalists who rated each factor 

as “extremely important.”     

This study used a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) design to 

determine whether male and female journalists (i.e., gender) and print and broadcast 

journalists (i.e., media type), on average, have different role conceptions.  As an 

extension of ANOVA techniques, MANOVA is a useful statistical technique when there 

is more than one independent variable and several related dependent variables (Leech, 

Barrett, & Morgan, 2005; Vogt, 1999).  For the purpose of this study, only the main 

effects of the two variables, gender and media type, on journalists’ role conceptions were 

considered.  

 With the results of a MANOVA design, however, only probability statements 

about the relationship between each of the two variables and journalists’ role conceptions 

could be made.  Researchers should be cautious about their interpretation because they 

have not controlled for other key variables.  In this study, several variables on the 

individual (e.g., age and gender), organizational (e.g., organizational socialization and 

media type), extramedia (e.g., influence of advertiser and audience), and social system 

levels (e.g., U.S. culture) could influence the Korean diasporic journalists’ role 
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perceptions.  For this reason, the author used multiple regression analysis that made it 

possible to simultaneously assess the impact of each of several key factors including 

gender and media type while controlling for all other factors (Hair, Black, Babin, 

Anderson & Tatham, 2006; Weaver et al., 2007).  In this study, seven independent 

variables or predictors of journalists’ media function conceptions were entered into the 

regression equation.  They were: age, gender (dummy-coding; male = reference group), 

media type (dummy-coding; print = reference group), three elements (i.e., professional 

training, audience, and advertiser) of newsworthiness criteria8

Racial/Ethnic Group Conceptions 

 and length of U.S. stay.   

Survey respondents were asked to rate six racial/ethnic group conceptions on six 

traits:  (1) intimacy, (2) diligence, (3) intelligence, (4) trustworthiness, (5) friendliness, 

and (6) contribution to Korean American community.  Each of the questions on 

racial/ethnic group conceptions used a seven-point Likert scale ranging from 1 

(extremely negative) to 7 (extremely positive).  The six racial/ethnic groups were (1) 

Korean Americans, (2) Korean, (3) Latinos, (4) Asian Americans, (5) Whites, and (6) 

Blacks.  Later, the author calculated the Korean diaspora-oriented journalists’ overall 

ratings of the six racial/ethnic groups. 
  

                                                 
8 Survey respondents rated the degree of influence of each of the three elements on their newsworthiness 
judgments using a four-point scale.  Since it is practically impossible for researchers to measure directly the 
exact extent of influence of each element on journalists’ gatekeeping process and news content, this study 
depended on journalists’ self-reports about how influential each of the three elements was in determining 
what was newsworthy in their everyday work.  For example, one of newsworthiness criteria, “possibility to 
interest news audience,” was used to measure the degree of audience’s influence on journalists’ 
gatekeeping process and news content.              
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CHAPTER 4: KOREAN AMERICAN JOURNALISTS 

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF KOREAN AMERICAN-ORIENTED JOURNALISTS 

Based on the survey findings, the basic characteristics of the majority of Korean 

American-oriented journalists in 2008 are depicted as follows:  male Korean Americans, 

30 to 40 years old, born in Korea, with a bachelor’s degree, in the United States and 

working as journalists for less than 15 years, politically liberal, Protestant religious 

backgrounds, with previous journalism experience at another media organization before 

working for their present media employer. 

As Table 4-1 indicates, approximately three-fifths of the respondents had worked 

for another news media9

                                                 
9 If a journalist previously worked for his/her present news organization’s headquarters located in Korea 
before transferring to Los Angeles, the journalist was categorized into the subgroup, “Previously worked in 
any other news media in Korea.” 

 before joining their present workplaces; 7.9% had worked for 

other news media both in Korea and the United States before joining their present 

workplaces; and 28.1% and 21.9% had previously worked for news media in Korea and 

in the United States, respectively.  Only two-fifths answered that their present workplace 

was the first news organization they had worked for.  High turnover in the Korean 

American-oriented news media became obvious when respondents were divided into two 

groups based on more or less than three years of work experience as journalists.  Of the 

“novice group” (less than 3 years’ experience), 75% had no previous work experience at 

any other news organizations whereas almost 69% of the “experienced group” had 

worked for another news organization, thus indicating that the majority (69.5%) had 

worked in their present workplace less than 10 years (see Table 4-2).  The average length 

of time the “experienced group” (more than 3 years) had worked for the present news 

organizations was 9 years.  As shown in Table 4-2, almost 70% started to work for their 

present news media between 2000 and 2008.    
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Table 4-1:  Previous Professional Experience as a Journalist 

Place 

With more than 
three years of 

experience 

With three or 
fewer years of 

experience 
Total 

N % N % N % 
No 27 31.4 21 75.0 48 42.1 

Yes 
U.S. 27 31.4 5 17.9 32 28.1 

Korea 23 26.7 2 7.1 25 21.9 
Both 9 10.5 0 0.0 9 7.9 

Total 86 100 28 100 114 100 
 

Table 4-2:  Starting Year at Present Workplace 

Year N % 
2005~2008 51 44.3 
2000~2004 29 25.2 
1995~1999 10 8.7 
1990~1994 10 8.7 
1985~1989 10 8.7 
1980~1984 5 4.4 

Total 115 100 
 

The mean length of time respondents had worked as journalists was 11 years, with 

the print media journalists’ average being higher than that of the electronic media 

journalists’ (13 years versus 8 years).  Only 10.5% had worked as journalists for one year 

or less.  As shown in Table 4-3, about a quarter of the respondents had worked for news 

media for three years or less and 54% had worked in the journalism industry less than 10 

years.  Approximately one-third had at least 15 years of work experience.   Only two 

print media journalists (2%) had worked for 35 years, the longest time of work 

experience as journalists. 
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Table 4-3:  Years of Experience 

Years of Experience N % 
1 year or less 12 10.5 

~ 3 years or less 16 14.0 
~ 6 years or less 18 15.8 
~9 years or less 15 13.2 
~12 years or less 7 6.1 
~15 years or less 10 8.8 
~18 years or less 13 11.4 
~21 years or less 15 13.2 
22 years or more 8 7.0 

Total 114 100 
 

As shown in Table 4-4, about three-fourths of the Korean American-oriented 

journalists were men with only one-fourth being women.  The proportion (26.5%) of 

female journalists in the overall Korean American-oriented media was low, compared 

with 33% of female journalists in U.S. mainstream journalism (Weaver et al., 2007).  The 

lowest percentage of female Korean American journalists was found to work in the 

Korean American-oriented print media.  The percentages of female journalists in 

broadcast and print media were 33% and 22%, respectively.    
 

Table 4-4:  Characteristics of Korean American-Oriented Journalists in Los Angeles 

Gender (N=113) 
Male  73.5% 

Female                    26.5 
  

Duration in the U.S. (N=112) 
5 years or less    22.3% 

~10 years 28.6 
~15 years 16.8 
 ~20 years 16.8 
~25 years 11.6 

26 years or more  3.6 
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Age (N=109) 
Under 25      0.9% 

25-29 16.5 
30-34 19.3 
35-39 19.3 
40-44 21.1 
45-49 13.8 
50-54 5.5 
55-59 1.8 

60 or older 1.8 
   

Birthplace (N=113) 
Korea  98.2% 

US 1.8 
   

Immigration Status (N=113) 
U.S. Citizen      34.5% 
Green Card 27.4 
Work Visa 30.1 

Other 8.0 
  

Religion      (N=111) 
Protestant 50.5% 
Catholic 18.0 
Buddhist 2.7 

No Religion 28.8 
   

Education (N=112) 
Undergraduate degree   85.7% 

Graduate degree 14.3 
  

Location of High School (N=113) 
Korea    83.2% 

US 15.0 
Both 0.9 
Other 0.9 

  
Undergraduate Major (N=113) 

Journalism   11.5% 
Journalism related  16.8 

Other 71.7 
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Journalism Course (N=113) 
Yes    67.3% 
No 31.0 

Don’t Know 1.8 
  

Political Leaning (N=110) 
Quite Conservative      5.5% 

Somewhat conservative 18.2 
Moderate 35.5 

Somewhat Liberal 27.3 
Quite Liberal 12.7 

Extremely Liberal 0.9 
 

Age-wise, almost three-fourths of the respondents were in their 30s (39%) or 40s 

(35%). Those between 35 and 44 accounted for 40.4% of the respondents which is very 

high, compared with 27.9% for the mainstream news media journalists (Weaver et al, 

2007).  Similar to the mainstream news media, the three age cohorts (25-34, 35-44, and 

45-54) represent a majority of journalists in the Korean-American news media.  By 

contrast, relatively young (under 25) and old (55 or older) journalists were few in the 

immigrant media, compared with the U.S. general market news media.  The median age 

of overall Korean American-oriented journalists was 38 years old with, on average, the 

female journalists being younger than the male journalists.  The male and female 

journalists’ median ages were 39 and 30, respectively.  In terms of media type, print 

media journalists (42 years old on average) tended to be older than broadcast journalists 

(35 years old).   

The vast majority (97%) were born in Korea.  In terms of immigration status, 

about one- third (34.5%) were U.S. citizens with 30% holding a work visa and 27.4% 

being permanent residents with green cards.  In terms of length of time in the United 

States, 22% answered they had been in the United States for 5 years or less and half had 

been in the United States for 10 years or less.  One-third had been in the United States 
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between 11 and 20 years; only 15% for more than 20 years.  Overall, the average duration 

in the United States was 12 years, with a maximum of 33 years. 

In terms of political leaning, 41% were liberal while 24% were conservative and 

35% answered they were politically “middle-of-the-road.”  Two-thirds of the liberal 

group described their political leanings as “somewhat liberal” (i.e., “a little to the left”).  

The overall political leanings of the Korean American-oriented journalists were almost 

identical to the U.S. general market media’s journalists (Weaver et al., 2007).  In terms of 

religious backgrounds, 50.5% and 18.2% were from Protestant and Catholic 

backgrounds, respectively.  Only 2.7% were Buddhists; 28.8% had no religion.   

Every Korean American journalist had a bachelor’s degree and 14% had earned 

graduate degrees.  More than four-fifths went to high school in Korea whereas about one-

fifth went to high school in the United States.  One journalist went to high school in 

South America.  Only 11.5% and 16.8% majored in journalism or journalism-related 

fields, respectively.  However, 67% of the journalists answered they had taken a 

journalism course while in college. 

NEWS: VALUES, TOPICS AND SOURCES 

In the analysis of news production, the most important area to examine is that of 

the gatekeepers’ news selection criteria (Weaver et al., 2007).  In this study, Korean-

American journalists were asked how influential a number of factors were in determining 

what was newsworthy in their everyday work.  As shown in Table 4-5, the magnitude of 

13 factors, established by Weaver and colleagues (1996, 2007) and confirmed by the 

author’s previous gatekeeping studies (2004), were measured in two ways. One measure 

concentrated on the mean rating (from 1: least influential to 4: most influential) and the 
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other indicated the proportion of journalists who rated each factor as “most influential.”  

By and large, rankings of both measures were almost identical.  

Among the 13 factors, Korean American involvement in news stories was by far 

the most important criterion with almost half the journalists indicating that “any Korean 

involvement in news” was the most important factor in selection of news.  Approximately 

one-fourth of the journalists selected each of the following five factors as the most 

influential criterion influencing news selections: “personal value/judgment” (27.2%), 

“supervisor” (26.5%), “journalistic training” (25.9%), “possibility to interest news 

audiences” (25.4%), “physical closeness/proximity” (23.9%) and “Korean Americans’ 

typical favorite news topics” (16.8%).  Based on the findings that “Korean American 

involvement in news” and “physical closeness from the Korean American community 

(i.e., proximity)” ranked high, it is assumed that the Korean American news media tends 

to cover Korea Town and Korean Americans, heavily. By contrast, other factors do not 

seem to strongly influence Korean American gatekeeping processes, thus indicating that 

inter-media agenda-setting effects between mainstream news media and the immigrant 

media are less likely to occur.  Wire-agency news (3.6%) and the U.S. mainstream news 

media (4.5%) were shown to seldom influence the concept of newsworthiness. 
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Table 4-5:  Importance of Factors Influencing Concept of Newsworthiness 

Factor 
Percentage 
Saying Most 
Influential 

Mean 

Rating SD N 

Korean American involvement 49.6 3.27 0.87 113 
Personal value/judgment 27.2 2.97 0.79 114 

Supervisors 26.5 2.90 0.86 113 
Journalistic training 25.9 2.96 0.79 112 

Possibility to interest news audiences 25.4 2.89 0.85 114 
Physical distance/proximity 23.9 2.89 0.83 113 

Korean Americans’ typical favorite topic 16.8 2.86 0.73 113 
Other Korean American media 5.4 2.23 0.74 111 

U.S. Mainstream media 4.5 2.42 0.69 112 
Wire service 3.6 2.48 0.68 112 

Coworkers/Staff peers 3.6 2.23 0.74 111 
Sponsors/Advertisers 2.7 2.05 0.75 113 

Friends/Family 0.9 1.95 0.74 108 
 

As indicated in Table 4-6, Korean American journalists consider immigrant and 

immigration-related news and business and economy news to be by far the most 

important as well as the most interesting topics for Korean Americans as shown by the 

following rankings: immigration/immigrant (20.7%), business/economy (16.3%), 

education (9.8%), Korean politics (7.5%), real estate (7.5%), health/wellbeing (7.3%), 

and crime (5.2%).   As shown in Table 4-6, five of the top seven subjects ranked by 

journalists as “most interesting” news topics were listed as the top seven “most 

important” news topics.   In addition, each of the five news topics ranked the same on 

both lists.  Korean American journalists considered U.S. political news, rather than 

Korean political news, very important to Korean Americans.  Likewise, “general policy” 

as opposed to “crime,” was ranked seventh in the list of important news topics.    
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Table 4-6: Top Seven News Topics to Korean Americans* 

Most Interesting News Most Important News 
Topic N % Topic N % 

Immigration/Immigrant 80 20.7 Immigration/Immigrant 71 24.4 
Business/Economy 63 16.3 Business/Economy 66 22.7 

Education 38 9.8 Education 27 9.3 
Korean Politics 29 7.5 U.S. Politics 22 7.6 

Real Estates 29 7.5 Real Estates 21 7.2 
Health/Wellbeing 28  7.3 Health/Wellbeing  16 5.5 

Crime  20 5.2 General Policy 13 4.5 
Other  99 25.6 Other 55 18.9 
 Total 386 100  291 100 

*Respondents were allowed to answer more than one topic. 
 

Tables 4-7 and 4-8 present a list of the top seven sources for collecting news.  

Print media and electronic media were separately examined to assure an accurate 

measurement since media organization size and type may influence main news sources 

(Shoemaker and Reese, 1996).  News sources were initially divided into five categories 

ranging from “never used (1)” to “very frequently used (5)” and later collapsed into three 

main subgroups: seldom used, somewhat used, and frequently used.  In general, the 

Korean American-oriented media have a small number of journalists compared to U.S. 

general news media.  Due to limited reporting staff, the immigrant media tended to 

depend heavily on the wire services and U.S. mainstream news media as their main 

sources for news collection.       
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Table 4-7: Top Seven News Sources for Print Media 

News Source 
Mean   Percentage 

Saying Frequently 
Used  

N Rating SD 

Wire 3.90 1.14 66.1 61 
Beat 3.65 1.31 62.3 60 

U.S. Mainstream Print Media 3.56 0.88 55.6 62 
U.S. Mainstream Internet News 3.43 0.96 48.4 61 

U.S. Mainstream TV/Radio 3.05 1.02 31.7 59 
Korean Internet News  3.02 1.16 33.9 61 
Korean Print Media 2.72 1.03 19.4 61 

 

As shown in Table 4-7, print media journalists most frequently used as news 

sources the wire (mean= 3.90), the beat (mean=3.65), the U.S. mainstream print media 

(mean=3.56), U.S. mainstream Internet news sites (mean=3.43), U.S. mainstream 

TV/Radio (mean=3.05), Korean Internet news sites (mean=3.02), and Korean print media 

(mean=2.72), in that order.  Wire services were the most favorite news sources for print 

media journalists.  The print media journalists also frequently used as their news sources 

the U.S. mainstream news media including print, television/radio, and the Internet.  The 

results of this study indicate that the Internet was one of the most popular media 

platforms in terms of Korean American journalists’ information gathering.  U.S. 

mainstream as well as Korean Internet news sites were ranked fourth and sixth, 

respectively.  For Korean American print media journalists, beats were one of the most 

important sources of news, as well.   

Table 4-8 indicates that Korean American electronic media journalists depend 

heavily on wires (mean=4.04; 76.6%) for their news collection.  Print media journalists 

frequently reviewed U.S. mainstream newspapers to draw information and Korean 

American-oriented electronic media journalists regularly checked U.S. mainstream 

electronic news media (mean=3.40; 45.7%).  In addition, broadcast journalists commonly 
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use the Internet to collect news.  U.S. mainstream as well as Korean Internet news sites 

were ranked second and sixth, respectively.  Interestingly, Korean American print media 

(mean=2.94; 26.1%) were also frequently used as news gathering channels for Korean 

American broadcast journalism whereas Korean American print media journalists do not 

frequently use Korean American electronic media to gather information (mean=1.98; 

6.5%).       
 

Table 4-8: Top Seven News Sources for Electronic Media 

News Source Mean  Percentage Saying 
Frequently Used  N Rating SD 

Wire 4.04 0.85 76.6 48 
U.S. Mainstream Internet News 3.56 0.80 51.1 48 

Beat 3.51 1.14 52.2 47 
U.S. Mainstream TV/Radio 3.40 0.83 45.7 47 

U.S. Mainstream Print Media 3.32 0.86 39.1 47 
Korean Internet News  3.29 0.99 42.6 48 

Korean American Print Media 2.94 0.94 26.1 47 
 

KOREAN AMERICAN JOURNALISTS’ ROLE PERCEPTIONS 

Using factor analysis, the individual responses to the set of 18 questions regarding 

Korean American journalists’ role conceptions were aggregated into broader, attitudinal 

clusters:  inter-racial harmonizer, ethnic consolidator, populist mobilizer, psychological 

booster, and wrongdoing scrutinizer (see Figure 4-1 and Table 4-9).  
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Figure 4-1: Korean American Immigrant News Media’s Five Functions 

 

* Percentages in boxes indicate the proportions of journalists who rate each role as 
“extremely important.”  
  

Interracial 
Harmonizer 

21.74%*

Ethnic 
Consolidator 

17.39%*

Psychological 
Booster 
6.96%*

Wrongdoing 
Scrutinizer 

2.61%*

Populist 
Mobilizer 
9.57%*
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Table 4-9: Factor Analysis (principal components analysis and varimax rotation) of 
Korean American-Oriented Journalists’ Role Perceptions 

 

Role 
Populist 

Mobilizer 
Factor I 

Psychological 
Booster 

Factor II 

Wrongdoing 
Scrutinizer 
Factor III 

Interracial 
Harmonizer 
Factor IV 

Ethnic 
Consolidator 

Factor V 
Set public agenda in the Korean 

American community .799 .218 .144 .089 .052 

Give Korean Americans a 
chance to express their views .798 -.062 .278 -.048 .102 

Offer solutions to community 
problems .797 .049 .163 .143 .128 

Deliver news on Korean 
Americans’ success stories  .119 .808 .041 .036 .040 

Deliver news of Korean 
Americans’ contribution to the 

U.S. 
.129 .803 .027 .159 -.009 

Deliver news of Korean 
Americans’ contribution to 

Korea 
-.110 .734 .182 .091 .315 

Be an adversary of business by 
being skeptical of their actions .230 -.046 .826 .229 -.042 

Be an adversary of community 
organizations and leaders .316 .040 .809 .037 .222 

Investigate claims and 
statements made by community 

organizations 
.094 .244 .704 -.062 .133 

Help racial harmony with other 
racial groups -.162 -.042 .094 .850 .185 

Help to settle in the U.S. & to 
become American .104 .289 -.041 .740 -.005 

Discuss U.S. gov. & society’s 
unfair policies or treatments 
against Korean Americans 

.305 .080 .121 .723 .139 

Help Korean immigrants 
maintain Korean identity .058 .121 .089 .103 .903 

Help Korean Americans build 
Korean American identity .230 .105 .155 .175 .854 

 
Eigenvalues 4.22 2.02 1.52 1.31 1.10 

Percent of Total Variance 30.12 14.45 10.85 9.38 7.89 
Cronbach Reliability 

Coefficient .79 .74 .77 .72 .83 
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As indicated in Table 4-9, the five clusters that clearly emerged in the factor 

analysis included a total of 14 questions about journalistic roles.  The results of the factor 

analysis, however, did not include these four roles: 1) getting information to the public 

quickly, 2) providing analysis and interpretation of complex problems, 3) staying away 

from stories where factual content cannot be verified, and 4) discussing government 

policies, as derived from Weaver and his colleagues’ research (1996, 2007).  The four 

elements were the sub-roles of two major functions (i.e., the disseminator function and 

the interpretative function) of mainstream U.S. news media, introduced by Weaver and 

his colleagues (1996; 2007).  In this study, therefore, the two theoretically constructed 

diasporic media functions (i.e., disseminator and interpreter), as well as the empirically 

constructed five functions (i.e., interracial harmonizer, ethnic consolidator, populist 

mobilizer, psychological booster, and wrongdoing scrutinizer), were carefully considered.   

Table 4-10 illustrates the mean rating for each of the 18 sub-roles and the 

proportion of Korean American journalists who ranked each element as “extremely 

important.”   In terms of the average rating for each function, the interracial harmonizer 

function received the highest rating (mean=3.29) from journalists working for Korean 

American-oriented news media followed by the disseminator function (mean=3.19), the 

interpreter function (mean=3.09), the ethnic consolidator function (mean=3.00), the 

populist mobilizer function (mean =2.94), the psychological booster function 

(mean=2.79), and the wrongdoing scrutinizer function (mean =2.67).  
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Table 4-10:  Korean American-Oriented Journalists’ Role Perceptions of Their Media 

* The four-point scale was: 1=not really important; 2=somewhat important; 3=quite 
important; and 4=extremely important.  
  

Role Function 
% Saying 
Extremely 
Important   

Mean* 

Rating SD  N 

Discuss unfair policies or treatments 
by the U.S. government or society   Harmonizer 51.3 3.39 .70 115 

Get information to the public quickly Disseminator 50.4 3.37 .72 115 
Help Korean Americans settle in the 

U.S. and  become U.S. citizens   Harmonizer 42.6 3.29 .70 115 

Help Korean Americans’ racial 
harmony with other racial groups    Harmonizer 39.1 3.20 .75 115 

Provide analysis and interpretation of 
complex problems  Interpreter 38.3 3.26 .68 115 

Help build Korean American identity 
in the U.S.    Consolidator 29.6 3.06 .75 115 

 Stay away from stories where factual 
content cannot be verified Disseminator 27.0 3.01 .74 115 

Offer solutions to community 
problems    Mobilizer 25.2 3.03 .70 115 

Help maintain Korean identity  Consolidator 22.6 2.93 .76 115 
Give Korean Americans a chance to 

express their views     Mobilizer 21.7 2.88 .80 115 

Concentrate on news on Korean 
Americans’ success stories     Booster 21.1 2.91 .72 114 

Be an adversary of Korean American 
organizations and leaders     Scrutinizer 20.2 2.79 .87 114 

Set public agenda in the Korean 
American community     Mobilizer 19.1 2.90 .74 115 

Concentrate on news on Korean 
Americans’ contributions to the U.S.     Booster 19.1 2.88 .73 115 

Discuss government policies Interpreter 18.6 2.93 .69 113 
Be an adversary of business by being 
constantly skeptical of their actions   Scrutinizer 14.8 2.67 .77 115 

Concentrate on news on Korean 
Americans’ contributions to Korea     Booster 10.4 2.59 .75 115 

Investigate claims made by Korean 
American organizations or leaders     Scrutinizer 9.6 2.54 .76 115 
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Considering the 18 individual elements of the battery, the three elements of the 

interracial harmonizer function were ranked among the top five in terms of mean rating, 

as well as percentage,  considering them to be extremely important (see Table 4-10). The 

journalistic role, “discussing unfair policies or treatments by the U.S. government or 

society (mean=3.39)” was the strongest perception among Korean American journalists, 

followed by “getting information to the public quickly (mean=3.37),” “helping Korean 

Americans settle in the U.S. and become U.S. citizens (mean=3.29),” and “help Korean 

Americans’ racial harmony with other racial groups (mean=3.20).”  On the contrary, 

Korean American journalists rated the three wrongdoing scrutinizer function-related 

journalistic roles very low.                 

Table 4-11 presents the inter-racial harmonizer function’s three sub-roles: 1) 

discussing the U.S. government and mainstream society’s unfair policies and treatment 

toward Korean Americans, 2) helping Korean American immigrants to successfully settle 

in their new country and to become American, and 3) helping Korean Americans gain 

racial harmony with other racial groups.  The strongest function among journalists 

working for Korean American-oriented news media in 2008 (i.e., 51% of the journalists) 

was discussing the U.S. government and mainstream society’s unfair policies and/or 

treatment toward Korean Americans.  Helping Korean American immigrants to 

successfully settle in their new country and to become U.S. citizens and helping Korean 

Americans’ gain racial harmony with other racial groups were considered very important 

roles, as well.  Of the journalists who responded, 43% and 39% answered that these two 

roles were “extremely important” and 22% rated all three roles as “extremely important.”  

Those favoring the role of increasing interracial harmony believe that Korean American 

news media’s most critical function is to help immigrants assimilate into American 
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society, with good relationships with mainstream and other racial groups in their new 

country. 

Table 4-11: The Interracial Harmonizer Function  

Percentages of Journalists of Who Saw Its Dimensions as “Extremely Important” 

Media 
Type 

Discussing U.S. 
government and 

society’s unfair policies 
or treatments (%) 

Helping to settle in the 
U.S. and to become 

U.S. citizens (%) 

Promoting racial 
harmonies with other 

racial groups (%) 

Dailies 53.0 48.5 42.4 
TV 45.5 27.3 27.3 

Radio 51.9 40.7 40.7 
Total 51.3 42.6 39.1 

 

The ethnic consolidator function was the second most salient immigrant news 

media function from the Korean American-oriented journalists’ point of view.  As shown 

in Table 4-12, the function includes 1) helping Korean Americans build a relatively new 

identity as Korean Americans and 2) helping Korean Americans maintain their long-

established ethnic identity as Koreans; 30% and 23% of the journalists considered 

helping Korean American immigrants establish new identity as Korean American and 

helping them maintain Korean identity, respectively.  This function mainly focuses on 

acculturation of the diaspora.  By building and maintaining ethnic identity, diasporic 

media strive to strengthen the ethnic identity of the immigrant community and 

consolidate their ethnic group membership. 
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Table 4-12: The Ethnic Consolidator Function 

Percentages of Journalists of Who Saw Its Dimensions as “Extremely Important” 

Media Type Helping build Korean 
American identity (%) 

Helping maintain 
Korean Identity (%) 

Dailies  28.8 28.8 
TV 22.7 13.6 

Radio 37.0 14.8 
Total 29.6 22.6 

 

The populist mobilizer function was first identified by Weaver and his colleagues 

(1996; 2007).  In this study, the function consists of three dimensions: 1) to point Korean 

Americans toward possible solutions to their community’s problems, 2) to give Korean 

Americans a chance to express their views on community issues; and 3) to set the public 

agenda.  As indicated in Figure 4-1 (see P. 134), approximately 10% of the journalists 

indicated that all the three roles were “extremely important.”  In terms of the individual 

dimensions as shown in Table 4-13, 25% and 22% of the journalists considered pointing 

to possible solutions to community problems and giving Korean Americans a chance to 

express their views as extremely important responsibilities, respectively, while 19% said 

that setting the public agenda is “extremely important.”    

Table 4-13:  The Populist Mobilizer Function 

Percentages of Journalists of Who Saw Its Dimensions as “Extremely Important” 

Media Type Point to Possible 
Solutions (%) 

Allow Public to 
Express Views (%) 

Set the Public 
Agenda (%) 

Dailies 24.2 19.7 19.7 
TV 31.8 18.2 13.6 

Radio 22.2 29.6 22.2 
Total 25.2 21.7 19.1 

 

As Weaver and his colleagues (2007) noted, the populist mobilizer function is 

related to public journalism or civic journalism, the main goal of which is to serve the 
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community by identifying important community problems and issues and paying 

continuing attention to them.  The immigrants’ motherland and new host country’s 

mainstream news media are not interested in Korean American immigrant-related issues.  

In contrast, however, as shown in Table 4-13, Korean American-oriented journalists 

strongly feel that their news media should pay attention to Korean American 

community’s concerns, provide immigrants with “public space” and suggest probable 

solutions to community issues.            

The psychological booster function (see Table 4-14) was regarded as crucial by a 

considerable number of Korean American journalists with 21% and 19% focusing on two 

elements: 1) delivering news on Korean Americans’ success stories in every field of 

society (e.g., social, political, cultural, and financial, etc.) and 2) emphasizing news of 

Korean Americans’ contributions to their new host country.  The importance of news of 

Korean Americans’ contributions to their motherland was not ranked as highly as the 

other two roles.  Only 10% said that focusing on news of Korean Americans’ 

contributions to Korea is “extremely important.”  As shown in Figure 4-1 (see P. 134), 

7% indicated that all three elements of the psychological booster function are “extremely 

important.”       

In general, the U.S. market-oriented media tend to spotlight the negative aspects 

of ethnic minorities and depict the minority groups as threats to society (Heider, 2000; 

Wilson et al., 2003).  In the meantime, ethnic media pay more attention to events/issues 

that portray the ethnic community and its individuals in a positive light.  By delivering 

news of Korean Americans’ contributions to their new host country and providing their 

community members’ success stories, the diasporic news media offset the negative 

images of their own ethnic members in the mainstream society.  As indicated in Table 4-

14, however, the psychological booster function was considerably more salient among 
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print media journalists.  Broadcast journalists were far less likely than their print media 

counterparts to endorse the three sub-roles of the psychological booster function.  None 

of the radio journalists rated the role, “delivering news stories of Korean Americans’ 

contributions to Korea” as extremely important.         

Table 4-14:  The Psychological Booster Function 

Percentages of Journalists of Who Saw Its Dimensions as “Extremely Important” 

Media 
Type 

News on Korean 
Americans’ 

successes (%) 

News of Korean 
Americans’ Contribution 

to the U.S. (%) 

News of Korean 
Americans’ Contributions 

to Korea (%) 
Dailies 25.8 22.7 15.2 

TV 13.6 18.2 9.1 
Radio 15.4 11.1 0.0 
Total 21.1 19.1 10.4 

 

The wrongdoing scrutinizer function represented a minority mindset among the 

Korean American journalists (see Table 4-15).  The function consists of three items: 1) 

being an adversary of Korean American community leaders and organizations by being 

constantly skeptical of their actions, 2) being an adversary of business by being 

constantly skeptical of their actions, and 3) investigating claims and statements made by 

Korean American community leaders and organizations.  Only 3% of the journalists 

considered all three items as “extremely important.”  The wrongdoing scrutinizer 

function is a mixture of the adversarial function and a representative item, “investigating 

official claims,” of the interpretive function as introduced in Weaver and his colleagues’ 

studies (1996; 2007).  By and large, Korean American-oriented media journalists did not 

consider the wrongdoing scrutinizer function to be as important as the other roles. 
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Table 4-15:  The Wrongdoing Scrutinizer Function 

Percentages of Journalists Who Saw Its Dimensions as “Extremely Important”  

Media 
Type 

Adversary of Korean 
American Organizations 

& Leaders (%) 

Adversary of 
Business (%) 

Investigating Claims Made by 
Korean American Organizations 

& Leaders (%) 
Dailies 15.4 12.1 12.1 

TV 18.2 18.2 4.5 
Radio 33.3 18.5 7.4 
Total 20.2 14.8 9.6 

 

A majority of U.S. journalists tend to see the two elements of the disseminator 

function, “getting information to public quickly” and “avoiding unverified facts,” as 

extremely important (Weaver & Wilhoit, 1986, 1996; Weaver et al., 2007).  In this study, 

Korean American diasporic journalists also strongly embraced the disseminator function, 

consisting of the two elements in this study.  One-fifth of the respondents indicated that 

both the roles were extremely important.  Half of the Korean American journalists 

strongly embraced the role, “getting information to Korean Americans quickly.”  More 

than a quarter (27%) of the respondents indicated that staying away from stories where 

factual content cannot be verified was extremely important.   As in the psychological 

booster function, there was a distinctive perceptional difference between print media 

journalists and broadcast journalists in terms of the importance of the disseminator 

function.  As shown in Table 4-16, broadcast journalists were more likely than newspaper 

journalists to strongly endorse the two elements of the disseminator function. 
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Table 4-16:  The Disseminator Function 

Percentages of Journalists Who Saw Its Dimensions as “Extremely Important” 

Media Type 
Get information to Korean 

Americans quickly 
(%) 

Stay away from stories where factual 
content cannot be verified 

(%) 
Dailies 42.4 19.7 

TV 59.1 45.5 
Radio 63.0 29.6 
Total 50.4 27.0 

 

In Weaver and his colleagues’ (1986; 1996; 2007) studies over 30 years, the 

interpreter function has long been identified as the strongest perception among American 

journalists.  As shown in Table 4-17, the interpreter function was considered as extremely 

important by a considerable number of Korean American journalists with 38% and 19% 

focusing on two elements: 1) providing analysis and interpretations of complex problems 

and 2) discussing U.S., California, or L.A. government policy, respectively.  Only 10% of 

the respondents, however, rated both the roles as extremely important (see Figure 4-1).   

In short, there was disagreement on the relative importance of the interpreter function 

between U.S. mainstream journalists and Korean American diasporic journalists.       
 

Table 4-17:   The Interpreter Function 

Percentages of Journalists Who Saw Its Dimensions as “Extremely Important” 

Media 
Type 

Provide analysis and interpretation 
of complex problems 

(%) 

Discuss U.S., California, or 
L.A. government’s policy 

(%) 
Dailies 43.9 17.2 

TV 31.8 18.2 
Radio 29.6 22.2 
Total 38.3 18.6 
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All in all, the interracial harmonizer function, highly related with an assimilative 

function, was viewed as most important by Korean American-oriented journalists.  As 

with U.S. mainstream journalism, the individual elements of the disseminator and the 

interpretive functions were considered essential by a slight majority of the Korean 

American journalists as well.  However, as immigrant news media, unique functions such 

as the ethnic consolidator and the psychological booster functions were also viewed as 

relatively salient functions in the eyes of Korean American-oriented journalists.  It is also 

noteworthy that the adversarial/watchdog function was viewed as least important by 

Korean American-oriented journalists.   

One of the most important findings in this study is that Korean American 

journalists were very pluralistic in their conceptions of media functions.  As illustrated in 

Table 4-18, the seven media functions were grouped into two divisions:  One for 

diasporic media’s unique functions (i.e., interracial harmonizer, ethnic consolidator, and 

psychological booster) and the other for general media functions (i.e., disseminator, 

interpreter, populist mobilizer, and wrongdoing scrutinizer).  The percentages, under each 

of the initials of the seven media functions in Table 4-18, indicate the proportion of 

journalists who rated each function as extremely important.  The other percentages, 

except those in the last row, indicate the overlap in the proportions of journalists who 

strongly endorsed both roles.  For example, 45% of those journalists who considered the 

ethnic consolidator function extremely important also considered the interracial 

harmonizer function extremely important.  Likewise, 36% of those journalists who 

considered the interracial harmonizer function extremely important also considered the 

ethnic consolidator function extremely important.   
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Table 4-18:  Korean American Journalists’ Pluralistic Role Conceptions 

 
Unique Functions General Functions 

IH 
21.74% 

EC 
17.39% 

PB 
6.96% 

D 
20.0% 

I 
10.43% 

PM 
9.57% 

WS 
3.48% 

IH -- 45.0 37.5 34.8 58.3 36.4 75.0 
EC 36.0 -- 62.5 47.8 41.7 45.5 50.0 
PB 12.0 25.0 -- 13.0 16.7 9.1 25.0 
D 32.0 25.0 37.5 -- 50.0 54.5 100 
I 28.0 55.0 25.0 26.1 -- 54.5 100 

PM 16.0 25.0 12.5 26.1 50.0 -- 100 
WS 12.0 10.0 12.5 17.4 33.3 36.4 -- 

One-role-
oriented 

(No other roles) 

13.9 
(N=16) 

3.48 
(N=4) 

2.61 
(N=3) 

6.96 
(N=8) 

1.74 
(N=2) 

2.61 
(N=3) 

0.00 
(N=0) 

 
IH: Interracial harmonizer 
EC: Ethnic consolidator 
PB: Psychological booster 
D: Disseminator 
I: Interpreter 
PM: Populist mobilizer 
WS: Wrongdoing scrutinizer 
 

As shown in Table 4-18, the percentages in the last row indicate the proportions 

of journalists who were exclusively one-function-oriented.  For example, 13.9% of the 

respondents rated all of the three journalistic roles of the interracial harmonizer function 

as “extremely important,” but did not rate at least one element of each of the other six 

media functions as “extremely important.”  The enthusiasts for each of the other six 

media functions were not as many as the interracial harmonizer function supporters.  

With the exception of the disseminator function supporters, the number of one-function-

oriented journalists in each function was very small, less than five.  A total of the one-

function-oriented journalists accounted for 31% of the respondents.  In other words, more 

than two-thirds of the respondents strongly endorsed at least two media functions.              
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Table 4-18 also illustrates that a majority of the Korean American journalists 

considered the two diasporic media’s unique functions, the interracial harmonizer and 

ethnic consolidator functions, as the most critical and essential media functions.  A 

considerable number of journalists who rated one of the five other media functions 

extremely important also strongly embraced the interracial harmonizer and ethnic 

consolidator functions.  For example, 58% and 42% of those who considered the 

interpreter function as extremely important strongly endorsed the interracial harmonizer 

function and the ethnic consolidator function, respectively. Likewise, 38% and 63% of 

those who rated the populist mobilizer function as an extremely important function also 

rated the two diasporic media’s unique functions as extremely important. Interestingly, 

the enthusiasts for the interracial function strongly endorsed the ethnic consolidator 

function (36%) more than any other media functions.  Likewise, almost half of the 

enthusiasts for the ethnic consolidator function strongly embraced the interracial 

harmonizer function (45%).  In short, the interracial harmonizer function did not seem to 

stand in contradiction to the ethnic consolidator function.     

This study used a MANOVA design to determine whether male and female 

journalists, on average, have different professional role conceptions, (see Table 4-19 and 

Table 4-20).  Likewise, as indicated in Table 4-20, print media and broadcast journalists 

were also compared using a MANOVA design.  Table 4-19 illustrates male and female 

journalists’ responses to a list of seven diaspora-oriented media functions.  The two 

groups responded in strongest agreement to the interracial harmonizer function, followed 

by the disseminator function, and the interpreter function.  Whereas the male journalists 

rated the ethnic consolidator and the interpreter functions the same, ranking them third 

among the seven media functions, the female journalists preferred the interpreter function 

to the ethnic consolidator function.  The male journalists were in greater agreement than 
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the female counterparts on four media functions, the ethnic consolidator (Mmale-female = 

0.30), the populist mobilizer (Mmale-female = 0.27), the wrongdoing scrutinizer (Mmale-female 

= 0.28) and the psychological booster functions (Mmale-female = 0.23).    

Table 4-19 also shows print and broadcast journalists’ responses to a list of seven 

diaspora-oriented media functions.  Print media journalists were greater endorsers of the 

psychological booster function, whereas broadcast media personnel tended to embrace 

the wrongdoing scrutinizer function more strongly than print counterparts.  The results 

imply that the print media tend to deliver more positive news stories when compared with 

the broadcast media.  In terms of the disseminator function, there seemed a strong 

endorsing effect for media type:   broadcast journalists were greater endorsers of the 

disseminator function than print journalists (Mbroadcast-print = 0.29).      

Table 4-19:  Comparison of Male and Female Journalists’ and Print and Broadcast 
Journalists’ Responses on the Journalistic Role Conceptions:   

Means and Standard Deviations 

Group Seven Media Functions 
IH EC PB D I PM WS 

Gender 

Male 
(N = 83) 

3.29 
(0.56) 

3.07 
(0.66) 

2.85 
(0.61) 

3.18 
(0.57) 

3.07 
(0.53) 

3.02 
(0.62) 

2.74 
(0.64) 

Female 
(N = 30) 

3.30 
(0.61) 

2.77 
(0.76) 

2.62 
(0.49) 

3.20 
(0.64) 

3.15 
(0.51) 

2.74 
(0.61) 

2.47 
(0.71) 

 

Media 

Print 
(N = 66) 

3.34 
(0.56) 

2.98 
(0.75) 

2.88 
(0.60) 

3.07 
(0.55) 

3.08 
(0.54) 

2.96 
(0.60) 

2.57 
(0.66) 

Broadcast 
(N = 49) 

3.22 
(0.59) 

3.01 
(0.62) 

2.67 
(0.57) 

3.36 
(0.59) 

3.11 
(0.50) 

2.90 
(0.67) 

2.81 
(0.66) 

Note. Responses were coded: 4 = extremely important, 3 = quite important, 2 = 
somewhat important, 1 = not really important. 

 

To statistically assess whether male and female journalists and print and broadcast 

journalists have different role conceptions, a multivariate analysis of variance was 
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conducted.  Table 4-20 presents the effects of journalists’ gender and media type on 

perceived importance of each of the seven media functions.  The main effect for gender 

fell just short of statistical significance, Wilks’s Λ = .877, F (7, 104) = 2.08, P =.053, 

multivariate η2 = .123.  The main effect for media type is significant, Wilks’s Λ = .826, F 

(7, 104) = 3.13, P =.005, multivariate η2 = .174.   

Follow-up ANOVAs (see Table 4-20) indicate that effects of both gender and 

media type were significant for perceived importance of some of the seven media 

functions, corresponding to the results of Table 4-19.  In terms of gender, significant 

univariate effects were found for the ethnic consolidator function, F (1, 110) = 4.39, P < 

.05, η = 0.20, the populist mobilizer function, F (1, 110) = 4.06, P < .05, η = 0.19, and the 

wrongdoing scrutinizer function, F (1, 110) = 5.10, P < .05, η = 0.21.  In terms of media 

type, significant univariate effects were found for the populist mobilizer function, F (1, 

110) = 4.67, P < .05, η = 0.20, the disseminator function, F (1, 110) = 7.30, P <.01, η = 

0.25, and the wrongdoing scrutinizer function, F (1, 110) = 4.77, P < .05, η = 0.21.   

Table 4-20:  Effects of Gender and Media Type on Perceived Importance of Seven Media 
Functions 

Group Seven Media Functions 
IH  EC PB  D  I  PM  WS  

Gender 

F .07 4.39 2.42 .04 .42 4.06 5.10 
df 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
η .03 .20 .15 .00 .06 .19 .21 

Sig. .789 .039 .123 .842 .519 .046 .026 

Media 

F 1.86 .07 4.67 7.30 .08 .02 4.77 
df 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
η .13 .03 .20 .25 .03 .00 .21 

Sig. .176 .798 .033 .008 .775 .896 .031 
Error df 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 
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With the results of a MANOVA design, however, only probability statements 

could be made.  Researchers should be very cautious about their interpretation because 

they have not controlled for other key variables.  In this study, several other key factors 

on individual (e.g., age), organizational (e.g., organizational socialization), extramedia 

(e.g., influence of advertiser and audience), and social system levels (e.g., U.S. culture) 

could influence the Korean diasporic journalists’ role perceptions.  For that reason, the 

author also used the multiple-regression analysis that made it possible to simultaneously 

assess the impact of each of several key factors including gender and media type while 

controlling for all other factors (see Table 4-21). 
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Table 4-21:  Predictors of Professional Values among Korean American Journalists   

Standard Multiple Regression 

Variables 
Media Functions 

Unique Functions General Functions 
IH EC PB D I PM WS 

Individual  
Age    -.409***   -.398** 

Gender 
(1= female)       -.292** 

Organizational  
Media Type 

(1=broadcast)   -.226* .209*    

Professional 
Training .242*   .212* .276**   

Extramedia  
Advertiser   .287**     
Audience       .214* .277** 

Social System  
U.S. Stay .270* .264*  .453*** .263*   

 
R .37 .40 .43 .51 .41 .36 .50 

 R2 .14 .16 .19 .26 .17 .13 .25 
     R2

adj .08 .10 .13 .21 .11 .07 .20 
F 2.23* 2.58* 3.21** 5.01*** 2.74** 2.15* 4.68*** 

  * P < .05;   ** P < .01;   *** P < .001  
  Note. Only statistically significant (P < .05) betas are included. 

 

As presented in Table 4-21, the prediction “model” for perceived importance of 

each of the seven media functions was modestly successful: the seven factors (i.e., age, 

gender, media type, professional training, advertiser, audience, and U.S. stay) on average 

predicted approximately 13% of the variance in the responses that reporters gave.  In 

terms of each of the seven media role conceptions, the model explained a statistically 

significant amount of the variance, ranging from 7% through 21%.  In other words, at 
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least one of the predictors is significantly related to journalists’ perceived importance of 

each of the seven media functions.   

As illustrated in Table 4-21, none of the individual characteristics (i.e., gender and 

age) were influential to each of the three diasporic media’s unique role conceptions (i.e., 

interracial harmonizer, ethnic consolidator, and psychological booster).  Corresponding to 

the results of the MANOVA (see Table 4-20), the type of media emerged as a statistically 

significant predictor of the two role conceptions, the psychological booster and the 

disseminator.  The length of U.S. stay emerged as a statistically significant predictor of 

each of the two most popular unique media role conceptions (i.e., interracial harmonizer 

and ethnic consolidator) and the two most popular general media role conceptions (i.e., 

disseminator and interpreter) in this study.  The length of U.S. stay, especially, was the 

strongest predictor of the three role conceptions, interracial harmonizer, ethnic 

consolidator, and disseminator.  On the contrary, extramedia factors (i.e., advertiser and 

audience) mattered only to the other media role conceptions (i.e., the populist mobilizer, 

wrongdoing scrutinizer, and psychological booster functions).  Professional training 

emerged as influential on the following three role conceptions: interracial harmonizer, 

disseminator, and interpreter.           

The results of the regression analyses indicate that the longer Korean diasporic 

journalists stayed in the United States, the stronger they endorsed the interracial 

harmonizer function.  The degree of endorsement of the interracial harmonizer function 

also had a positive relationship with professional training.  Only the length of U.S. stay 

had significant effect on perceived importance of the ethnic consolidator function:  Those 

who had stayed long in the United States tended to strongly embrace the ethnic 

consolidator function.  Only the degree of endorsement of the psychological booster 

function had a significant relationship with the extramedia-related predictor, advertisers: 
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Journalists strongly perceiving advertisers’ influence on their news values tended to 

support the psychological booster function.  The type of media also significantly 

predicted journalists’ perceived importance of the psychological booster function:  

Journalists in print media organizations were more likely than broadcast media personnel 

to endorse the function.   

The two organizational factors, media type and professional training, significantly 

predicted whether respondents embraced the disseminator function.  Broadcast media 

journalists tended to be disseminators.  In addition, those who said that journalistic 

training was the most important factor in the selection of news tended to embrace the 

disseminator function.  Those who were younger and had been in the United States 

longer also tended to support the disseminator function.  Professional training and U.S. 

stay also emerged as significant predictors of the interpreter function.  None of individual 

and extramedia-related factors, however, were associated with perceived importance of 

the interpreter function.  As shown in Table 4-21, only one extramedia-related variable 

significantly predicted whether respondents endorsed the populist mobilizer function: 

Journalists who said that the “possibility to interest news audiences” was the most 

important factor in the selection of news tended to embrace the populist mobilizer 

function.  The two individual characteristics (i.e., age and gender) emerged as statistically 

significant predictors of the wrongdoing scrutinizer role conception.  Young male 

journalists were more likely to argue that the media should play this adversarial role.  In 

addition, journalists who gave high importance news value to the audience’s interest 

tended to embrace the wrongdoing scrutinizer function.            
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MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEMS 

Korean American-Oriented News Media 

A total of 90 journalists stated at least one problem facing Korean American-

oriented news media (rankings shown in Table 4-22).  They considered recruiting and/or 

training their workforce (19%) as the most important problem, followed by 

salary/benefits (11%) and limited environment for profit/market growth (8.5%).  Table 4-

22 indicates a vicious cycle that the immigrant media face in difficult situations.  Because 

of the Korean American-oriented media’s unique functions, their journalists should be 

fluent in both Korean and English.  However, due to low salaries (10.85%), talented 

young people in the first or second generations who are fluent in English and Korean are 

less likely to join or continue to work for immigrant news organizations.  The limited 

market of Korean American news media (8.47%) leads to relatively small profit margins 

for each of the media organizations. The immigrant media cannot afford to offer high 

salaries (10.85%) and their businesses (7.66%) operate in comparatively poor conditions 

(e.g., outdated equipment).  In addition, journalists are unable to receive organized 

professional training opportunities (19%) mainly due to the limited number of journalists 

and financial problems experienced by their organizations.  As a result, news gathering 

capabilities, including investigative and in-depth reporting (6.45%), have decreased.  

Overall, media influence, including agenda-setting capabilities (5.24%) in the Korean 

American community, has also declined.   
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Table 4-22: Most Important Problems Facing Korean American-Oriented News Media* 

Category N % 
Recruiting/Training Workforce 47 18.95 

Salary/Benefit/Treatment 27 10.85 
Limited Market 21 8.47 

Editorial Autonomy 19 7.66 
Poor Workplace Conditions 19 7.66 

Limitation of News Gathering  16 6.45 
Agenda-Setting Capability/Media Influence 13 5.24 

Poor Media Management 12 4.84 
Stiff Competition among Korean American Media 9 3.63 

Media Environment Change Caused by New Media 9 3.63 
Too Much News Coverage on Korea & Koreatown 9 3.63 

Lack of Assimilation Role 8 3.23 
No Effort to Attract Young Generations 7 2.82 

Objectivity of News Content 7 2.82 
Other 25 10.08 
Total 248 100 

    *A total of 90 journalists stated at least one category. 
 

Some journalists consider that their editorial autonomy/journalistic freedom is in 

danger.  Almost 8% of the responses indicated that their editorial/journalistic autonomy is 

restricted by their media owners and/or advertisers.  Stiff competition among Korean 

American news media (3.63%) as well as changes in the media environment caused 

mainly by new media technology (3.63%) ranked among the top 10 problems.  A 

considerable number of journalists indicated that Korean American news media focus 

mainly on Korea as well as the Korean American community issues and events rather 

than on information from the U.S. mainstream society (3.63%).  Consequently, the 

assimilation function is not being fully performed by the immigrant media (3.23%).  Like 

journalists in the U.S. mainstream media, Korean American-oriented journalists also 

expressed concern about the decline of young people’ news consumption (2.82%).  Due 

to diaspora-oriented journalists’ “inbetweenness” (Rodriguez, 1999), Korean American-
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oriented journalists experience a tension between objectivity (i.e., maintain neutrality) 

and ethnicity (i.e., serving their ethnic communities). Approximately 3% of the 

respondents noted that objectivity of news content is the most important problem facing 

their news media.        

Korean American Community 

Table 4-23 presents the ranking of Korean American community problems listed 

by Korean American journalists.  The economy and business issues are dominant 

concerns of Korean American journalists, accounting for 23% of the responses. 

Community unity/community organization conflicts (11.5%), low assimilation efforts 

into the U.S. mainstream society (9.2%), and immigration/immigrant issues (7.6%) were 

also ranked as major concerns.  In addition, the journalists indicated several important 

issues related to the unique position of a diasporic minority in their new country, 

including lack of political power in the United States (5.2%), conflicts between the 

immigrant generation and the second generation (5.2%), identity establishment as Korean 

Americans (4%), racial biases (2.79%), and language barriers (2.4%).   
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Table 4-23:  Most Important Problems Facing Korean American Community 

   *A total of 92 journalists stated at least one problem 
 

The United States 

As shown in Table 4-24A, economy/business-related issues were by far the most 

important problems listed by Korean American-oriented journalists, accounting for 31% 

of the responses.  Interestingly, followed by economy/business issues, racial 

conflicts/discrimination (14%) and immigration/immigrant issues (12%) were ranked 

second and third, respectively.  Those two latter concerns, however, were not 

predominate over other issues in results of a Gallup poll (see Table 4-24B) that asked the 

same question to American adults in the same month and year, March 2008.  Like the 

results of this study, American adults also considered economic issues as the most 

important problem.  As shown in Table 4-24B, 55% of Americans indicated that 

economy/business-related issues (e.g., economy in general, fuel/oil prices, 

Category N % 
Economy/Business 58 23.11 

Conflicts among Community Organizations /Community Unity 29 11.55 
Low Assimilation Efforts into U.S. Mainstream Society 23 9.16 

Immigration/Immigrant 19 7.57 
Political Power 13 5.18 

Generational Conflicts 13 5.18 
Crime/Security 12 4.78 

Education 10 3.98 
Identities Establishment/Inbetweenness as Immigrants 10 3.98 

Absence of Community Leadership  7 2.79 
Racial Biases/Lack of Exchange with Other Racial Communities 7 2.79 

Moral Hazard/Mammonism 7 2.79 
Language Barrier 6 2.39 

Malfunctions of Korean American Churches 5 1.99 
Too Conservative or Inflexible View 5 1.99 

Other 27 10.76 
Total 251 99.99 
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unemployment, lack of money, etc.) were the most important problems.  However, the 

issue of racial conflict/discrimination was seldom mentioned by Americans. In addition, 

immigration and immigrant-related issues accounted for only 6% of all responses.   

Table 4-24A:  Most Important Problems Facing the United States* 

Category N % 
Economy/Business 82 31.06 

Racial Conflicts/Racial Discrimination 37 14.02 
Immigration/Immigrants 32 12.12 

Politics/Election 19 7.20 
Iraq War/National Security/Defense 19 7.20 

Foreign Affairs/International Relations 11 4.17 
Gun Control/Guns 10 3.79 
Welfare/Healthcare 10 3.79 

Crime 9 3.41 
Education 7 2.65 

Wide Gap between Rich and Poor 7 2.65 
Other 21 7.95 
Total 264 100 

        *A total of 93 journalists stated at least one category. 
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Table 4-24B:  Most Important Problem Facing the Country  

Category % 
Economy in general 35 
Situation in Iraq/War 21 

Poor Healthcare/High Cost of Healthcare 8 
Fuel/Oil Prices 8 

Immigration/Illegal aliens 6 
Unemployment/Jobs 5 

Dissatisfaction with government/Congress/Politicians 5 
Ethical/Moral/Religious Decline 4 

Education/Poor Education 4 
High Cost of Living/Inflation 4 

Poverty/Hunger/Homeless 3 
National Security 3 

Terrorism 2 
Federal Budget Deficit/Federal Debt 2 

Foreign Aid/Focus Overseas 2 
Lack of Money 2 

Recession 2 
Lack of Energy Sources/Energy Crisis 2 

International Issues/Problems 2 
Lack of Respect for Each Other 1 

Taxes 1 
Judicial System/Courts/Laws 1 

Social Security 1 
Environment/Pollution 1 

Wage Issues 1 
Crime/Violence 1 

Guns/Gun Control 1 
 10

As shown in Table 4-24A, political issues (7%) and national security/defense 

including the Iraqi war (7%) also ranked among the top national issues perceived by 

Korean American journalists.  Other issues, such as international relations (4.17% vs. 

2%), welfare/healthcare system (3.79% vs. 8%), guns/gun control (3.79% vs. 1%), crime 

(March 6-9, 2008, Gallup Poll ) 

                                                 
10 Results are based on telephone interviews with 1,012 national adults, aged 18 and older, conducted 
March 6-9, 2008.  For results based on the total sample of national adults, one can say with 95% confidence 
that the maximum margin of sampling error is ±3 percentage points. 
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(3.41% vs. 1%), and education (2.65% vs. 4%), were found in both tables.  As shown in 

Table 4-24B, U.S. mainstream adults tended to consider ethical/moral issues (e.g., 

ethical/moral/religious decline and lack of respect for each other) very important, 

accounting for 5%.  However, Korean American-oriented journalists seldom mentioned 

the ethnic or moral issues as important problems facing their new host country.     

Korea 

As shown in Table 4-25, Korean American journalists indicated that 

economy/business-related issues were the most important problem facing their 

motherland, accounting for a quarter of all responses.  Political issues (19%) and moral 

hazard/social justice (11%) were ranked second and third, respectively.  These three 

issues accounted for 55% of all the responses.  Education (9%), social unity (7%), wide 

gap between rich and poor (7%), unification of North and South Korea (4%), and 

international relations (3%) also ranked among main concerns.  It is interesting that 

Korean American journalists seldom mentioned moral or ethical issues as their new host 

country’s important problem whereas moral and ethical issues accounted for 11% of all 

the responses regarding their motherland’s most important problems.     
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Table 4-25:  Most Important Problems Facing Korea* 

Category N % 
Economy/Business 66 25.19 

Politics/Election 50 19.08 
Moral Hazard/Social Justice 29 11.07 

Education 24 9.16 
Social Unity 19 7.25 

Wide Gap between Rich and Poor 19 7.25 
North Korea/Unification 10 3.82 

Foreign Affairs/International Relations 9 3.44 
Crime/Safety 5 1.91 
Mammonism 5 1.91 

Other 22 8.40 
Total 262 100 

         *A total of 91 journalists stated at least one category. 

KOREAN AMERICAN-ORIENTED JOURNALISTS’ PERCEPTIONS OF RACIAL/ETHNIC 
GROUPS 

The results of the survey indicate that racial/ethnic biases are clearly formed in 

the Korean American journalists’ minds.  Excluding Koreans and Korean Americans, 

among the four main racial groups (i.e., White, Black, Latino, and Asian), Blacks were 

far more negatively rated by the Korean American journalists for all six traits (i.e., 

intimacy, diligence, intelligence, trustworthiness, friendliness, and contribution to Korean 

American community).   

In terms of intimacy, as shown in Table 4-26, the journalists considered Asian 

Americans the most intimate racial group to Korean Americans followed by Latinos, 

Whites, and Blacks in that order.  Fifty percent of the journalists felt Blacks are 

emotionally distant from Korean Americans whereas only 12% responded that Korean 

Americans are on intimate terms on Blacks.  More than 40% of the Korean American 

journalists answered that Whites are not emotionally close to or distant from Korean 

Americans.  As a result, unlike racial groups such as Asian Americans (71% vs. 9%) and 
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Blacks (12% vs. 51%), the journalists’ feelings toward Whites did not lean heavily 

toward either the “intimate” (35%) or the “distant” (23%) relationship.   

Table 4-26:  Intimacy 

Racial Group 
Scale (%) Overall 

Close  
(5-7) 

Neutral  
(4) 

Distant  
(1-3) Mean N 

Korean American 92.7 7.3 0.0 6.19 110 
Korean 82.7 12.7 4.5 5.72 110 

Asian American 70.6 20.2 9.2 5.09 109 
White 35.5 41.8 22.7 4.14 110 
Latino 39.1 35.4 25.5 4.15 110 
Black 11.8 37.3 50.9 3.25 110 

 

Figure 4-2:  Intimacy 

 

Table 4-27 indicates the degree of diligence represented by each racial/ethnic 

group based on the Korean American journalists’ perceptions.  The Korean American 

journalists considered Korean Americans the most diligent racial group whereas they 

listed Blacks as the laziest group among the six racial/ethnic groups: 86% answered that 

Korean Americans are relatively diligent while only 6.4% agreed that Blacks are 
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relatively diligent.  Among the four major racial groups (i.e., White, Black, Latino and 

Asian American), Asian Americans (mean=5.26) ranked number one followed by Whites 

(mean=4.72), Latinos (mean=3.93) and Blacks (mean=3.06):  63% answered that Blacks 

were lazy whereas only 6% agreed that Blacks are diligent.  Three-fourths of the 

journalist respondents agreed that Koreans (78%) and Asian Americans (74%) are 

diligent.  Whites were positively evaluated by the Korean American journalists:  57.8% 

considered Whites as diligent whereas only 6.4% indicated that the White racial group 

was lazy. 

Table 4-27:  Hardworking 

Racial Group 
Scale (%) Overall 

Diligent  
(5-7) 

Neutral  
(4) 

Lazy  
(1-3) Mean N 

Korean American 86.2 12.8 0.9 5.60 109 
Korean 78.0 15.6 6.4 5.32 109 

Asian American 74.3 23.9 1.8 5.26 109 
White 57.8 35.8 6.4 4.72 109 
Latino 31.2 34.9 33.9 3.93 109 
Black 6.4 30.3 63.3 3.06 109 

 

Figure 4-3:  Hardworking 
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As shown in Table 4-28, in terms of intelligence, Blacks and Latinos were 

negatively evaluated.  Only 7.4% agreed that each of the racial groups was intelligent 

whereas more than half the journalists considered both racial groups were not intelligent.  

Korean Americans (mean=5.52) were ranked highest:  83.5% indicated that Korean 

Americans are the smartest group.  Asian Americans and Koreans were similarly 

evaluated by the journalists.  Almost four fifths of the journalists answered that Asian 

Americans and Koreans are intelligent and Whites were also positively evaluated 

(mean=5.00).       
 

Table 4-28:  Intelligence 

Racial Group 
Scale (%) Overall 

Intelligent  
(5-7) 

Neutral  
(4) 

Unintelligent  
(1-3) Mean N 

Korean American 83.5 14.7 1.8 5.52 109 
Korean 78.9 17.4 3.7 5.43 109 

Asian American 78.9 18.3 2.8 5.26 109 
White 70.6 28.4 0.9 5.00 109 
Latino 7.4 37.6 55.0 3.32 109 
Black  7.4 39.4 53.2 3.34 109 

Figure 4-4:  Intelligence 
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As indicated in Table 4-29, almost half the journalists did not seem to trust 

Latinos (49.5%) and Blacks (48.6%) whereas only 9.2% and 6.4% found Latinos and 

Blacks are trustworthy, respectively.  Interestingly, Whites were most positively 

evaluated by the Korean American journalists: 68.8% considered Whites trustworthy 

whereas only 3.7% found them to be untrustworthy.  In terms of overall mean, Korean 

Americans (mean=4.59) and Koreans (mean=4.39) ranked number three and four, 

respectively: 53% and 44% considered Korean Americans and Koreans trustworthy, 

respectively.  However, 15.6% and 19.3% answered that Korean Americans and Koreans 

were untrustworthy, respectively.  As a result, the two groups’ overall evaluations are not 

as positive as those of Whites (mean=5.01) and Asian Americans (mean=4.61).   The 

overall average of trustworthiness of Latinos (mean=3.39) ranked last, preceded by 

Blacks (mean =3.42).   

Table 4-29:  Trustworthiness 

Racial Group 
Scale (%) Overall 

Trustworthy 
(5-7) 

Neutral 
(4) 

Untrustworthy 
(1-3) Mean N 

Korean American 53.2 31.2 15.6 4.59 109 
Korean 44.0 36.7 19.3 4.39 109 

Asian American 53.2 40.4 6.4 4.61 109 
White 68.8 27.5 3.7 5.01 109 
Latino 9.2 41.3 49.5 3.39 109 
Black 6.4 45.0 48.6 3.42 109 
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Figure 4-5:  Trustworthiness  

 
 

Table 4-30 presents each racial/ethnic group’s friendliness.  Blacks were 

considered as the least friendly group (mean=3.62), followed by Latinos (mean=4.17).  

Only 12% rated Blacks as “friendly” whereas 39% believed that Blacks are unfriendly.  

Four-fifths thought Korean Americans (mean=5.50) are friendly.  Nearly three-fourths of 

the respondents considered Koreans (mean=5.32) as friendly.  Asian Americans 

(mean=4.93) and Whites (mean=4.61) were also positively rated by Korean American 

journalists.  More than half the journalists found Asian Americans (64.5%) and Whites 

(53.3%) to be “friendly.”    

Table 4-30:  Friendliness 

Racial Group 
Scale (%) Overall 

Friendly 
(5-7) 

Neutral 
(4) 

Unfriendly 
(1-3) Mean N 

Korean American 80.4 15.9 3.7 5.50 107 
Korean 73.8 21.5 4.7 5.32 107 

Asian American 64.5 31.8 3.7 4.93 107 
White 53.3 39.3 7.5 4.61 107 
Latino 31.8 49.5 18.7 4.17 107 
Black 12.1 48.6 39.3 3.62 107 
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Figure 4-6:  Friendliness 

 
 

Table 4-31 presents the degree of overall contributions to Korean American 

communities made by each of the racial/ethnic groups.  Most Korean American 

journalists agreed that Korean Americans (85%) and Koreans (65%) made major 

contributions to Korean American communities.  Among the four major racial groups 

(i.e., Whites, Blacks, Latinos, and Asian Americans), Latinos (mean=4.66) were most 

positively rated, followed by Asian Americans (mean=4.54) and Whites (mean=4.15): 

58% answered that Latinos make significant contributions to Korean Americans and 48% 

indicated that Asian Americans make a major contribution to the Korean American 

community.  Only 10% found Asian Americans non-contributory to Korean American 

communities whereas approximately 25% considered Latinos and Whites as non-

contributory.  Table 5-6 shows that Blacks were considered the least contributory group 

to the Korean American community: only 8% found Blacks contributive to Korean 

Americans whereas 56% rated Blacks as non-contributory.  
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Table 4-31:  Contribution to Korean American Community 

Racial Group 
Scale (%) Overall 

Contributory 
(5-7) 

Neutral 
(4) 

Noncontributory 
(1-3) Mean N 

Korean American 85.0 13.1 1.9 5.84 107 
Korean 65.4 23.4 11.2 4.98 107 

Asian American 48.1 41.5 10.4 4.54 107 
White 29.0 45.8 25.2 4.15 107 
Latino 57.9 17.8 24.3 4.66 107 
Black 8.4 35.5 56.1 3.22 107 

 

Figure 4-7:  Contribution to Korean American Community 

 

Table 4-32 indicates the Korean American-oriented journalists’ overall ratings 

(i.e., means of the abovementioned six traits) of six racial/ethnic groups.  Overall, Korean 

Americans (mean=5.54) received the highest (i.e., positive) ratings from the Korean 

American journalists, followed by Koreans (mean=5.21) and Asian Americans 
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was positively evaluated by only one fifth of the journalists whereas 74% rated Blacks as 

“negative.”   

Compared with the results of the author’s (2010) previous research on the ways 

that the Korean American diasporic press constructs identities of racial/ethnic groups, the 

depictions of each of the racial/ethnic groups in news content corresponded to the way in 

which Korean journalists perceived the four main racial/ethnic groups.  The author’s 

(2010) previous study found that most Blacks were depicted as villains in the diasporic 

newspaper.  Asian Americans were mainly depicted as business rivals and 

cultural/political partners (i.e., hardworking and intelligence).  Latinos were shown as 

employees of Korean-owned business (i.e. contribution to Korean American community).   
 

Table 4-32:  Overall Rating 

Racial Group 
Scale (%) Overall 

Positive 
(5-7) 

Neutral 
(4) 

Negative 
(1-3) Mean S.D. N 

Korean American 96.4 0.9 2.7 5.54 .79 110 
Korean 90.9 2.7 6.4 5.21 .91 110 

Asian American  90.9 0.9 8.2 4.95 .74 110 
White  73.6 10.9 15.5 4.60 .72 110 
Latino 44.5 10.0 45.5 3.92 .73 110 
Black 20.9 5.5 73.6 3.31 .77 110 
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Figure 4-8:  Overall Rating 

 
 

As indicated in Table 4-33, the length of time the Korean diasporic journalists had 

been in the United States affected the journalists’ perceptions toward certain racial groups 

on certain traits.  That is to say, the longer Korean diasporic journalists stayed in the 

United States, the more positively the journalists perceived Whites, Latinos, Asian 

Americans, and Korean Americans on certain traits.  In specific, Korean journalists who 

had been in the United States longer were more likely to rate Whites positively on 

“intimacy,” “intelligence,” and “friendliness.”  Likewise, the “long-stay” journalists 

tended to perceive Latinos more favorably on “intimacy,” “friendliness,” and 

“contribution to the Korean American community.”  Asian Americans received favorable 

rates on only “diligence” and “intelligence” from the “long-stay” journalists.  Among the 

six racial/ethnic groups, only Blacks did not receive any significant correlation on any of 

the six traits.  It is also noteworthy that the longer Korean diasporic journalists had been 

in the United States, the less intimate the Korean diasporic journalists felt toward 

Koreans in the mainland Korea.   
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Table 4-33: Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Length of U.S. Stay of Korean 
Journalists and Six Racial/Ethnic Group Conceptions on Six Traits 

 White Black Latino Asian 
American 

Korean 
American Korean 

Intimacy .25** .18 .29** .08 .15 -.24* 
Diligence .18 -.03 .16 .24* .23* -.05 

Intelligence .22* -.06 .07 .27** .20* .03 
Trustworthiness .20* -.13 .02 .17 .23* -.01 

Friendliness .10 .05 .22* .08 .20* -.12 
Contribution .12 -.11 .22* -.08 .20* .01 

Overall .27** -.02 .24* .18 .27** -.09 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
 

The results depicted in Table 4-33 imply that Korean American journalists had 

already obtained negative stereotypes toward Blacks, which were perpetuated in Asia.  

While they had been in the United States, their negative stereotypes and prejudices 

seemed to be strongly adhered to them.  As shown in Table 4-26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, and 

32, the Korean diasporic journalists’ ratings of Blacks were the lowest on the six traits 

among the six racial/ethnic groups.  The length of time the Korean journalists have been 

in the United States does not seem to improve the journalists’ negative attitudes toward 

Blacks.                       
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CHAPTER 5: THE CONTENT OF KOREAN AMERICAN NEWS 
MEDIA 

This section consists of two divisions.  The first analyzed Korean American-

oriented newspapers in order to examine newsworthiness in Korean American-oriented 

journalism, taking into consideration several potential factors (i.e., news topic, news 

valence, cultural proximity, and geographical proximity).  The second division compared 

the difference of favorite (i.e., most frequently delivered) news topics between 

mainstream media (i.e., the Los Angeles Times) and Korean American-oriented media 

(i.e., the Korea Daily and the Korea Times) in Los Angeles.    

CONTENT ANALYSIS ONE 

Favorite News Topics in Korean American-Oriented Media 

As shown in Table 5-1, Korean American journalists’ most beloved news topic is 

economy/ business (15.8%), followed by crime (13.8%), immigration/ immigrant 

(10.8%), and education (8.1%).  In general, crime is one of the most frequently covered 

news topics (Bennett, 2003).  Previous gatekeeping studies (e.g., Whitney & Becker, 

1982; Bleske, 1991) indicate that general market-oriented news media frequently deliver 

crime news.  In Korean American-oriented journalism, crime news (13.8%) was the 

second most popular news topic.  Economy/business (15.8%), immigration/immigrant 

(10.8%), and education (8.1%) also ranked among the top five news topics delivered by 

Korean American-oriented media.   

The Korean American news media also paid considerable attention to Korean 

American organizations and groups (7.7%).  Among them, Korean American religious 

organizations and groups (mostly Protestants) took up approximately 60%.  The other 

community organizations included the Korean American Federation and non-profit 
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organizations.  In addition, politics and elections (7.4%) and culture/entertainment (4.7%) 

were the Korean American media’s favorite news topic.       

Table 5-1:  Korean American Newspapers’ Favorite News Topics* 

         
     Rank-order correlation between the Daily and the Times = .75, p < .01 (two-tailed) 
   *First three pages of the two leading dailies in two constructed weeks were examined.   
 

Table 5-1 depicts two main Korean American-oriented newspapers’ news mix 

patterns (i.e., rankings of topic percentages).  By using the Spearman’s rho statistic, the 

author found that there was a strong relationship between the two rankings (rho = .75, p < 

.01).  The results indicate that there is a similarity in the mix of topics (i.e., proportion of 

topics) between the two newspapers.  Both of the newspapers agreed on the relative 

emphasis on various news topics.  For example, economy/business (16.1% vs. 15.6%), 

crime (12.3% vs. 15.6%), immigration/immigrant (13% vs. 8.2%), education (6.8% vs. 

Topic 
Korea 
Daily 

Korea 
Times Total 

N % N % N % 
Economy/Business 26 16.1 21 15.6 47 15.8 

Crime 20 12.3 21 15.6 41 13.8 
Immigration/Immigrant 21 13.0 11 8.2 32 10.8 

Education 11 6.8 13 9.6 24 8.1 
Community Organization/Group 12 7.4 11 8.2 23 7.7 

Politics/Election 14 8.6 8 5.9 22 7.4 
Accident/Natural Disaster 6 3.7 9 6.7 15 5.1 

Wellbeing/Health/Culture/Leisure 9 5.6 5 3.7 14 4.7 
LAPD/Sheriff/Security 5 3.1 6 4.4 11 3.7 

Sports 6 3.7 3 2.2 9 3.0 
Science/Research/Technology 4 2.5 5 3.7 9 3.0 

National Security 2 1.2 6 4.4 8 2.7 
Family Value/Ethic 4 2.5 3 2.2 7 2.3 

Media/Commercial/PR 5 3.1 1 0.7 6 2.0 
Other 17 10.5 12 8.9 29 9.8 
Total 162 100 135 100 297 100 
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9.6%), and community organization/group (7.4% vs. 8.2%) proved to be both of the 

newspapers’ top news topics.           

News Value: Cultural Proximity vs. Geographical Proximity 

Cultural proximity and geographical proximity are considered important factors in 

deciding newsworthiness.  As indicated in Table 5-2, the Korean American dailies most 

frequently covers Korean American involved/related news stories, accounting for 43% of 

the total news stories.  Koreans (9.8%) and U.S. immigrants (6.4%) were also frequently 

covered by the Korean American-oriented press.  In terms of cultural proximity, more 

than one third of the news articles were very distant.  These stories were not concerned 

about Koreans/Korean Americans, immigrants or Asians/Asian Americans.           

Table 5-2:  Cultural Proximity 

Proximity Degree Identity N % 

High Korean American 128 43.1 
Korean 29 9.8 

Low 

World Korean Migrant 3 1.0 
Immigrants in the U.S. 19 6.4 
Asian American/Asian 8 2.7 

North Korean 1 0.3 
Other 109 36.7 

 Total 297 100 
 

In terms of geographical proximity (i.e., geographical distance between Los 

Angeles where the nine Korean American-oriented news organizations are and the 

geographical area where a news event/issue is concerned about or happens in), as shown 

in Table 5-3, approximately 30% of the total news stories were concerned about or 

occurred in Koreatown in Los Angeles (18.5%) and the City of Los Angeles other than 

Koreatown area (11.8%).  U.S. national news (i.e., news stories that happened in a state 

other than California or general events/issues concerning the United States) accounted for 
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one third of the total news stories placed on the first three pages of the two leading 

newspapers.  The Korean American-oriented newspapers also delivered a considerable 

number of news stories about Korea (9.4%).   

Table 5-3:  Geographical Proximity 

 

The author compared the prominence of cues (i.e., high and low) based on 

cultural proximity and geographical proximity using a two-way analysis of variance (see 

Table 5-4).  As shown in Table 5-2, cultural proximity was divided into two groups, high 

proximity (i.e., Korean Americans and Koreans) and low proximity (other identities such 

as Asian Americans and immigrants other than Korean Americans).  Geographical 

proximity was also divided into two groups, high proximity (i.e., Koreatown and Los 

Angeles) and low proximity (i.e., other areas such as other states and foreign countries) 

(refer to Table 5-3).   
  

Proximity Degree Geography N % 

High Koreatown in Los Angeles 55 18.5 
Los Angeles 35 11.8 

Low 

LA county & LA neighbor cities 31 10.4 
California 38 12.8 

US or other States in the US 98 33.0 
Korea (South & North) 28 9.4 

Other Countries 12 4.0 
 Total 297 100 
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Table 5-4: Two-way analysis of variance of cultural proximity and geographical 
proximity on prominent cue degree of news story 

Prominent cue degree of news story* 
Source of variance Mean SD SS df MS F Sig. 

Main effect of cultural 
proximity   2.69 1 2.69 43.96 P < .001 

High (Korean 
Americans/Koreans) 1.44 0.29 

Low (Other identities) 1.22 0.21 
Main effect of 

geographical proximity   0.26 1 0.26 4.29 P < .05 

High (Koreatown/Los 
Angeles) 1.47 0.28 

Low (Other areas) 1.28 0.26 
Interaction between 

cultural proximity and 
geographical proximity 

  
0.52 1 

 
 

0.52 
 

 8.42 P < .01 

High C and High G 1.54 0.25 
High C and Low G 1.36 0.29 
Low C and High G 1.19 0.16 
Low C and Low G 1.22 0.22 

Within cells   17.95 293 0.06   
Total   552.68 296    

*Prominent cues were coded 1 = zero cue, 1.2 = one cue, 1.4 = two cues, 1.6 = three 
cues, 1.8 = four cues, 2.0 = five cues. 
 

As shown in Table 5-4, the output indicates significant main effects for Cultural 

Proximity, F(1, 293) = 43.96, p < .001, and for Geographical Proximity, F(1, 293) = 4.29, 

p < .05.  The interaction between the two (i.e., cultural proximity and geographical 

proximity) is also significant, F(1, 293) =8.42, p < .01.  As indicated in Table 5-5, when 

geographical proximity was either high or low, the average prominent cue degree was 

significantly different for two categories (i.e., high and low) of cultural proximity.  

Likewise, the average prominent cue degree was significantly different for two categories 

(i.e., high and low) of geographical proximity when cultural proximity was high.  

However, when cultural proximity is low, the average prominent cue degree is not 
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significantly different for the two categories (i.e., high and low) of geographical 

proximity.           
 

Table 5-5: Pairwise Comparisons between Geographical Proximity and Cultural 
Proximity 

Proximity Degree  (I)  (J) 
Mean 

Difference 
(I-J) 

Std. 
Error Sig 

Geographical 
Proximity 

High High Culture  Low Culture .353 .06 P < .001 
Low High Culture Low Culture .138 .04 P < .001 

Cultural 
Proximity 

High High Geo  Low Geo   .184 .04 P < .001 
Low High Geo Low Geo -.031 .06 P = .62 

 

As Figure 5-1 indicated, for both high geographical proximity and low 

geographical proximity, as cultural proximity degree decreased so did prominent cue 

degree.  There was a gap between the line for high geographical proximity and the line 

for low geographical proximity.  When cultural proximity was high, the gap between 

high geographical proximity and low geographical proximity was large, statistically 

significant, whereas when cultural proximity was low, the gap between the two groups of 

geographical proximity was small, not statistically significant.  That is, there was no 

statistically significant difference in prominent cue degree for the two groups (i.e., high 

geographical proximity and low geographical proximity).   
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Figure 5-1: Two-way analysis of variance of cultural proximity and geographical 
proximity on prominent cue degree of news 

 

 
 

 

Bad News vs. Good News 

Korean American-oriented news media deliver negative news stories very 

frequently.  Overall, 42% of the total 297 news stories were negative.  In the meantime, 

as shown in Table 5-6, less than one third (N= 91) was positive news.  However, in terms 

of prominent cues, negative news stories seemed unnoticeable in Korean American-

oriented dailies.  While almost half the positive news stories received the “strong” 

prominent cue treatment, only 22% of the negative news stories were categorized as 

strong prominent cues.  Instead, the majority (60.5%) of the negative news stories 

received only one or no prominent cue.  
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Table 5-6: Cross-tabulation of prominent cue degree of news by news valence 

News Item Prominence News Valence 
Negative Neutral Positive 

Low (1~1.2)     60.5%     59.8%     33.0% 
Moderate (1.4) 17.7 23.2 20.9 

Strong (1.6~2.0) 21.8 17.1 46.2 

Total 100% 
(N=124) 

100% 
(N=82) 

100% 
(N=91) 

     X2= 25.73, df = 4, p < .001  
 

While there appeared to be little difference among the three news valences in the 

“Moderate” category, the biggest differences were concentrated in the “Low” and 

“Strong” prominent cue degrees.  There appeared to be little difference between the 

“Negative” and the “Neutral” valences in terms of news prominent cue degree.  In 

conclusion, even though the number of negative news stories outnumbered that of 

positive news stories in Korean American-oriented news media, negative news stories 

were seldom delivered with “strong” prominent cues.  In another words, negative news 

stories tend to be less likely than positive news stories to receive more than two 

prominent cues.         

Overall Evaluation of Newsworthiness 

Regression was used to assess how well news topics, news valence, geographical 

proximity and cultural proximity explain the prominence of news.  News topics were 

divided into two groups:  Korean American-oriented media’s favorite topics and the 

others.  To create the dummy-coded variable, the latter group was chosen as the reference 

group.  News valence was categorized as negative, neutral, and positive.  Dummy coding 

was used with negative valence coded as the reference group.  Both cultural proximity 

and geographical proximity were divided into two groups (i.e., low and high).  The low 

proximity group for both variables was chosen as the reference group for dummy coding.  
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As shown in Table 5-7, there was an overall relationship between the set of predictor 

variables and the dependent variables (R2= 0.25, R2
adj

 = 0.24, F (5, 291) =19.37, p < 

.001).   The adjusted R Square statistic indicates that approximately 24% of the variance 

in prominent cue degree can be explained by the four predictor variables.   

Table 5-7: Multiple regression analysis of cultural proximity, geographical proximity, 
news topics, and news valence on prominent cue degree 

  B S.E. Std. beta t R R2 Adj. R2 F 
News Topic  

(1= top three topics) .10 .03   .18 3.32*     

Cultural Proximity  
(1 = high) .19 .03   .34 5.91**     

Geographical 
Proximity  
(1 = high) 

.12 .03   .19 3.40*     

News Valence  
(1= positive) .11 .04   .18 3.07*     

News Valence  
(1 = neutral) .02 .04  .04 0.63 .50 .25 .24 19.37** 

* P < .01          ** P < .001 
 

Increasing one point on the cultural proximity variable (i.e., from low proximity 

to high proximity) increased prominence by 0.19.  Likewise, increasing one point on the 

geographical proximity variable (i.e., from low proximity to high proximity) increased 

prominence by 0.12.  The Korean American-oriented media’s favorite news topics (i.e., 

economy/business, immigration/immigrant, and education) were found to have 

significantly higher prominent cues than the other news topics, t(291)=3.32, p < .01.  

Lastly, whereas no significant difference was found between negative news valence and 

neutral news valence (t(291) = 0.63, p > .05), there was a significant difference between 

negative news valence and positive news valence (t(291) = 3.07, p < .01).  Considering 

the beta coefficients, cultural proximity had the largest influence on prominence.  In other 
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words, cultural proximity made the largest difference in the value of newsworthiness.  

The influence of cultural proximity almost doubled that of each of the other statistically 

significant predictors, such as news topic and news valence.              

CONTENT ANALYSIS TWO 

As shown in Table 5-8, the two leading Korean American-oriented dailies (i.e., 

the Korea Daily and the Korea Times) had their top three news topics (i.e., 

economy/business, immigration/immigrant, and education) in common.  Among the three 

topics, economy/business ranked number one (42% and 34% in the Korea Daily and the 

Korea Times, respectively) followed by immigration/immigrant (14% and 21%) and 

education (8% and 14%).  Crime was also one of the most frequently covered news topics 

in the Korean American-oriented news media (6% and 11%).  The four most favorite 

news topics took up 70% and 80% of the total number of news stories in the Korea Daily 

and the Korea Times, respectively.   As a result, there were not many stories covering 

other topics.  The Korea Daily and the Korea Times delivered 12 and 11 news topics 

including the four favorite issues, respectively.   
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Table 5-8: News mix patterns on front pages of the three newspapers 

Korea Daily  
(N=50) 

Korea Times 
(N=44) 

Los Angeles Times 
(N=55) 

Topic % Topic % Topic  % 
Economy 
/Business 42 Economy 

/Business 34.09 Economy  
/ Business 32.73 

Immigration 
/Immigrant 14 Immigration 

/Immigrant 20.45 Politics 
/Government 9.09 

Education 8 Education  13.64 International 
Affairs 9.09 

Crime 6 Crime 11.36 Culture 
/Entertainment 7.27 

Sports  6 Accident 
/Disaster 4.55 Crime  5.45 

City Development 6 Sports 4.55 Sports 5.45 

Politics 
/Government 4 Politics 

/Government 2.27 Science 
/Research 5.45 

Culture 
/Entertainment 4 Culture 

/Entertainment 2.27 Accident 
/Disaster 3.64 

Weather  4 National Security 2.27 Immigration 
/Immigrant 3.64 

Accident 
/Disaster  2 Family 

/Life Style 2.27 Education  3.64 

Energy 2 Police 
/Sheriff 2.27 Legal Action 

/Court Decision 3.64 

Media/Ads 2   Family 
/Life Style 3.64 

    Police 
/Sheriff 1.82 

    City 
Development  1.82 

    Media/Ads 1.82 
    Religion 1.82 

Total 100  100  100 
Spearman’s rho between KD and KT = .88; p < .01 (one-tailed)* 
Spearman’s rho between KD and LAT = .08; p > .05 (one-tailed)* 
Spearman’s rho between KT and LAT = -.18; p > .05 (one-tailed)* 
*The 8 issues in bold were rank-ordered and Spearman’s rho correlation was calculated. 
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Compared with the Korean American-oriented dailies, as indicated in Table 5-8, 

the Los Angeles Times covered more diverse issues (i.e., a total of 16 different issues).  

The mainstream newspaper’s top news topic was economy/business (33%), followed by 

politics/government (9%) and international affairs (9%).  Immigration/immigrant (3.6%) 

and education (3.6%) were not among the mainstream newspaper’s favorite topics.  The 

Los Angeles Times also frequently delivered culture/entertainment-related news stories 

(7.3%).  The top six news topics are almost 70% of the total number of news stories.  All 

in all, compared with the Korean American-oriented press, the mainstream newspaper 

more evenly assigned front page news hole to a variety of news topics.  

Spearman’s rho correlation was calculated for the newspapers using the common 

eight news topics (i.e., economy/business, immigration/immigrant, education, crime, 

accident, sports, politics/government and culture/entertainment) found in the three 

newspapers. As indicated in Table 5-8, the eight issues took up approximately 86%, 93%, 

and 73% of the total number of front page news stories in each of the three newspapers.  

Excluding the eight issues, there were only four and three issues left in the Korea Daily 

and the Korea Times, respectively.  In the meantime, the Los Angeles Times delivered a 

total of 16 issues including the eight common issues.  In other words, the Los Angeles 

Times covered several issues (e.g., international affairs, legal action/court decision) both 

seldom delivered by the Korean American-oriented dailies.  

As shown in Table 5-8, the rank-order correlation indicated a significant level of 

correspondence between the two Korean American-oriented media’s news mix patterns 

(Spearman’ rho = .88, p < .01).  However, there was no significant relationship between 

the news mix patterns of the Los Angeles Times and those of each of the two Korean 

American-oriented dailies.  The correlation between the Los Angeles Times and the 

Korea Daily was .08, which indicates that the news values of the two newspapers were 
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not similar.  Likewise, the correlation coefficient between the Los Angeles Times and the 

Korea Times was -.18, which indicates that there was no relationship between the news 

mix patterns of the two newspapers.      

All in all, the results illustrate that there was a similarity between categories and 

proportions of news stories between the two Korean American newspapers.  Compared 

with the U.S. general market-oriented press, however, the Korean American diaspora-

oriented media’s news mix had a tighter focus and was very different from that of the Los 

Angeles Times.  The author assumes that a number of factors on the individual (e.g., 

professional role conception and values), organizational (e.g., limited resources and 

layout styles), extramedia (e.g., news audience), and social system levels (e.g., cultural 

difference) influenced the phenomena.   

In general, the point of text and the size of the pictures used in the two Korean 

American newspapers with the limited workforce were larger than those of the Los 

Angeles Times with relatively rich resources.  As shown in Table 5-8, consequently, the 

number of news stories on the front page of the diasporic press was fewer than that of the 

U.S. general paper.  As found in the previous chapter, Korean American diaspora-

oriented journalists seemed to feel that they should perform their unique roles much more 

differently than their U.S. general market-oriented counterparts.  Additionally, the 

diasporic journalists clearly perceived what their news consumers wanted and needed.  

As a result, the three news topics, “business/economy,” “education,” and 

“immigration/immigrant,” were valued most by the Korean American journalists (see 

Table 4-6).  As shown in Table 4-24A and Table 4-24B, the issues that the Korean 

American journalists perceived important to the United States were relatively limited, 

compared with those of the U.S. general population.  Additionally, a few of the issues 

highly ranked by the Korean American journalists were not equally rated by the U.S. 
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general population and vice versa.  Moreover, mainly caused by the cultural difference 

between Korean American journalists and the U.S. general mainstream journalists, the 

author assumes that the news mix patterns between the two groups were different.          
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CHAPTER 6: AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT KOREAN AMERICAN 
JOURNALISM 

Ten Korean diaspora-oriented media professionals participating in this study 

expressed their opinions on four main themes: 1) Korean American-oriented media 

functions, 2) news coverage of racial/ethnic groups, 3) important problems facing Korean 

American-oriented news media and 4) the future of Korean American-oriented media.   

MEDIA FUNCTIONS 

Many scholars (e.g., Lasswell, 1948; Viswanath & Arora, 2000; Weaver & 

Wilhoit, 1996; Wilson II, Gutierrez, & Chao, 2003) have attempted to identify major 

functions of the news media.  Additionally, media practitioners also keep the main goals 

of their organizations in mind.  John Lee, a director at a radio station, listed as three main 

functions of Korean American-oriented media: 1) to provide information for recently-

arrived immigrants to settle in the United States, 2) to protect Korean American 

immigrants’ rights and interests, and 3) to strengthen ethnic cohesion and cultural 

maintenance.  The first and third functions relate to assimilation and pluralism, and the 

second refers to characteristics that are common to the surveillance function of 

mainstream news media.  All of the journalists interviewed mentioned at least one of the 

three functions when asked about their media’s most important objectives.  John Lee 

stated: 

As we provide information to help Korean American immigrants understand and 
settle in their new host country, we directly and indirectly contribute to interracial 
understanding.  Korean American-oriented media provide the views of U.S. 
mainstream society and other racial communities.  We also play an important role 
in binding the Korean American community together in order to defend Korean 
Americans’ rights and interests.  I believe, in the Korean American community, 
no other organizations are better able to perform this function than the news 
media.  As you know, neither the U.S. nor the Korean government can actively 
roll up their sleeves for Korean Americans’ rights and interests.  We watch for 
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external threats from other racial groups as well as the mainstream society.  
Finally, the Korean American media develop a sense of ethnic identity by 
presenting stories about Korea, Korean culture and community festivals.        

The Information Provider Function 

Korean American-oriented news media garner, select, and report information as 

other U.S. mainstream journalists do.  However, as immigrant news media workers, all of 

the Korean American-oriented journalists interviewed also expressed strong beliefs about 

the unique functions of the immigrant media.  In particular, many of those interviewed 

pointed out that the foremost goal of the Korean American-oriented media is to help 

Korean American immigrants settle successfully in their new host country.  An editor at a 

daily newspaper explained why Korean American immigrants prefer their news media to 

that of the U.S. mainstream media:  

The language barrier is just one of the reasons why Korean Americans choose 
Korean-language newspapers. I think, more importantly, they choose Korean 
American-oriented media rather than U.S. or Korean mainstream media because 
we provide relevant information to help the immigrants settle into the U.S. 
society.  The U.S. mainstream media also provide such information.  However, 
only Korean American media provide that information in detail and from Korean-
American perspectives.   

Korean American-oriented journalists pointed out that there is a major difference 

between mainstream media and immigrant media in terms of ranking which function is 

most important.  In general, U.S. mainstream journalists focus primarily on the watchdog 

function whereas Korean American-oriented media workers tend to consider the function 

of information provider as most important. Nicole Jung, a news staff member at a daily 

newspaper noted: 

We are eager to report important information, government policies and 
community events in detail.  We should serve as a bridge between the Korean 
American community, the government, and mainstream society.  Due to the 
language barrier and cultural differences, Korean American immigrants may fall 
behind others in terms of information gathering and processing.  In addition, we 
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also deliver the Korean American community’s opinions to the government and 
mainstream society.            

 

Consequently, news topics of the Korean American-oriented media that are 

considered most popular differ from those of the U.S. mainstream media.  All of the 

journalists interviewed noted that the Korean American media place greater emphasis on 

certain news topics, such as immigration, business/economy and education.  The Korean 

American news media frequently deliver the three main topics.  In addition, the emphasis 

is conveyed in several ways: placement of a news story, pictorial treatment, length of 

aired time, length of the news article, etc.  Su-Jong Kim, an editor at a daily newspaper, 

pointed out that Korean American immigrants generally look for five different news 

topics:  (1) basic information for settling in the U.S., (2) immigration, (3) 

business/economy, (4) education and (5) leisure/travel. These topics are based on the 

immigrants’ interests that change over time according to the time they have lived in the 

U.S. and their individual life stages.     

At first, newly arrived immigrants look mainly for basic information that will help 
them settle into the American society.  After that, they tend to look for 
information on immigration because many of them need to deal with their 
immigration status.  For example, those with green cards may want U.S. 
citizenship while undocumented residents are eager to find a way to legally stay 
in the United States.  After taking care of their immigration status, they look for 
information on business and the economy to help them make money to support 
their families. In addition, they become interested in education-related 
information as their children grow up.  Finally, after taking care of their 
immigration and financial problems, as well as assuming responsibility for their 
children’s education, they may want to spend time and money for their own 
leisure and vacations. 

 

Many of those interviewed rated business and economic news as most important 

among the five news topics.  An assistant director and producer at a radio station stated, 

“I think Korean American immigrants are interested in business/economy-related news 
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more than immigration news.”  A business staff writer at a daily newspaper pointed out 

that many investors in Korea also tend to read business/economy news stories that 

Korean American-oriented media provide through the Internet.  Daniel Choi, a former 

business editor at a daily newspaper, also commented that business news, especially 

financial technology, was the most frequently delivered news topic in his newspaper. 

The Community Sentinel Function 

One of the media’s main functions is to identify threats from the external 

environment (Lasswell, 1948).  In general, diasporic minority groups are potentially 

vulnerable to discrimination from other ethnic groups, mainstream societies, and the 

government.  Therefore, the diasporic media serve as “radars and early warning systems” 

against such external threats (Viswanath & Arora, 2000).  Many scholars focus on the 

ethnic minority media’s news content to serve as a community sentinel for reporting 

news such as the legal rights of the diasporic community, immigration laws, regulations 

affecting the  immigrant community, and crimes against immigrants (Wilson II, 

Gutierrez, & Chao, 2003; Viswanath & Arora, 2000).   As another way of examining the 

immigrant community’s sentinel function some of the journalists interviewed suggested 

looking at the process by which the diasporic media journalists gather news, and at the 

U.S. mainstream society’s awareness of the existence of the ethnic media.  Helen Park, a 

director at a television station noted: 

I believe the most important role of the Korean American media is to protect 
Korean Americans’ rights and interests.  One of the ways to achieve this goal is 
the process by which Korean American journalists gather news.  City councils 
and government officials may notice how important a certain issue or policy is to 
the Korean community or the media may provide information to the Korean 
American community through the Korean American-oriented media’s news 
gathering process.  If government officials see a bunch of cameras with Korean 
American media logos that are focusing on them, the officials probably consider 
the Korean American community’s perspectives at least one more time before 
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making decisions that influence the Korean American community.  In addition, 
the city councils and government officials also get to know the opinions and 
thoughts of the Korean American community through communication with 
Korean American journalists.   
 

The journalists interviewed presented several specific examples of what they view 

as the community sentinel function.  Nicole Jung, a reporter at a daily newspaper, held up 

as a good example Assembly Bill 187 regarding the sale of traditional Korean rice cakes 

(called “ddeok” in Korean) at room temperature.  In 2001, the Los Angeles County 

Department of Health expressed concern about the way the Korean American rice cakes 

were preserved after preparation.  The Health Department insisted that Korean rice cake 

bakers should refrigerate their rice cakes at the point of sale because the Health 

Department worried that the water content of Korean rice cakes could lead to the growth 

of bacteria.  Jung explained, “But the regulation resulted from a lack of cultural 

information and unfounded concern on the part of the officials.  The regulation could 

have ruined not only the taste of Korean rice cakes but the Korean tradition, as well.  

Refrigeration of rice cakes makes the cakes harden rapidly and, as a result, their value 

drops dramatically.”  After the Korean American-oriented media reported the regulation 

several times, the Korean American community took direct action to oppose the 

regulation.  Later, the Governor of California signed the bill to maintain the serving of 

Korean rice cakes at room temperature.   

For Korean Americans, the Los Angeles civil unrest that took place in 1992 was 

among the most disastrous events in Korean American immigration history.  Many 

Korean Americans refer to the event as “429 (sa-i-gu in Korean, which stands for four-

two-nine)” because it erupted on April 29, 1992.  Chang and Diaz-Veizades (1999) 

contend that Korean Americans, positioned as a “middleman minority” between the 

Whites and African Americans, tend to be used as scapegoats and blamed for U.S. 
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economic and social problems.  A director at a television station agreed with that 

perspective: 

When the sa-i-gu riot erupted, Koreatown was just like hell.  Even though many 
Korean American-owned stores and restaurants were destroyed by fire, the U.S. 
mainstream news media seldom reported the scenes.  The sa-i-gu was caused by 
the beating of a Black man by several White policemen.  But, U.S. mainstream 
society and media attempted to focus on and exaggerate the conflict between 
Korean Americans and Blacks while avoiding the essentials of the incident.  At 
that time, we recognized we should protect our own interests and rights.  So, 
Korean American immigrant media spoke on behalf of Korean Americans.  We 
will report any unfair treatment and policies against Korean Americans, as 
always.   
 

Nicole Jung provided another example she recently experienced:   
 

During U.S. citizenship interviews for immigrants in Los Angeles, several Korean 
American immigrants were asked, “Which country would you fight for if a war 
between your motherland country and the United States occurred?”  After having 
received several Korean American immigrants’ complaints about the question, I 
talked with U.S. government officials regarding the outrageous question.  After 
my news report, the Korean American community strongly protested against the 
offensive question, and the question was withdrawn.  
 

The Ethnic Consolidator Function 

Riggins (1992) points out, “If ethnic media did not contribute to ethnic cohesion 

and cultural maintenance to some extent, there would be little justification for their 

existence except as a marketing tool and an instrument of social control” (p. 3).  All of 

the journalists interviewed were very proud of their media as well as themselves in their 

roles as servants and ethnic consolidators for the Korean American community. Most of 

them view their news media as agencies for maintaining their ethnic identity in the 

United States by reporting Korean American community events and cultural festivals, as 

well as providing information about Korea and Korean culture.     
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In the past, many scholars have attempted to answer the following question, “Does 

diasporic minority media promote or prevent their immigrants’ assimilation into their 

new host country?”  In recent years, however, scholars have recommended that 

immigrant media researchers should go beyond the conflicting dualism mentality 

between assimilation and pluralism.  They indicate that immigrant media play both 

functions of assimilation and pluralism together.  An editor at a daily newspaper, agreed 

by stating: 

I think these two functions work together.  At first glance, it seems that Korean 
American immigrant media focus on the cultural transmission function rather than 
on the assimilation function.  But, ultimately, we contribute to the assimilation of 
Korean Americans into American society.   
 

Man-Soon Kang, an editor at another daily newspaper also rebutted the dualism 

notion between assimilation and pluralism functions by stating that “While we try to 

maintain our own ethnic identity, we should harmonize with other racial/ethnic groups 

and perform as members of the U.S. society.”  Overall, the journalists considered both 

functions equally important in immigrant-oriented journalism.     

NEWS COVERAGE OF RACIAL GROUPS 

News media construct stereotypical images of racial groups (Wilson II, Gutierrez, 

& Chao, 2003).  Ethnic media news content is not racial stereotype-free (Bai, in press).  

Racial images are constructed and strengthened by news media and delivered to their 

audiences.  In this study, interviewees were asked whether they agreed that their news 

media construct and deliver racial stereotypes.   Interestingly, none of the Korean-

American journalists agreed that the Korean American-oriented news media depict racial 

stereotypes to as great a degree as the U.S. mainstream news media does.  Most of the 
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journalists interviewed defended their news media against two accusations: one about a 

lack of news coverage of other racial individuals and groups and the other about 

stereotypic portrayals of other individuals and groups. 

Interviewer:  Korean American news media tends to overlook stories about other 
racial/ethnic individuals and communities.    
 

Journalist:  It is true.  But if you understand why the Korean American media 
exists in the U.S., you might understand why we focus heavily on the Korean 
American population and community. Lack of coverage of other racial groups 
cannot be blamed here on diasporic minority journalism.   
 

Interviewer:  Even when the Korean American media cover other racial/ethnic 
groups and individuals, the media seem to provide racial stereotypic images in 
certain ways.  For example, Blacks are frequently shown as villains in crime 
news.  Latinos are commonly described as problematic laborers. 
 

Journalist:  I don’t think so.  By and large, our news stories simply reflect the 
world as it is.  I don’t think we exaggerate or distort reality.  We just reflect the 
situation of Koreatown and certain racial groups are commonly shown in certain 
issues or events. I say that our news content regarding interracial relationships is 
natural.  We are just describing Blacks and Latinos who are positively and 
negatively involved in Korean Americans’ everyday lives.            
 

The journalists’ responses coincided with media scholar James Fallows’ (1997) 

remark: “Criticize reporters or editors for their negativity, and you will be told that they 

are merely reflecting the world as it is.  Objecting to news coverage, they say, is merely 

‘blaming the messenger’; the press claims no responsibility for the world it displays” (p. 

5).  Even though the journalists interviewed denied that they deliver distortive stereotypic 

images of racial/ethnic minority groups, they admitted that certain racial individuals tend 

to be overrepresented in certain news.  Many of the journalists interviewed pointed out 

that the remedy for the concern cannot be achieved by efforts of the media workforce 
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alone.  A journalist indicated that those in the Korean American community who suffered 

from the “Los Angeles Riots” (i.e., sa-i-gu) may still have negative perceptions toward 

Blacks.  An editor at a daily newspaper noted: 

When the Korean American community has positive interracial relations with 
other racial minority communities, as well as mainstream society, Korean 
American news stories will be much different from what they are now.  In order 
to achieve this goal, the Korean American community and other racial 
communities as well as the Korean American media must combine efforts.   
 

IMPORTANT PROBLEMS OF KOREAN AMERICAN-ORIENTED NEWS MEDIA 

The Korean American journalists interviewed identified several problems that 

their news organizations have experienced.  Some indicated that low salaries and poor 

benefit packages are the most important problems facing their news media.  Kenneth 

Kim, who previously worked for both the Korean American major dailies (i.e., the Korea 

Daily and the Korea Times) and is now working for an ethnic minority-oriented wire 

agency, brought up the Korean American media’s limited number of news topics and 

news gathering efforts as a problem.  He noted:  

After having worked for a wire agency, I can now see that Korean American 
media have reported a limited number of news topics so far. They need to expand 
their views beyond Koreatown.  In terms of both quantity and quality, the Korean 
American media need to upgrade its news content.  In addition, I think it’s time to 
gather city government-related information through their own beat reporting.  
Now, the Korean American news media tend to depend heavily on mainstream 
media for such information.  As a result, Korean American news consumers are 
informed one day after reports are received from the U.S. mainstream media.  
 

Besides the above-mentioned problems, two other issues regarding their 

organizations were frequently mentioned: recruiting/training of the workforce and 

editorial autonomy. 
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Recruiting/training of the workforce 

All of the journalists interviewed mentioned that their news organizations 

experience high turnover and difficulties recruiting new journalists to the workforce.  

According to the journalists, problems that may cause serious setbacks to their media and 

news content include: (1) each journalist’s heavy workload, (2) lack of professionalism, 

(3) news content with a “here-and-now” perspective, (4) lack of in-depth and 

investigative news coverage, and (5) no time to train the workforce.   

First, the limited number of journalists requires more work on the part of each 

existing journalist.  Second, because each journalist has an overwhelming workload, he 

or she cannot invest time to improve his or her journalistic skills and knowledge.  Third, 

Korean American-oriented media that experience difficulty finding the right people in the 

United States now hire veteran journalists from Korea.  In recent years, many journalists 

have been transferred to the U.S. from their news media’s headquarters in Korea. 

Because veteran journalists have high journalistic skills, news organizations do not have 

to spend time and effort for training.  However, the lack of a broad cultural and historical 

knowledge of the Korean American community and the U.S. society may lead to news 

coverage that is done from a here-and-now perspective.  Fourth, Korean American-

oriented media with a limited number of journalists cannot afford the costs of in-depth 

and investigative news coverage, both of which require more time and more journalists.  

Finally, due mainly to the limited number of journalists and financial problems 

experienced by Korean American news organizations, the workforce, including novice 

journalists, are unable to receive organized professional training opportunities. Su-Jong 

Kim at a daily newspaper commented: 

Due to the systemic problems, we cannot afford to train journalists step-by-step.  
Under the circumstances, newly hired journalists must put individual effort into 
learning journalistic skills.  Otherwise, they will remain unqualified journalists 
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with poor journalistic skills - news gathering, writing, and editing – that will 
continue no matter how long they work here. 

 

Editorial autonomy 

In terms of editorial autonomy, all the journalists interviewed mentioned two 

major influences that affect their news coverage:  One is internal influence, meaning their 

news media management; the external influence from outside their media organizations 

are advertisers.  The main sources of advertising revenue for the Korean American-

oriented media come from Korean American small business owners such as 

supermarkets, insurance firms, travel agencies, real estate agencies, and restaurants.  

According to the journalists interviewed, their advertisers indirectly and directly 

influence journalistic decisions to some degree.         

Much of the Korean American-oriented news media were established by Korea-

based media organizations to serve the growing Korean American population. Because 

the top managers of the Korean American media are appointed by their headquarters in 

Korea, they tend to be less familiar with the Korean American community.  News media 

managers whose primary goal is to gain financial profit have attempted to meddle in 

journalistic decisions to some degree (McChesney, 1999; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996).  

Many Korean American journalists interviewed complained about interference by their 

managers with regard to journalistic decisions and news coverage.   

A journalist at a Korean American-oriented news media noted: 

The managers appointed by the headquarters in Korea are eager to live up to their 
bosses’ expectations.  Practically, there is nothing else except financial profits to 
prove their capabilities as managers to their bosses in Korea mainly because their 
bosses in Korea don’t care much about our news content.   
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A former business editor at a daily newspaper explained the interference of 

management in journalistic decisions this way: 

The management frequently gets along with so-called “community opinion 
leaders” who are mostly business owners.  To them, Korean business owners’ 
perspectives are considered the Korean American community’s public opinions.  
Basically, the management wants us to report news coverage in favor of 
community economic growth.  Even when we report news forecasts about the 
economy, the management tends to interfere with journalistic decisions.  It’s O.K. 
when the economy is really good.  But even when the economy doesn’t seem to 
be good or cannot recover soon, the management still wants us to report a positive 
and bright forecast about the economy.  They believe that if we forecast gloomy 
economic conditions, Korean Americans will be less likely to consume products 
and invest their money.  Lower spending and fewer investments will affect not 
only Korean American business owners, the so called “community opinion 
leaders,” but also will have a serious effect in our advertising revenue.        

Similar problems commonly occur in U.S. mainstream journalism.  Kaniss (1991) 

in her book “Making Local News,” argues that the U.S. mainstream news media have a 

strong inclination toward regional economic growth for the following reasons:  

Since the news firm’s profits are dependent on audience size and advertising 
revenues, the greater the total population of the locality and the healthier the 
economy, the more potential readers or viewers and advertisers the news firm can 
hope to attract.  (…) As a result of this interest in growth, it is argued, the local 
news media often take on the role of a booster, much like an arm of the local 
chamber of commerce, actively promoting the kinds of policies and projects that 
would generate economic growth of the area.  According to this theory, publishers 
or media owners at times muzzle their reporters’ critical coverage of certain 
sacred cow public development projects that may promote growth at the expense 
of environmental quality or the sacrifice of other socially valuable uses of public 
funds (p. 52).  
 

THE FUTURE OF KOREAN AMERICAN-ORIENTED MEDIA 

Even though the Korean American-oriented journalists interviewed revealed 

several systemic problems their media face, they were also convinced that their news 

media have a number of strengths and advantages over the U.S. mainstream media.  In 
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addition, many of the interviewees explained current efforts and future plans of their 

media and/or made suggestions to help their media perform more effectively and to 

adjust better to a media environment that is being influenced mainly by the Internet. 

Besides news reporting, the Korean American-oriented media offer a number of 

community services (e.g., free immigration, legal, and financial consulting, citizenship 

seminars, education centers, a Korean American telephone directory, etc.). The media 

also host or sponsor cultural events (e.g., the L.A. Philharmonic, the Korean music 

festival).  Under a joint distribution agreement with the Los Angeles Times, the two 

Korean American major dailies - the Korea Times and the Korea Daily- deliver the 

Sunday Los Angeles Times as a part of their Korean American readers’ regular 

subscriptions.   

In American journalism, as scholars have indicated, the circulation of daily 

newspapers has been in decline since 1960.  The mainstream media is limited in its 

ability to respond to its many diverse audiences, including ethnic minorities. While 

general-market daily newspapers struggle for circulation gains, the Korean American 

daily newspapers are flourishing as the number of Korean American immigrants continue 

to increase over time (Engel, 2002).  Recognizing that, every journalist interviewed 

pointed out that the Korean American news media enjoys certain advantages over the 

U.S. mainstream media.  An editor at a daily newspaper put it this way: 

It seems to me that the future of Korean American-oriented media is bright.  
Korean immigrants keep coming and the number of Korean Americans has been 
increasing.  We provide information Korean Americans look for and need through 
the eyes of Korean immigrants.  In terms of information gathering and reporting 
and media management, we have learned by our mistakes and have accumulated 
valuable know-how over a long period of time.  I am very confident that U.S. or 
Korea mainstream media cannot compete with us in terms of serving Korean 
immigrants.   
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 From this perspective, Korean immigrant communities offer a niche market for 

the management of Korean American-oriented media in which the Korean American-

oriented media do not have to compete with the mainstream media.  However, that fact 

illuminates both the bright and dark sides of the Korean American media.  Eugene Han, a 

staff writer at a daily newspaper, criticized the passive attitudes of management at two 

major daily newspapers in Koreatown by noting: “Because Korean American-oriented 

media haven’t felt the need to compete with both Korean and U.S. general-market media, 

they have fallen behind modern trends and have not dealt with external changes.”  Most 

of the journalists interviewed also recognized that their media need to embrace new 

technology and expand their target audiences.   

Jason Cho at a broadcast media noted:    

The influx of Korean immigrants will surely increase mainly due to the Free 
Trade Agreement between the U.S. and Korea, as well as the U.S. visa waiver 
program for Koreans.  Members of the second generation of Korean American 
immigrants are interested in learning Korean-language, as well.  In the near 
future, Korean American news media should be able to utilize new media such as 
the Internet and iPod to attract young people.  We should also put our efforts into 
creating synergistic effects between the traditional media and the new media for 
our news consumers.        

  

Kenneth Kim, an ethnic minority-oriented news agency journalist, expanded on 

Cho’s idea: 

Now, the Korea Daily and the Korea Times are mainly for Korean immigrants.  
What I mean is that their main target audiences are newly-arrived Korean 
Americans.  But, I think, ultimately, both of these newspapers should expand their 
functions to attract all Korean Americans in the United States, including the 2nd 
and 3rd generations as well as the immigrant generation.  From this perspective, 
the Korean American media should serve as ethnic news media rather than as 
immigrant-oriented media.   
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In conclusion, the Korean American media professionals in this study have 

perceived their Korean American diaspora-oriented media as an essential diasporic 

sphere for Korean American immigrants.  Consistent with the results of the survey for 

this dissertation, most of the interviewees evaluated assimilation and cultural pluralism 

functions as the most important functions of diasporic media and refuted the dualism 

notion between assimilation and pluralism functions of diasporic media.  By protecting 

Korean immigrants’ rights and interests and identifying threats such as racial 

discrimination against Korean Americans in the U.S. society, the Korean diasporic media 

professionals in this study considered their media as directly and indirectly promoting 

both assimilation and cultural pluralism. The diasporic media professionals have 

perceived the importance of their media to the Korean American community and 

expected a positive future for the Korean American diaspora-oriented media, even though 

their media have run into several internal and structural problems which they have yet to 

overcome. 
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

One of the main purposes of this study has been to sketch out who Korean 

American diaspora-oriented journalists are and how they make news, taking into account 

several forces on the individual, organizational, extramedia, and social system levels that 

influence the gatekeeping processes and news content.  In addition, this dissertation has 

attempted to investigate what interests Korean American diaspora-oriented journalists 

mainly serve.  The holistic picture of Korean diaspora-oriented news media and their 

journalists that has emerged provides a stepping stone for describing the functions of 

diasporic news media in the era of globalization.  A multi-method approach was 

employed to intensely explore media functions and news values in diaspora-oriented 

journalism.  This chapter summarizes highlights of the data analysis discussed in the 

previous chapter and considers their implications.  Limitations of this study and 

recommendations for future research are also suggested. 

GENERAL BACKGROUND/DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 

 Demographic and general characteristics of journalists have long been research 

topics among scholars.  In the field of diasporic journalism, including Korean American 

news media, however, little is known about that subset of journalists.  Based on findings 

of this study, basic characteristics and backgrounds of Korean American journalists are in 

some ways noticeably different from those of U.S. general market-oriented journalists 

and in other ways similar.   

For example, the proportion of female journalists (26% vs. 33%), journalists’ 

average years of professional experience (11 years vs. 15 years), and median age of 

journalists (38 years old vs. 41 years old) are relatively low among the Korean American 

journalists, compared to the U.S. general market-oriented journalists. On the other hand, 
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there are strong similarities between political leanings, percentage of Protestants, and 

highest level of educational attainment.  The proportion of Korean American journalists 

who report “no religion” (29%) was relatively high whereas the proportion of Korean 

American journalists at both ends of the age spectrum (under 30 years and over 50) was 

significantly lower, compared to U.S. journalists.   

All things considered, Korean American diaspora-oriented news media have 

mostly failed to diversify their news professionals in terms of gender and age.  On the 

assumption that the diversification of journalists’ backgrounds (e.g., gender, age, 

ethnicity, etc.) lead to more and better news coverage as a result of greater diversification 

of perspectives, Korean American diaspora-oriented news media may want to consider 

increasing diversification in their newsrooms.    A considerable number of studies (e.g., 

Beam, 2008; Cassidy, 2008) empirically show that individual-level factors may influence 

news content and/or gatekeeping processes.  The present study also found that male 

journalists tend to endorse the wrongdoing scrutinizer function more than female 

journalists.  In addition, age difference affects role perception among Korean diasporic 

journalists.  The author admits that even though newsroom personnel’s characteristics get 

diversified, if ultimate decision-making power lies in the hands of a few (e.g., chief 

editor, media owner), news coverage and its perspectives will not be pluralistic as 

expected.  The author, however, argues that diversification of gatekeepers in a newsroom 

is a necessary and fundamental condition for diversification of news content and its 

perspectives.  For example, young reporters can provide fresh perspectives to news 

coverage whereas veteran reporters offer in-depth reporting.  Female reporters’ 

perspectives could be different from their male counterparts’.        

Korean American diaspora-oriented journalism does not seem free from offering 

news content with a here-and-now perspective.  Many Korean American diaspora-
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oriented journalists are recent immigrants to the United States; more than one-third hold 

work visas.  More than half have stayed in the United States no more than 10 years, and a 

considerable number (22%) have been in the United States no more than 5 years.  The 

author assumes that a lack of a broad cultural and historical knowledge of the Korean 

American community and U.S. society may contribute to news coverage from a here-and-

now perspective.   

As found in this study, the longer a Korean diasporic journalist has lived in the 

United States, the more positively he or she tends to perceive other racial groups (except 

Blacks), as well as Korean Americans.  In addition, the “long-stay” journalists tend to be 

sensitive to racial issues and ethnic identity.  Diasporic media deliver not only news 

content but also racial ideology to their news consumers.  Matsaganis, Katz, and Ball-

Rokeach (2011) point out that diasporic/ethnic media are “at the heart of the everyday 

practices that produce and transform ethnic identity, culture, and perceptions of race” (p. 

15).  From this perspective, the findings suggest that journalists who have been in the 

United States longer are more likely to cover interracial issues or other racial/ethnic 

community-related stories in an “objective” or “positive” manner without racially biased 

perspectives. 

NEWS TOPICS 

Based on results of this study, Korean diaspora-oriented journalists place 

emphasis on three major news topics: immigration, business/economy, and education.  

Most of the journalists consider those topics as most important and interesting to Korean 

American news consumers.  Most news topics, including the top three, were ranked as 

both “important” and “interesting.”  Korean diaspora-oriented journalists perceive their 

audiences as being more interested in Korean political news and crime news than in U.S. 
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political news and information about general policies, but, paradoxically, the journalists 

stated that they consider U.S. political news and information on general policies as being 

more important for Korean immigrants.  This contradiction suggests that the news topic 

mix of Korean diaspora-oriented news media may need attention.   

The results of two content analyses provide a useful hint as to whether Korean 

diaspora-oriented journalists are more likely to cover “important” or “interesting” news 

topics.  The four news topics of economic/business, immigration/immigrant, education, 

and crime were most frequently covered by journalists who work for the two major 

Korean newspapers.  In addition, their front pages also frequently deliver sports, 

accidents, disasters, and entertainment news stories.  In other words, the Korean 

American news media seem to strive to attract Korean Americans’ interest by providing 

news stories that may be “interesting” rather than “important” to their news audience, 

gauged by the mix of news topics on their front pages.   

Considering the diasporic news media’s unique functions, however, it seems 

unfair to conclude that the diasporic news media seldom perform their ultimate tasks.  

One of the most important goals of the diasporic news media is to provide information 

for recently arrived immigrants to settle in their new host country.  As mentioned by one 

of the interviewees in this study, Korean American immigrants generally look for five 

different news topics that depend on the individual’s stage of life: (1) basic information 

for settling in the U.S. (typically) for newly arrived immigrants; (2) information on 

immigration policies (mainly) for undocumented or relatively new immigrants; (3) 

business and economy news (largely) for those who already took care of their 

immigration status; (4) information on education and educational system (ultimately) for 

the settled  immigrants’ second generation; and finally (5) information on leisure/travel 

(chiefly) for immigrants who took care of their immigration status, financial problems, 
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and their children’s education.  From this perspective, the Korean diasporic media seem 

to rather actively perform their self-assigned responsibilities.  In fact, it is absurd to 

expect newly arrived immigrants who are busy settling in a new environment to eagerly 

look for political news stories and general information of their host country, with the 

exception of immigration policies.                    

NEWS SOURCES/CHANNELS 

The size of each of the Korean American diaspora-oriented news media is 

relatively small.  Therefore, Korean diasporic journalists rely heavily on news wire 

services and other news media for gathering news stories.  The U.S. mainstream media 

are one of their major news gathering channels.  The Internet is also a place where 

Korean American diasporic journalists gather news items cost-efficiently.  One 

interesting finding is that Korean American broadcast media frequently rely on Korean 

American print media for news gathering whereas the print media journalists seldom use 

Korean American broadcast media to collect news items.  This finding suggests that the 

general trend in U.S. mainstream journalism may also occur in diaspora-oriented 

journalism: print news media serve as an agenda initiator for broadcasting news media.               

NEWS VALUE/NEWSWORTHINESS     

Korean American journalists seem to be eager to understand concerns of their 

news consumers in order to satisfy their audiences’ needs and demands.  Korean 

American journalists ranked as very high two news value criteria: “possibility to interest 

news audiences” and “Korean Americans’ typical favorite topics.”  Whether any Korean 

American is involved in or related to a news story is by far the most important factor 

influencing newsworthiness in Korean American journalism. In addition, “physical 

closeness to the Korean American community (i.e., geographical proximity)” ranked 
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high.  Therefore, it is no surprise that the Korean American news media tend to cover 

heavily Koreatown in Los Angeles and Korean Americans.  All in all, the results of this 

study indicate that Korean American diaspora-oriented news media gatekeeping is 

influenced more by non-individual than by individual forces.  

Those findings are somewhat consistent with Weaver and his colleagues’ (2007) 

study that found in U.S. mainstream journalism “journalistic training” and “supervisors” 

were ranked relatively high; the same factor hold true also for Korean diasporic 

journalism.  In addition, like general market-oriented journalists, Korean diaspora-

oriented journalists are also interested in audience needs and demands.  Unlike U.S. 

general market-oriented journalists, however, Korean diasporic journalists do not value 

other news organizations, including U.S. mainstream media and competing Korean 

American media, as factors important for influencing their conceptions of 

newsworthiness.  From this perspective, it can be assumed that intermedia agenda-setting 

effects from other U.S. mainstream media and competing Korean diasporic media are less 

likely to occur in Korean American diaspora-oriented journalism.  Yet, as previously 

discussed, the Korean American journalists regularly scan news content of U.S. 

mainstream media and frequently look over news content of other competing Korean 

diasporic media.  Considering these seeming contradictions, it is worth investigating 

intermedia agenda-setting effects between U.S. mainstream media and Korean diasporic 

media as well as between two different Korean diasporic media.      

The findings of this study with regard to content analysis indicate that there is no 

significant relationship between the news mix pattern of the Los Angeles Times and those 

of the two major Korean diasporic dailies.  However, the two Korean diasporic dailies’ 

news mix patterns were almost identical.  Based on results of the survey among 

journalists and content analyses, the author assumes that the shared news values among 
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Korean American journalists likely leads to almost identical news mix patterns between 

the two different Korean diasporic newspapers.  This tentative conclusion, however, 

awaits further refinement and correction in light of further research.           

Corresponding to the Korean diaspora-oriented journalists’ self-reports regarding 

conceptions of newsworthiness, results of the content analysis indicate that Korean 

American- and Korean-involved/related news stories were most frequently delivered by 

the Korean news media, compared with news stories that did not involve Koreans or 

Korean Americans.  Likewise, news events or issues that took place in or near the city of 

Los Angeles were heavily covered by the Korean diaspora-oriented media.  What stands 

out most from the content analysis is that cultural proximity (i.e., Korean or Korean 

American-related/involved news stories) rather than geographical proximity (i.e., news 

stories covering events or issues occurring in Koreatown in Los Angeles and the city of 

Los Angeles) significantly influence the degree of newsworthiness of a news story.   

Figure 7-1: Typology to predict how newsworthy events/issues are perceived to 
be,based on cultural and geographical proximities 
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Figure 7-1 illustrates a typology to predict how newsworthy events/issues are 

perceived, based on cultural and geographical proximities.  Newsworthiness is highest 

when an event/issue has both high cultural proximity and geographical proximity.  For 

example, the front page (A-1) of the Korea Daily’s December 6, 2009 issue carried a 

human interest news story with a picture, describing a 45 year-old Korean American male 

who had worked as a dry cleaner and had graduated from the Los Angeles Police 

Academy.  The story was located in the upper-left part of the page, filled three columns, 

and consisted of more than 10 paragraphs.   

When geographical proximity is low and cultural proximity is high, 

newsworthiness in Korean American-oriented journalism is moderately high (i.e., the 

second highest newsworthy).  For example, the Korea Times reported a news story about 

Michelle Rhee, the Korean American Chancellor of the District of Columbia Public 

School system on November 28, 2009.  The story about Chancellor Rhee’s successful 

performance was located in the upper-most part of the second page (A-2) with a picture.  

On the other hand, newsworthiness in Korean American-oriented journalism is low when 

cultural proximity is low and geographical proximity is high, as is the case with a non-

Korean American/Korean-involved crime news story that occurred in Los Angeles.  The 

level of newsworthiness is also low when both cultural proximity and geographical 

proximity are low, as was the case when the United States Congress passed a national 

budget.   In short, when the degree of cultural proximity is high, the degree of 

geographical proximity matters with regard to the degree of newsworthiness.  If the 

degree of cultural proximity is low, however, it does not matter whether the news story 

occurred in Los Angeles or other states or countries in determining the degree of 

newsworthiness.   
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It seems natural to ask, then, what other factors influence the degree of 

newsworthiness of a news story in diasporic journalism.  Some news stories with a low 

degree of cultural proximity sometimes get front page coverage with a visual treatment, 

while others with the same low degree of cultural proximity are barely noticeable. The 

findings of this study help explain this paradox.  Besides cultural and geographical 

proximities, news topics and news valence are additional factors that influence the degree 

of newsworthiness of a news story.  The three favorite news topics—economy/business, 

immigration/immigrant, and education—are more likely than others to receive high-level 

newsworthiness treatment.  Interestingly, contrary to determinations by mainstream 

journalists, good news (i.e., positively valenced news) rather than bad news (i.e., 

negatively valenced news) has a better chance of receiving high-level newsworthiness 

treatment in the field of diasporic journalism.  The author assumes that the unique 

functions of the diasporic media cause this interesting result as discussed in the following 

section.  Among the four factors of news topic and news valence as well as cultural and 

geographical proximities, cultural proximity serves as the strongest factor in influencing 

the degree of newsworthiness of a news story in Korean diasporic journalism.   

JOURNALISTIC ROLE CONCEPTION/MEDIA FUNCTION 

Korean diaspora-oriented journalists’ role conceptions are partly consistent with 

U.S. mainstream journalists, based on a study by Weaver and his associates (2007). 

Especially, the three journalistic roles of “getting information to public quickly,” 

“avoiding stories with unverified content,” and “providing analysis of complex 

problems” were rated relatively high by both groups, whereas the role of “serving as an 

adversary of business” was devalued by both Korean diaspora-oriented journalists and 

U.S. general market-oriented journalists.    
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Using factor analysis, the author aggregated the individual responses to the 

battery of 18 questions into broader attitudinal clusters:  interracial harmonizer, ethnic 

consolidator, populist mobilizer, psychological booster, and wrongdoing scrutinizer.  By 

adding two additional functions (i.e., disseminator and interpreter) to the originally 

constructed five diasporic media functions, all 18 journalistic roles were included in one 

of the seven media functions.  The author grouped the seven functions in two categories: 

diasporic media’s unique functions and general media functions.  The first includes the 

functions of interracial harmonizer, ethnic consolidator, and psychological booster and 

the second consists of the functions of disseminator, interpreter, populist mobilizer, and 

wrongdoing scrutinizer.  

One of the important findings of this study is that most Korean diaspora-oriented 

journalists embrace more than one of these seven role conceptions.  Even though the 

functions of interracial harmonizer and the ethnic consolidator seem to stand in 

contradiction to each other, a considerable number of interracial harmonizers also 

endorsed the function of ethnic consolidator and vice versa.  In general, the Korean 

American journalists valued the interracial harmonizer function most, followed by the 

disseminator, ethnic consolidator, and interpreter functions.  It is noteworthy that the 

interracial harmonizer function was rated higher than any fundamental media function, 

such as the disseminator and interpretive functions.  The finding suggests that Korean 

diaspora-oriented journalists keep in mind that their foremost responsibility is to help 

Korean immigrants settle smoothly in their new host country and to live in harmony with 

other racial groups.    

Results of the survey suggest that discussing unfair policies or treatments by the 

U.S. government or society against Korean Americans is considered to be the number 

one responsibility among 18 journalistic roles for Korean diaspora-oriented journalists.  
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As a community sentinel, the diasporic media, therefore, serve as early warning systems 

against any external threats such as racial discrimination and anti-immigration policies 

that may impede “interracial harmony.”  Through in-depth interviews with several 

experienced Korean media professionals, the author determined reasons why discussing 

unfair policies or treatments by the U.S. government or society against Korean 

Americans clustered with two other roles of “helping Korean Americans settle in the U.S. 

and become U.S. citizens” and “helping Korean Americans’ racial harmony with other 

racial groups.” Korean diaspora-oriented journalists consider their community sentinel 

role as prerequisite for protection of Korean immigrants’ rights that, in turn, make it 

possible for Korean immigrants to achieve interracial harmony in the United States.   

Journalistic role conceptions were found to differ in terms of the journalists’ 

gender and media type.  Male journalists valued the functions of ethnic consolidator, 

populist mobilizer, and wrongdoing scrutinizer more than their female counterparts did.  

It is noteworthy that the most popular function, interracial harmonizer, was rated almost 

identically by male and female journalists.  In other words, there was no gender 

difference in terms of the function of interracial harmonizer.  Print media journalists were 

found to strive to deliver good news, whereas their broadcast counterparts were found 

eager to report bad news.  The finding illustrates that print media journalists tend to 

embrace the psychological booster function more than broadcast journalists, whereas 

broadcast personnel endorse the wrongdoing scrutinizer function stronger than print 

media professionals.  In addition, broadcast journalists tend to value the disseminator 

function as more important than their print media counterparts.  Even when controlling 

for other key factors, gender differences and media type differences in journalists’ role 

conceptions were present.  Male journalists tend to endorse the wrongdoing scrutinizer 

function more than their female counterparts.  Print media journalists tend to embrace the 
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psychological booster function while broadcast journalists tend to support the 

disseminator function.  

Advertisers and audiences have been found to influence journalists’ role 

conceptions, and responses to the survey of Korean American journalists indicate that 

those journalists who identified themselves as being audience-oriented journalists tend to 

be populist mobilizers and wrongdoing scrutinizers. They tend to support those two 

functions by paying more attention to the interests of ordinary people than community 

leaders or businessmen and fulfill the journalistic roles of “being adversary of business or 

community leaders” and “giving ordinary people a chance to express their views on 

public affairs.”           

By comparison, Korean American journalists who strongly perceived advertisers’ 

influence on their concept of newsworthiness tended in their responses to the survey to 

endorse the psychological booster function. This finding supports media scholars’ 

arguments about the relationship between advertisers and local media’s boosterism, 

discussed in Chapter Two.  Local media boosterism may occur as the result of 

expectations that economic growth in the community will bring more advertising money 

to the news organizations.  In other words, the more advertisers exert their influence on 

gatekeeping processes, the more important journalists rank the psychological booster 

function.  If journalists in the role of psychological boosters frequently deliver news on 

Korean Americans’ successes in the economic/business field, such as favorable reportage 

of regional economic growth and new community projects, Korean American advertisers 

and news organizations may indirectly benefit from such news stories.  In general, the 

managers of news organizations want their journalists to report a positive and bright 

forecast about the economy.  As one of the interviewees in this study stressed, the 

management believes that such positive and bright news may promote Korean 
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Americans’ consumption and investments that, in turn, will benefit Korean businessmen 

who are the major source of advertising revenue of Korean diasporic media 

organizations.        

The length of time that Korean American journalists have lived in the U.S. 

appears to exert a strong influence on the interracial harmonizer function and on the 

ethnic consolidator function, which are the two elements that define unique functions of 

diasporic media. Specifically, the longer a Korean journalist has lived in the U.S., the 

more he or she tends to embrace the interracial harmonizer and ethnic consolidator 

functions.  These findings seem inconsistent with arguments set forth by intercultural 

communication scholars that newly arrived immigrants are ethnicity-oriented and over 

time tend to develop a stronger assimilatory mindset in the new host country.  As 

previously discussed, many interracial harmonizers embrace the ethnic consolidator 

function and vice versa.   Findings from the survey of Korean American journalists 

suggest the two functions may not be contradictory and that it may be advisable to 

reconsider the competing rivalry relationship.  According to results of this study, the 

longer Korean American journalists stay in the United States, the more sensitive they 

become both to racial issues and to their own ethnic identities.  Therefore, Korean 

diaspora-oriented journalists who have stayed for a long time in the United States are 

likely to pay more attention to news stories that cover racial issues and to news that 

promotes construction of ethnic identity.   This finding helps to explain why newly-

arrived journalists from Korea who do not have a strong understanding of U.S. society 

and of their own immigrant community cover news of racial and ethnic issues in a 

relatively insensitive manner. 

Korean American journalists identified journalistic training as a factor that is 

influential for functions of interracial harmonizer, disseminator, and interpreter.  The 
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finding of a relationship between journalists’ length of stay in the U.S. and their 

sensitivity to racial/ethnic issues suggests that media organizations may want to provide 

more in-depth training for newly arrived Korean American journalists, especially with 

regard to the fundamental journalistic functions of disseminator and interpreter.  More 

importantly, diaspora-oriented media organizations worldwide may want to consider 

instilling a greater awareness of the importance of journalists’ interracial harmonizer 

function since, by definition, diaspora communities involve immigrants of one race 

settling in new host countries of different races.  With more training, journalists of 

diaspora media can more easily identify interracial harmonizer function-related events.  

For example, with more training, Korean American journalists in Los Angeles might 

have quickly identified their interracial harmonizer role relative to Assembly Bill 187 that 

sought to prohibit the sale of traditional Korean rice cakes (called “ddeok” in Korean) at 

room temperature.   

RACIAL/ETHNIC GROUP CONCEPTION 

The finding of this study that Korean American journalists value the interracial 

harmonizer function as the most important media function appears to contradict Korean 

American journalists’ perceptions about members of other racial minority groups, 

especially Latinos and Blacks.   Consistent with the author’s previous research that found 

the Korean diasporic press frequently delivers negatively stereotyped images of other 

racial minority groups, findings of the survey conducted for this study imply that Korean 

American journalists tend to internalize prevailing racial ideologies of the U.S. 

None of the Korean diasporic media professionals the author interviewed 

admitted that their media construct and deliver stereotypical images of other racial 

groups.  When questioned about that possibility, the interviewees stated that their 
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coverage simply reflects the world as it is.  Several Korean journalists argued, “Our news 

content regarding interracial relationships is natural without distorted or exaggerated 

reality.”  However, results of the survey conducted for this study appear to contradict the 

interviewees’ statements, revealing the extent to which racial/ethnic biases held by 

Korean American journalists are, in fact, strongly influenced by racial stereotypes 

perpetuated by the White-dominated American society that favors Whites especially 

relative to Blacks and Latinos.  The content analysis of a previous study by the author 

further showed that Korean American journalists also favor other Korean Americans and 

Koreans, as described below.  A comparison of survey results among Korean American 

journalists for this study with results of a previous study in which the author conducted a 

content analysis of interracial interactions presented in the Korean American diasporic 

media has led the author to conclude that depictions of Whites, Latinos, Blacks, and 

Asian Americans in the Korean American diaspora media, despite the journalists’ 

statements to the contrary, are, in fact, reflections of perceptions that Korean American 

journalists who work for the diaspora media in Los Angeles have in their own minds with 

regard to other racial groups in the United States. 

Results of the study indicate that Blacks, especially, were more negatively rated 

by the Korean American journalists in all of six traits examined (i.e., intimacy, diligence, 

intelligence, trustworthiness, friendliness, and contribution to Korean American 

community).  In terms of the overall rating, Korean Americans living in the U.S. received 

the highest ratings, followed by Koreans in Korea, Asian Americans, Whites, Latinos, 

and Blacks, respectively.  The mean ratings among the three groups of Korean 

Americans, Koreans, and Asian Americans, were almost identical.  Excluding the three 

highest groups, Whites received the highest ratings from the Korean diasporic journalists.  

Latinos were sometimes ranked third (contribution to Korean American community), 
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fourth (intimacy), fifth (hardworking and trustworthiness), and the lowest (intelligence).  

Only Blacks were rated the lowest in five of the six traits.  Consequently, only one-fifth 

of the Korean diaspora-oriented journalists rated Blacks as positive.  These findings are 

helpful for understanding why the Korean American diaspora-oriented press more 

frequently delivers one-sided portrayals of Blacks than the general market-oriented 

media.  All things considered, it can be assumed that Korean immigrants frequently 

encounter news content that depicts the prevailing racial stereotypes in the United States.   

MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEMS FACING THE KOREAN COMMUNITY AND THE UNITED 
STATES 

The three major problems facing the Korean American community as perceived 

by the Korean diaspora-oriented journalists are the economy, community unity, and low 

assimilation into the U.S. mainstream society.  Findings of this study based on content 

analysis and survey of Korean American journalists suggest that the Korean diaspora-

oriented media’s news content and conceptions by Korean diasporic journalists of their 

roles as professionals reflect what the journalists themselves are mainly concerned about.  

In terms of news topics, their most favorite news topic is the economy and business.  In 

terms of journalistic role conceptions, the major problems facing the Korean American 

community have something to do with the interracial harmonizer and ethnic consolidator 

functions.  Viewed from this perspective, it is worth investigating the agenda-setting 

effects on Korean diasporic journalism by determining where the journalists’ agenda 

come from, to what extent the journalists’ perceptions about important problems 

influence news content and gatekeeping processes, and to what degree the news content 

of the Korean American diaspora media influences the news audience’s perceptions.  In 

conducting agenda-setting research, not only the research topics but also the racial 

images delivered by the news media can serve as interesting research subject matter. 
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Interestingly, Korean American diaspora-oriented journalists interviewed for this 

study indicated they consider racial conflicts and discrimination, on the one hand, and 

immigration and immigrant-related issues, on the other, as ranking second and third 

among the most important problems facing the United States.  However, the U.S. general 

population seems to think differently.  Even though both groups consider the economy as 

the number one problem facing the United States, Americans consider that the Iraq war 

and healthcare rank number two and three.  Racial conflict/discrimination was seldom 

mentioned by Americans. Whether the finding among Americans reflects their true 

thinking on the issue of race or is a denial, as suggested by recent studies of the 

politically motivated Tea Party Movement, is a controversial topic beyond the scope of 

this study.  However, differences in rankings of agendas as presented by the Korean 

American community and the U.S. mainstream society constitute an interesting topic for 

future research.  In general, the diasporic news media serve a populist mobilizer function 

by directing interests of the diaspora, by setting political/social agendas, and by letting 

diasporas express their views.  In the United States, the Korean diasporic media provides 

a diasporic sphere for Korean Americans to contribute to the broader community of 

discussion.             

PRESENT AND FUTURE OF KOREAN AMERICAN MEDIA 

The findings based on the survey conducted for this study indicate that the 

number one problem facing Korean diaspora-oriented news media is recruitment and 

training.  All the journalists interviewed pointed out that their news organizations have 

experienced high turnover and difficulties in recruiting new journalists to the workforce.     

As a result, the workload of current journalists has increased.  The heavy workload plus 

difficulty in finding new journalists has led to a lack of professionalism and of in-depth 
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and investigative news coverage.  In addition, newly recruited journalists are not able to 

receive sufficient professional training from the experienced journalists so that the news 

content oftentimes does not live up to their audience’s expectations.  As a solution to the 

recruitment problem, the Korean diaspora-oriented news media have recently hired 

veteran journalists from Korea who have already acquired high journalistic skills and do 

not require additional training.  However, the lack of a broad cultural and historical 

knowledge about the Korean American community and the U.S. society may serve to 

increase news coverage that is done from a here-and-now perspective.  The majority of 

Korean American diaspora-oriented journalists surveyed for this study had worked in 

their present workplace less than 10 years, another indication of high turnover in the 

Korean American diasporic journalism industry.     

Even though the Korean American diasporic news media have recently 

experienced difficulties recruiting and training new journalists, their future is not as 

gloomy as that of other general market-oriented news media.  As discussed in previous 

chapters, diasporic media, including the Korean American news media, have noticeably 

flourished, whereas many U.S. general market-oriented media, especially newspapers, 

have declined.  In an era of globalization, diasporic media have an advantage.  Korean 

immigrant communities, for example, offer a niche for Korean American-oriented media 

in a market that does not require competition with mainstream media.  However, several 

interviewees in this study indicated that due to the unique position of the Korean 

diasporic media in the United States, they, as journalists, run the risk of falling behind 

modern journalism trends, may neglect to embrace new technology, and thereby fail to 

expand their target audiences to include Korean immigrants’ second (ise in Korean) and 

third (samse in Korean) generations. 
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Media scholars agree that new technologies, such as the Internet, will completely 

change the current diasporic media landscape.  Matsaganis and his colleagues (2011) also 

argue, “The Internet does not portend the death or decline of more traditional forms of 

ethnic media” (p. 255) and warn that delayed adoption of new technology may result in 

falling behind other media, which could ultimately make diasporic media less 

competitive than other media outlets in the long term.  By adopting new technology, 

diasporic media enable news consumers to connect with each other through message 

boards and other interactive formats in ways that may attract the young generation as well 

as immigrants (Matsaganis, Katz, & Ball-Rokeach, 2011). 

LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

Gatekeeping theory has been built mainly through examining mainstream media.    

In the era of globalization, scholars (e.g., Benson & Neveu, 2005; Reese, 2001; 

Shoemaker & Vos, 2009) have been made aware of the need of gatekeeping study 

covering different social systems.  Shoemaker and Vos (2009) stress, “While we should 

look for differences across systems, we also should explore similarities” (p. 133).  When 

it comes to the social system, diasporic journalism is located in a very unique position.  

Diasporic media lay at “the nexus of globalization forces that are felt by all of us” 

(Matsaganis et al., 2011, p. 18).  As Matsaganis and his colleagues (2011) point out, 

“being able to be linked to both ‘home’ (i.e., the home country) and ‘here’ (i.e., the 

country of settlement) enables people to forge new, dual, or hyphenated identities” (p. 

18).  From this perspective, hybridity mentality enables people to fully understand 

diaspora-oriented journalism.    

Findings of this study imply that there could be several differences between U.S. 

general market-oriented media and diaspora-oriented media in the United States in terms 
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of gatekeeping.  First, cultural proximity as one of the news value criteria in diasporic 

journalism is valued much higher than in mainstream journalism.  In fact, cultural 

proximity serves as Korean diasporic news media’s number one news value criterion.  

The fact, however, has both dark and bright sides.  While diasporic news media deliver 

information and news that the mainstream media commonly overlook and provide a 

diasporic sphere for their ethnic communities, they may “miss the boat by telling stories 

about a particular ethnic group or a country of origin, rather than telling the everyday 

stories of what is happening in the residential area where their listeners, viewers, or 

readers live” (Metamorphosis, 2001, p. 32).     

Second, intermedia agenda-setting effects may not occur in diasporic journalism 

as distinctively and frequently as in U.S. mainstream journalism.  Diaspora-oriented 

journalists regularly scan what U.S. elite media such as the New York Times and the Los 

Angeles Times cover.  However, the topics the diasporic journalists are highly interested 

in are relatively limited; their news values are quite different from the U.S. mainstream 

media; and the diasporic journalists’ perspectives over an issue or event are innately 

different from those of their mainstream counterparts.  Depending on issues or events, 

researchers may discover agenda transfer from U.S. elite media to diasporic media in the 

United States.  In that case, the author assumes that the first level of intermedia agenda-

setting effects rather than the second-level of intermedia agenda-setting effects between 

the two kinds of news media are more likely to be observed. 

Third, diasporic media value their unique functions over the general media 

functions.  Previous studies (e.g., Weaver et al., 2007; 1996) found that journalists’ role 

perceptions have a modest influence on their news content.  The present study found that 

diasporic journalists embrace diasporic media’s unique functions (e.g., ethnic 

consolidator and racial harmonizer functions), as well as general media’s functions (e.g., 
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disseminator and interpreter functions).  Like U.S. general market-oriented journalists, 

Korean American journalists tend to embrace pluralistic and contradictory functions.  By 

examining what functions the diasporic journalists value most, this study indirectly 

suggests what kinds of news topics they are interested in and give news values.  Results 

of this study indicate that diaspora-oriented media strive to help their news consumers 

smoothly assimilate into American society and build/maintain their ethnic identity.  

Seemingly, the two abovementioned functions are contradictory.  This study, however, 

suggests looking beyond the binary distinctions of the assimilation and acculturation 

functions of the diasporic media.  Depending on a news consumer’s immigration status 

and length of U.S. stay, the news media may successfully serve both of the roles.  In fact, 

looking beyond the “melting pot” mentality in the pre-globalization era, the two functions 

can be considered complementary rather than contradictory in today’s multiethnic 

society.        

Lastly, as the first study to examine the forces on multiple levels of analysis 

influencing diasporic journalists’ role perceptions, this study found many interesting 

findings.  One of them is that the length of time a diasporic journalist has been in the 

United States is a very powerful factor in terms of “interracial harmonizers,” “ethnic 

consolidators,” “disseminators,” and “interpreters.”  In other words, future research on 

diasporic/ethnic gatekeeping studies should take into account the length of the 

journalists’ stay in the U.S.  The author assumes that this factor makes a strong impact on 

diasporic journalists’ news content, as well as on diasporic journalists’ role perceptions.          

It is hoped that the aforementioned findings in this study will contribute to an in-

depth understanding of Korean American journalism and diasporic media’s functions in 

the United States.  To avoid essentialism, however, it is important to be aware that the 

findings of this study cannot apply to all types of diasporic/ethnic media across the world 
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over all-times.  Hybridity is inherently fluid and open-ended.  Societies are different from 

one another.  From this perspective, “We should expect that the opportunities afforded by 

globalization to ethnic media will not be the same worldwide,” Matsaganis and his 

colleagues (2011, p. 18) stress. In interpreting the present results, readers should consider 

several limitations to this study.   

First, the present study was limited in scope.  The geographical setting of this 

study was the city of Los Angeles because the largest Korean American population and 

most of the headquarters of the major Korean American-oriented news media are 

concentrated in the city of Los Angeles.  It may be difficult, however, to generalize these 

results to Korean diasporic journalism in other parts of the United States.  For example, 

there could be found geographical differences of Korean diasporic journalists’ general 

backgrounds and demographic characteristics.  In general, the number of journalists of 

each of the Korean diasporic news media located in other metropolitan areas including 

New York and Chicago is much less than that in the city of Los Angeles.  As discussed in 

Chapter Two, media size and resources could exert an influence on gatekeeping 

processes.  Therefore, news selection criteria and news content could be found to be 

different among media in different locations.                 

Secondly, it is necessary to conduct longitudinal studies in order to reach a fuller 

understanding of Korean diasporic journalism.  Because a cross-sectional study 

conducted at a particular period of time has presented only a “snapshot” of a social 

phenomenon or a research subject, researchers should be cautious about drawing 

conclusions about change (Babbie, 2001; Vogt, 1999).  In contrast to cross-sectional 

studies, longitudinal studies conducting repeated observations of the same phenomena or 

subjects over an extended period, allow researchers to grasp trends of certain phenomena 

or to observe any changes in attitude and activity over time (Poindexter & McCombs, 
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2000).  As one of the most well-known longitudinal studies on journalists’ characteristics 

and perceptions, Weaver and his colleagues (1986, 1996, & 2007) have carried out three 

national surveys among the U.S. general market-oriented journalists over 30 years in 

order to investigate changes in journalists’ general backgrounds, perceptions, and 

attitudes.  The findings of the present study may be limited to one period of time.  

Therefore, by employing a longitudinal study design, researchers may provide more 

comprehensive information describing trends and processes in Korean diasporic 

journalism over time.     

Third, it is appropriate to investigate not only dailies’ news content but also 

broadcast media’s news content in order to generalize the results of the content analysis 

in this dissertation.  As discussed in Chapter Two, newspapers tend to serve as an agenda 

initiator for broadcast media.  The results of this study also indicate that Korean diasporic 

broadcast journalists frequently look over Korean diasporic print media for gathering 

information.  However, considering the different role conceptions between the two 

different media personnel (i.e., print media journalists vs. broadcast media journalists), it 

is worth conducting content analysis of the two different types of Korean diasporic 

media.  The findings of this study with regard to the content analysis of the two major 

Korean diasporic dailies indicate that positively valenced news, rather than negatively 

valenced news, has a better chance of receiving high-level newsworthiness treatment in 

the field of Korean diasporic journalism.  The results of the survey indicate that print 

media journalists, as psychological boosters, seemed to strive to deliver good news, 

whereas broadcast media professionals are more likely than print media counterparts to 

perform as wrongdoing scrutinizers for their news audiences.   In other words, news 

content between the two different media types could be different in terms of news 

valence.   
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Forth, future studies should conduct audience research relevant to the present 

study.  There are few studies on Asian American audiences.  Therefore, research on 

racial/ethnic minority news media should be expanded to studies on their audiences in 

order to provide the whole description of the news media’s influences on racial/ethnic 

groups.  New immigrants tend to depend on their diasporic/ethnic news media for 

understanding their new host country beyond the immigrants’ own direct experiences.  

The media effects of racial stereotypes on new immigrants, for instance, may be stronger 

than on any other news consumers because newcomers, in particular, lack familiarity 

with their environments and have little, if any, direct contact with people of other 

racial/ethnic communities compared to those who have lived in the United States for a 

longer period of time.  Therefore, agenda-setting research on community, national, and 

global issues, as well as on racial identities, should be examined to ascertain the level of 

influence of the diasporic media on their audiences.   

Further studies on Korean Americans’ expectations of their news media are 

needed.   Heider, McCombs, and Poindexter (2005) point out that it is possible to initiate 

a dialogue between the public and their news media by gaining profound insight into the 

public’s expectations of their local news.  In particular, it is necessary to compare Korean 

American journalists and news audience’s perceptions toward newsworthiness and media 

function.  As a result, the diasporic news media may provide news stories Korean 

Americans actually need and want, and consequently, promote Korean Americans to be 

active participants in diverse and multi-leveled public spheres.                   

Lastly, future studies should expand research to include subjects of other 

ethnic/diasporic news media in order to avoid “intellectual ghettoization” (Riggins, 1992, 

p. 280), the tendency to narrowly focus on a certain ethnic minority group.  Further 

research should be directed at determining how similar the different Asian ethnic 
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minorities’ news media are in terms of journalists’ general characteristics, 

newsworthiness and media function.   

Despite these limitations, however, it is hoped that this dissertation, having 

focused on a wide range of topics and having used a wide range of methods, will add to 

the knowledge of the diasporic minority news media and serve as a platform from which 

studies of greater depth and specificity may be undertaken. 
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Appendix A 

KOREAN AMERICAN DIASPORIC NEWS MEDIA 
 

I. Newspaper (Alphabetical order) 
 

Korea Daily (JoongAng Ilbo in Korean):  The Korea Daily was founded in Los 

Angeles in 1974 to serve the burgeoning Korean community in Southern California.  It 

also serves as the U.S. corporate headquarters of South Korea’s JoongAng Media 

Network (JMnet), one of the largest media corporations in Korea, originally founded by 

the Chairman of the Samsung Group, Byung-Chull Lee, in 1965.  The news organization 

opened branches in other major cities such as New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta 

and other major U.S. cities where the Korean presence is strong.  Publishing editions on 

six days (Monday through Saturday) per week, the newspaper carries news articles, 

features, editorials, and opinion pieces.  The Korea Daily publishes its own local city 

edition in addition to the ‘mainland’ Korea edition.  Its mission is to help recent 

immigrants understand their new country and keep them informed with events in the U.S. 

and in Korea.  In 1996, the Korea Daily first launched its website among Korean 

American-oriented media organizations.  The news organization operates the JoongAng 

Education Center, which offers Korean American immigrants several tutorial programs 

such as citizenship classes, computer classes, and language classes.   Under the Joint 

Distribution Agreement with the Los Angeles Times, Korea Daily subscribers receive the 

Sunday Los Angeles Times as a part of their regular subscriptions.   

Korea Times (Hankook Ilbo in Korean): Responding to a growing demand for 

a Korean-language newspaper in Southern California, Jae-Ku Chang established the daily 

newspaper in Los Angeles in 1969.  His father, Ki-Young Chang, founded the parent 
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publishing company in Seoul in 1954.  The Korea Times publishes its own local city 

edition carrying international, national, and local news of interest to the Korean American 

community in addition to the ‘mainland’ Korea edition.   It has several local branches in 

major U.S. cities where the Korean presence is strong.   Under the Joint  

Distribution Agreement with the Los Angeles Times, Korea Times subscribers 

have received the Sunday Los Angeles Times as a part of their regular subscriptions since 

1999.  In addition, the newspaper has published licensed news content from the New 

York Times in English since 2007.  The Korea Times owns a radio station and operates 

KTAN, a part-time Korean-language television network in the Los Angeles market.         

Koreatown Daily:  The Koreatown Daily was launched in Los Angeles in 2006 

to meet a growing demand for local news from the Korean American community.  The 

newspaper mainly focuses on local news in Koreatown and in the city of Los Angeles.  

Its mission is to cover 1) local news in Los Angeles, 2) stories of real-people whom 

Korean communities can share and inform each other, 3) important notices to Korean 

communities, 4) numerous local events, and 5) interviews with successful individuals.  

The Koreatown daily is the only free daily newspaper in the Korean American 

community in Los Angeles.  

 

II. Radio (Alphabetical order) 
 

JBC (AM 1230):  JoongAng Broadcasting Corporation (JBC), a Korean-language 

radio station, was launched by the Korea Daily in Los Angeles in 2007.  Compared with 

other Korean-language radio stations in Los Angeles, JBC more frequently delivers news 

programs to the Korean American community.     
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Radio Korea (AM 1540):  Radio Korea, founded in Los Angeles in 1989, is one 

of the earliest and largest Korean-language radio stations in the United States.  When the 

Los Angeles civil unrest took place in 1992, Radio Korea played an important role in 

informing distressed Korean Americans about what was going on and in beseeching good 

Samaritans to help defend Korean-owned businesses that were being attacked.       

Radio Seoul (AM 1650): The Korea Times launched FM Seoul, a Korean-

language radio station, in 1993.  In 1996, FM Seoul changed its name to Radio Seoul AM 

1650 and continues to deliver news programs with music and entertainment to Korean 

immigrants.   

 
III. Television (Alphabetical order) 

 

KBS America: Korean Television Enterprises (KTE) served as the exclusive 

distributor in the United States for the Korean Broadcasting System (KBS), the largest 

television network in South Korea, and produced local news programs for Korean 

immigrants living in the Los Angeles area.  The name was changed to KBS America in 

2004.  Their news programs, dramas, and shows are provided in Korean with English 

subtitles which benefit English speaking viewers.  

KTAN (Korean Television American Network):  The Korea Times operates 

KTAN, a part-time Korean-language television network in the Los Angeles area.  KTAN 

produces local news programs for Korean immigrants in the Los Angeles area.  At 

present, the name has been changed to KTN. 

TVK24:  TVK24, established in 2007, is the first Korean-language network in the 

United States to broadcast live news programs airing weekday evenings.  Headquartered 

in Los Angeles, TVK24 owns and operates 2 digital 24-hour television networks.  
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TVK24 produces its own original programming such as live daily news in both Korean 

and English, weekly community related reports and documentary series, and it broadcasts 

a variety of programs from 16 Korea-based networks including MBC, YTN, and Arirang 

TV.   
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APPENDIX B 

KOREAN DIASPORA-ORIENTED MEDIA JOURNALISTS SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

Dear Korean American Journalists, 

 
My name is Sang Bai and I am a doctoral candidate in the School of Journalism at the 
University of Texas at Austin.  I am conducting a research on the Korean American-
oriented news media in Los Angeles.  Please complete the following questionnaire based 
on your personal experiences and perception.  Your answers will be anonymous, in that 
we will not be able to connect your name to the specific questionnaire.  Thank you very 
much for agreeing to participate in this study.   
 
1. Which of the following is your news organization? 
 

A. Daily newspaper 
B. Weekly newspaper 
C. News magazine 
D. TV station 
E. Radio station 
F. The Internet  
G. Other ( ___________________ ) 

 
 
2.  What is your exact job title at your news organization? 
 
     JOB TITLE: _________________________________ 
 
 
3.  In what year did you become an employee of your news organization? 
 
     YEAR: ____________ 
 
     
4.  What are the titles of previous jobs you have held, if any, in journalism? (Name  your 

previous workplace(s) and title(s)) 
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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5.  How long have you worked in journalism? 
 
     YEARS: ___________________ 
 
 
6.  Currently, do you work full-time or part-time?  
 

A. Full-time 
B. Part-time 

 
 
7. I’d like to find out how important a number of things are to you in judging jobs in your 

field—not just your job.  For instance, how much difference does the pay make in how 
you rate a job in your field—is pay very important, fairly important or not too 
important? 
 
      1 -----------------2-----------------3-----------------4 
  Not Too         Somewhat            Quite                Very       
Important         Important           Important         Important 

 
A. The pay?  ___________ 
B. Job security?  __________ 
C. Fringe benefits?  __________ 
D. The chance to get ahead in the organization? _____________ 
E. The degree of media authority you perceive? _____________ 
F. The chance to help people? ______________ 
G. The editorial policies of the organization? _____________ 
H. The amount of autonomy you have? ___________ 
I. The chance to develop a specialty? ___________ 
J. The chance to influence public affairs?  _________ 
 

 
8. How satisfied are you with your present job?—Where would you place yourself on    

this scale? 
 
            1---------2---------3----------4----------5---------6----------7             
         Very                                 Neutral                                  Very  
      Dissatisfied                                                                     Satisfied 
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9.  What are the most important reasons for your current job satisfaction degree as you 
indicated in the previous question (very satisfied, fairly satisfied, fairly dissatisfied, 
very dissatisfied, etc.)? 

 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________ 

 
 
10. I’d like to ask you how important you think a number of things are that the Korean   

American-oriented news media do or try to do today.  For example, get information to 
the public quickly.  Is that extremely important, quite important, somewhat important, 
or not really important at all?  (Choose one number for each item.) 

 
 

                  1-----------------------2----------------------3-------------------------4 
           Not Really              Somewhat                 Quite                          Extremely  
           Important                Important               Important                      Important 
 

A. Get information to the public quickly.   
B. Provide analysis and interpretation of complex problems. 
C. Stay away from stories where factual content cannot be verified. 
D. Discuss city, state, and/or U.S. government policies. 
E.  Discuss unfair policies or treatments by U.S. government or society against 

Korean Americans. 
F.  Concentrate on news on Korean Americans’ success stories. 
G.  Help Korean Americans settle in the U. S. and to become U.S. citizens. 
H.  Help build Korean American identity in the U.S. 
 I.  Investigate claims made by Korean American organizations or leaders. 
 J.  Offer solutions to community problems. 
K.  Help Korean Americans’ racial harmony with other racial groups. 
L.  Give Korean Americans a chance to express their views. 
M.  Be an adversary of business by being constantly skeptical of their actions. 
N.  Set public agenda in the Korean American community. 
O.  Help maintain Korean identity. 
P.  Concentrate on news on Korean Americans’ contributions to the U.S. 
Q.  Be an adversary of Korean American organizations and leaders. 
R.  Concentrate on news on Korean Americans’ contributions to Korea. 
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11.  Which of the following news topics do you think your readers, viewers, or listeners 
are the most interested in? 

       
A. Crime  
B. Immigration/ immigrants 
C. Public policies other than immigration 
D. U.S. political news 
E. Korean political news 
F. Economy/Business/Finance 
G. Education 
H. International affairs 
I. Sports 
J. Religion 
K. Entertainment/Culture/Art 
L. Health/Wellbeing 
M. Community events 
N. Accident/Natural Disaster 
O. Real estates 
P. Weather 
Q. Other:  Specify ____________________________ 

 
 
12.  Which of the following do you think is the most important news topic to the Korean 

American community? 
 
A. Crime  
B. Immigration/ immigrants 
C. Public policies other than immigration 
D. U.S. political news 
E. Korean political news 
F. Economy/Business/Finance 
G. Education 
H. International affairs 
I. Sports 
J. Religion 
K. Entertainment/Culture/Art 
L. Health/Wellbeing 
M. Community events 
N. Accident/Natural Disaster 
O. Real estates 
P. Weather 
Q. Other:  Specify ____________________________ 
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13. There are several ways for journalists to get story ideas.  Currently, in your day-to-
day job, how often do you depend on each of the following channels/sources for your 
news story idea or information gathering?  Please use a scale from one to five, where 
one means never used and five means very frequently used.   

      (Choose one number for each item.) 
 
          1-------------------2---------------------3--------------------4---------------------5 
       Never         Not Frequently        Somewhat               Quite              Very Frequently  
       Used                Used              Frequently Used    Frequently Used        Used 

 
A. Beats?  ______         
B. Wire services (e.g., AP, CNS)? ______ 
C. Personal relationships (e.g., friends, family, acquaintances, etc.)? _____ 
D. News audiences? _______ 
E. Whistleblowers? _______ 
F. PR professionals? _______ 
G. U.S. newspapers or magazines? ________ 
H. U.S. televisions or radios? _______ 
I. U.S. online news sites? ______ 
J. U.S. government/organization Internet homepage (e.g., LAX homepage, U.S. 

Citizenship and Immigration Service homepage)? _____ 
K. Korean newspapers or magazines? _______ 
L. Korean televisions or radios? ________ 
M. Korean online news sites? _______ 
N. Korean government/organization Internet homepage (e.g., Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs and Trade homepage)? _______ 
O. Other Korean American newspapers or magazines? ______ 
P. Other Korean American televisions or radios? ______ 
Q. Other Korean American online news sites? ______ 
R. Other Korean American online non-news sites (e.g., Korean American Federation 

homepage, Korean American Chamber of Commerce homepage)? _____ 
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14. Currently, in your day-to-day job, how influential is each of the following 13 
elements on your concept of what is newsworthy?  Please use a scale from one to 
four, where one means not at all influential and four means very influential.  (Choose 
one number for each item.) 
 
           1------------------------2---------------------3----------------------4 
     Not At All              Somewhat                  Quite                        Very                          
     Influential               Influential               Influential                Influential 
 
A. Your coworkers/staff peers? ___________ 
B. Your supervisors? ___________ 
C. Your friends, family members, and acquaintances? __________ 
D. Your personal values or judgments? __________ 
E. Your journalistic/professional training? ___________ 
F. Korean Americans’ typical favorite topics? _________ 
G. U.S. mainstream media? __________ 
H. Other Korean American media? _________ 
I. Wire services? ________ 
J. Advertisers/sponsors? _____________ 
K. Korean/Korean American involvement in news? __________ 
L. Physical distance/geographical proximity? _________ 
M. Possibility to interest news audiences? __________ 

 
 
15. What do you think is the most important problem facing the U.S.?  Write   three most 

important problems, if any, in descending order of importance. 
 

1._________________________________________________________________ 
 
2._________________________________________________________________ 
 
3._________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 
16. What do you think is the most important problem facing Korea?  Write three most 

important problems, if any, in descending order of importance. 
 

1._________________________________________________________________ 
 
2._________________________________________________________________ 
 
3._________________________________________________________________ 
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17.  What do you think is the most important problem facing the Korean American 

community?  Write three most important problems, if any, in descending order of 
importance. 

 
1.________________________________________________________________ 
 
2.________________________________________________________________ 
 
3.________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
18.  What do you think is the most important problem facing Korean American-oriented 

news media?  Write three most important problems, if any, in descending order of 
importance. 

 
1.________________________________________________________________ 
 
2._______________________________________________________________ 
 
3.________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
19.  I’d like to ask your views on the following six racial/ethnic group conceptions on six 

traits. First, where would you rate each of the following racial/ethnic groups in 
general on a scale of one to seven, where one indicates you feel particularly distant 
to the group and seven indicates you feel particularly close to the group?   A score of 
four means that you think that most people in the group are not closer to one end or 
the other. 

              
                  1-------------2------------3------------4-------------5--------------6------------7 
            Particularly                                                                                          Particularly                       
             Distant                                                                                                     Close                          
 

A. Whites ________ 
B. Blacks  ________ 
C. Latinos  ________ 
D. Asian Americans  _________ 
E. Korean Americans (who live in the U.S.)  _______ 
F. Koreans (who live in Korea)  ________ 
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20.  The next set of questions asks about diligence.  Where would you rate each of the 
following racial/ethnic groups on a scale of one to seven, where one means that you 
think almost all of the people in that group tend to be “lazy” and seven means that 
you think most people in the group are “hard-working”?   

 
                  1------------2------------3------------4------------5-----------6------------7 
        No hard-working/Lazy                                                                    Hard-working 
      

A. Whites  _________ 
B. Blacks  _________ 
C. Latinos  _________ 
D. Asian Americans other than Korean Americans  ________ 
E. Korean Americans (who live in the U.S.)  _________ 
F. Koreans (who live in Korea)  ________ 

 
 

21.  The next set of questions asks about intelligence.  Where would you rate each of the 
following groups on a one to seven scale, where one means unintelligent and seven 
means intelligent? 

   
                   1-------------2------------3------------4-------------5-------------6-----------7 
                 Unintelligent                                                                                         Intelligent 
 

A. Whites  _________ 
B. Blacks  _________ 
C. Latinos  _________ 
D. Asian Americans other than Korean Americans  ________ 
E. Korean Americans (who live in the U.S.)  _________ 
F. Koreans (who live in Korea)  _________ 
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22.  The next set of questions asks about trustworthiness.  Where would you rate each of 
the following groups on a one to seven scale, where one means untrustworthy and 
seven means trustworthy? 

   
                   1-------------2-------------3------------4------------5-------------6-----------7 
          Untrustworthy                                                                                    Trustworthy 
 

A. Whites  _______ 
B. Blacks  ________ 
C. Latinos  ________ 
D. Asian Americans other than Korean Americans  _________ 
E. Korean Americans (who live in the U.S.)  ________ 
F. Koreans (who live in Korea)  ________ 

 
 
23.  The next set of questions asks about friendliness.  Where would you rate each of the 

following groups on a one to seven scale, where one means unfriendly and seven 
means friendly? 

   
                   1-------------2-------------3------------4-------------5------------6-----------7 
            Unfriendly                                                                                               Friendly 
 

A. Whites  _______ 
B. Blacks  _______ 
C. Latinos  _______  
D. Asian Americans other than Korean Americans  _______ 
E. Korean Americans (who live in the U.S.)  _________ 
F. Koreans (who live in Korea)  ________ 

 
 
24.  The next set of questions asks about contributiveness to the Korean American 

community.  Where would you rate each of the following groups on a one to seven 
scale, where one means noncontributory and seven means contributive? 

   
                   1------------2------------3------------4------------5------------6------------7 
          Noncontributory                                                                               Contributory 

 
A.  Whites ______ 
B. Blacks  ______ 
C. Latinos  _______ 
D. Asian Americans other than Korean Americans  ________ 
E. Korean Americans (who live in the U.S.)  _________ 
F. Koreans (who live in Korea)  ________ 
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Now a few questions about your background and we’ll be through.  Please answer the 
following personal questions.   
 
25.  Where were you born?  
 

A. Korea 
B. U.S. 
C. Other:  Specify __________________ 
D. Don’t know 

 
 
26.  When were your born?   
         
       YEAR ____________ 
 
 
27.  What is your highest level of education you have completed? 
 

A. High school or less 
B. Some college education, no degree 
C. Graduated from college 
D. Some graduate work, no degree 
E. Graduate degree (e.g., masters, M.D., or doctorate) 
F. Other 

 
 
28.  Where did you go to high school? 
 

A. Korea 
B. U.S. 
C. Other:  Specify ___________________ 
D. Plural (More than one country):  Specify ____________________ 

 
 
29.  What was your undergraduate major?   
 

A. Journalism 
B. Journalism-related major (e.g., Mass Communication, Media Studies, RTF) 
C. Other major(s):  Specify ________________ 
D. Did not have a major 
E. Don’t know 
F. Not applicable 
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30.  As an undergraduate, did you take any course in journalism? 
 

A. Yes 
B. No 
C. Don’t know 
D. Not applicable 

 
 
31.  Have you worked as a journalist for any news media in Korea? 
 

A. Yes:  Specify ____________________________ 
B. No 

 
 
32.  Have you worked as a journalist for any news media other than your present 

organization in the U.S.? 
 
A. Yes:  Specify ______________________________ 
B. No 
 

 
33.  What is your gender? 
 

A. Male 
B. Female 

 
 
34.  What is your immigration status? 
 

A. U.S. citizenship 
B. Permanent resident (i.e., Green card) 
C. Work visa 
D. Other 
E. Don’t know 

 
 
35.  How long have you been in the U.S.?   
  
       TOTAL OF YEARS OF U.S. STAY __________________ 
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36.  What is your religion? 
 

A. Protestant 
B. Catholic 
C. Buddhism 
D. Other:  Specify ___________________________ 
E. No religion 

 
 
37.  How would you rate your political leaning? 

 
      1------------2------------3------------4-----------5------------6------------7 
Extremely                                     Moderate                                     Extremely 
Conservative                                                                                                                                  Liberal 
 

1. Extremely conservative 
2. Quite conservative 
3. Somewhat conservative 
4. Moderate 
5. Somewhat liberal 
6. Quite liberal 
7. Extremely liberal 

 
 
Those are all of my questions.  Thank you very much for your time and cooperation.  
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APPENDIX C 

한인 언론인 의식 설문 조사 
 
한인 언론인 여러분 안녕하십니까? 

저는 University of Texas at Austin에서 저널리즘학 박사 과정 중인 배상률입니다. 

현재 한인 뉴스 미디어에 대한 심층 연구를 진행 중입니다.  귀하의 견해를 

바탕으로 다음 질문 사항들에 답을 해 주시면 감사하겠습니다.  귀하가 작성한 모든 

자료는 익명으로 처리될 것이며 통계적인 과정을 거쳐 학문 연구 목적으로만 

사용될 것입니다.  바쁘신 업무에도 불구하고 설문에 참여해 주셔서 감사합니다. 
 
1.  귀하가 근무 중인 미디어는 다음 중 어디에 해당됩니까? 
 

A. 일간지 

B. 주간지 

C. 월간지 

D. 텔레비전 

E. 라디오 

F. 인터넷 

G. 기타 (기재해 주시기 바랍니다. __________________) 
 
 
2.  귀하의 언론사 내 직함은 무엇입니까? 

직함: _______________________________________ 
 
 
3.  귀하가 현재 재직 중인 언론사의 입사 연도를 기재해 주십시오. 

__________________ 년 
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4.  현재 근무 중인 언론사 이전에 타 언론사에 재직하신 적이 있다면 재직하셨던 

언론사명과 해당 언론사에서의 최종 직함을 기재해 주시기 바랍니다.  (없으면 

없음이라고 기재바랍니다.) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

5.  귀하는 총 몇 년째 언론계에  종사하고 있습니까?   

총 _________ 년 
 
 
6.  현재 근무중인 언론사에 풀타임으로 근무 중이십니까? 
 

A. 예, 풀타임 (full-time) 입니다. 

B. 아니오, 파트타임 (part-time)입니다. 
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7. 언론인들의 직업 만족도에 영향을 미치는 여러 요인들이 있습니다.  다음의 

요소들이 얼마만큼 귀하뿐 아니라 전반적으로 한인 언론인의 직업 만족도에 

영향을 끼친다고 생각하십니까?  1 (전혀 중요하지 않다) 부터 4 (매우 

중요하다)까지의 숫자로 평가해 주십시오. 
 
                    1---------------------------2-----------------------3-----------------------4 

전혀 중요하지 않다       약간 중요하다       상당히 중요하다     매우 중요하다               
 

A. 급여 (연봉/월급) 

B. 고용 안전 

C. 베니핏 (건강 보험 등) 

D. 승진 가능성 

E. 귀하가 인지하는 언론사의 영향력 

F. 타인을 위한 기여 

G. 조직 내 편집방향 

H. 기사 작성 및 편집 자율권 

I. 전공이나 특기를 발전/개발할 수 있는 기회 

J. 공공 정책에 대한 영향력 
 
 
8. 귀하의 현재 직장 만족도는 다음의 1(매우 불만족) 부터 7 (매우 만족)까지 

그려진 스케일에서 어디에 위치합니까?  (해당되는 숫자에 동그라미를 그려 

주십시오.) 
 
              1------------2------------3------------4------------5-----------6------------7 
     매우 불만족                                        중립                                          매우 만족 
 
9. 귀하가 위에 평가하신 현재 직장에 대한 만족도에  가장 영향을 미친 요인은 

무엇입니까?  (불만족한 이유나 만족한 이유에 대해 구체적으로 기재해 

주십시오.) 
________________________________________________________________ 
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10. 한인 언론의 주요기능이란 주제와 관련 다음 문항들이 제시되어 있습니다.  각 

문항에 귀하가 생각하는 오늘날 한인 언론사들이 수행하고 수행하려고 하는 

각각의 역할들의 중요도를 1번 (전혀 중요하지 않다)부터 4번 (가장 

중요하다)까지의 숫자로 기재해 주십시오.  예를 들어, 한인들에게 정보를 

신속히 제공하는 것에 대해 귀하는 오늘날 한인 언론사들에게 있어 전혀 

중요하지 않은 기능이라고 생각하시면 1번, 약간 중요하다고 생각하시면 2번, 

상당히 중요하다고 생각하시면 3번, 가장 중요한 기능 중 하나라고 생각하시면 

4번을 선택하시면 됩니다.  
 

         1------------------------------2--------------------------3----------------------4 
전혀 중요하지 않다     약간 중요하다       상당히 중요하다       가장 중요하다 
 
A. 한인들에게 정보를 신속히 제공한다. _____ 

B.  복잡한 사안이나 이슈들에 대한 분석이나 해석을 제공한다. _______ 

C.  사실 확인이 안된 정보나 뉴스 스토리를 구별/방지한다. ______ 

D.  미연방, 주, 시 정부가 현재 진행 중이거나 예정인 정책에 대해 논의한다. _____ 

E.  미정부나 주류 사회가 행하는 한인들에 대한 불공정한 정책이나 대우에 대해 

밝힌다. _____ 

F.  한인들의 사회, 경제, 또는 문화 관련 다양한 성공 스토리를 제공한다. _____ 

G.  한인들이 미국 사회에 정착하고 미국 사회의 구성원이 될 수 있도록 돕는다. ____   

H.  미국 내 한인으로서의 정체성을 바로 세우는데 일조한다. _____ 

I.  한인회나 한인 커뮤니티 지도자/조직들의 주장, 정책에 대해 탐사보도한다. ____ 

J.  한인 커뮤니티가 안고 있는 문제점들에 대해 해결책을 제시한다. _____ 

K. 한인들이 미국 내 타 인종 커뮤니티의 이해와 인종화합을 이루도록 돕는다. ____ 

L.  한인들에게 그들의 의견이나 사안을 표현할 수 있는 장을 마련한다. _____ 

M.  비즈니스 업소들의 비리나 일탈 행위를 고발하거나 맞선다. _____ 

N.   한인 커뮤니티에 공공의제 (public agenda) 를 설정한다. _____ 

O.  미국 내 한인들이 한국인으로서의 정체성을 유지하는 데 일조한다. _____ 

P.  미국이나 미국사회에 공현하는 한인 관련 뉴스를 제공한다. _____ 

Q.  한인 커뮤니티 관련 조직/ 지도자들의 일탈이나 비리를 고발하거나 맞선다. ____  

R.  한국이나 한국사회에 공헌하는 한인 관련 뉴스를 제공한다. _____ 
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11. 귀하가 생각하시기에 현재 한인 독자, 시청자, 또는 청취자들이 가장 관심을 

갖고 있는 뉴스 주제는 무엇이라고 생각하십니까? 
 

A.  범죄 관련 기사 

B. 이민 정책이나 이민자 관련 기사 

C. 기타 정책 기사  

D. 미국 정치 기사 

E. 한국 정치 기사 

F. 경제/비즈니스 기사 

G. 교육 관련 기사 

H. 외교나 국제 뉴스 

I. 스포츠 관련 뉴스 

J. 종교 기사 

K. 연예/문화 기사  

L. 건강/웰빙 기사 

M. 한인 커뮤니티 행사  

N. 사고/재난 관련 기사 

O. 부동산 관련 기사 

P. 날씨 관련 기사 

Q. 기타:  간략히 기재해 주십시오. ___________________________ 
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12. 귀하가 생각하기에 현재 한인 커뮤니티에 가장 중요한 뉴스 주제는 무엇이라고 

생각하십니까? 
 
A. 범죄 관련 기사 

B. 이민 정책이나 이민자 관련 기사 

C. 기타 정책 기사  

D. 미국 정치 기사 

E. 한국 정치 기사 

F. 경제/비즈니스 기사 

G. 교육 관련 기사 

H. 외교나 국제 뉴스 

I. 스포츠 관련 뉴스 

J. 종교 기사 

K. 연예/문화 기사  

L. 건강/웰빙 기사 

M. 한인 커뮤니티 행사  

N. 사고/재난 관련 기사 

O. 부동산 관련 기사 

P. 날씨 관련 기사 

Q. 기타:  간략히 기재해 주십시오. ___________________________ 
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13.  오늘날 기자들은 독자적인 탐사보도 외에 타 언론사나 와이어 서비스 등을 

수시로 확인하며 뉴스 제작을 위해 새로운 소식이나 정보를 얻습니다.  현재 

귀하가 언론인으로서 다음 뉴스 소스들을 평소에 얼마나 자주 이용하는가에 

관련한 질문입니다.  1번 (전혀 이용하지 않는다)부터 5번 (매우 자주 이용한다) 

까지의 숫자들로 각각의 이용 정도를 기재해 주시기 바랍니다.    
 
    1---------------------2---------------------3----------------------4-------------------5 
전혀                      자주                       약간                         꽤                     매우 

사용하지           이용하지                  자주                        자주                  자주 

않는다                 않는다                  이용한다               이용한다         이용한다 
 
A. 담당 취재처 (beats) 

B. AP나 CNS 등 와이어 서비스 (wire services) 

C. 지인 (친구, 친척, 가족 등) 

D. 독자, 청취자, 시청자 

E. 내부 고발자 

F. PR/홍보 전문가 

G. 미 주류 신문/잡지 

H. 미 주류 방송 (텔레비전/라디오) 

I. 미 주류 온라인 뉴스 사이트  

J. 미 정부/기관 홈페이지 (예: LA 공항 홈페이지, 미 이민국 홈페이지) 

K. 한국 신문/잡지 

L. 한국 방송 (텔레비전/라디오) 

M. 한국 온라인 뉴스 사이트 

N. 한국 정부/기관 홈페이지 (예: 한국 외교통상부 홈페이지) 

O. 한인 신문/잡지 

P. 한인 방송 (텔레비전/라디오) 

Q. 한인 온라인 뉴스 사이트 

R. 한인회나 한인 관련 단체 홈페이지 (예:  한인회 /상공회의소 홈페이지) 
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14.  다음 13 항목들은 뉴스 선별 기준에 영향을 미치는 다양한 요인들입니다.  

귀하가 생각하는 각각의 요인들에 대한 영향력을 1번 (전혀 영향력이 없다) 

부터 4번 (가장 영향력이 많다) 까지의 숫자로 기재해 주십시오. 
 
          1----------------------2------------------------3--------------------------4 
      전혀                       약간                          상당히                          가장 

영향력이 없다.       영향력이 있다.        영향력이 있다.           영향력이 있다. 
 
A. 직장 동료 

B. 직장 상사 

C. 지인 (가족, 친구 등) 

D. 개인적 가치나 판단 

E. 언론인으로서 받은 훈련 

F. 한인들의 전통적인 주요 관심사 

G. 미 주류 미디어 

H. 타 한인 미디어 

I. 와이어 서비스 

J. 광고주/후원자 

K. 뉴스의 한인 관련 여부 

L. 뉴스 발생 지역의 근접성 

M. 독자의 흥미 유발 가능성 
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15.  미국사회에 직면한 가장 중요한 문제점들은 무엇이라고 생각하십니까?  

귀하가 생각하는 중요한 순서대로 세가지 문제점들을 간략히 적어 주십시오. 
1. _______________________________________________________________ 
2. _______________________________________________________________ 
3. _______________________________________________________________ 

 
 
16.  한국 사회에 직면한 가장 중요한 문제점들은 무엇이라고 생각하십니까?  

귀하가 생각하는 중요한 순서대로 세가지 문제점들을 간략히 적어 주십시오. 
1.  ______________________________________________________________ 
2. ________________________________________________________________ 
3. ________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

17.  한인 커뮤니티에 직면한 가장 중요한 문제점들은 무엇이라고 생각하십니까?  

귀하가 생각하는 중요한 순서대로 세가지 문제점들을 간략히 적어 주십시오. 
1. ________________________________________________________________ 
2. ________________________________________________________________ 
3. ________________________________________________________________ 

 
18.  전반적인 한인 언론사에 직면한 가장 중요한 문제점들은 무엇이라고 

생각하십니까?  귀하가 생각하는 중요한 순서대로 세가지 문제점들을 간략히 

적어 주십시오. 
1. ________________________________________________________________ 
2. ________________________________________________________________ 
3. ________________________________________________________________ 
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19.  각각의 질문 항목 관련  스케일에 마련된 1부터 7까지의 숫자를 통해 여섯개의 

인종/민족들에 대한 여섯개의 특성/분야에 대한 귀하의 평가를 해주십시오.  

우선 각각의 인종/민족들에 대해 귀하가 느끼는 친밀도 (intimacy)에 대해 1번 

(매우 멀리 느낀다) 부터 7번 (매우 가깝게 느낀다)까지 7개의 숫자로 해당 그룹 

옆에 기재해 주십시오. 
 
      1--------------2-------------3-------------4------------5--------------6-------------7 
   매우                                                  중립                                                 매우 

      멀리 느낀다                                                                                        가깝게 느낀다 
 
A.  백인 (Whites) 

B. 흑인 (Blacks) 

C. 라티노 (Latinos) 

D. 타 아시안 아메리칸 (Asian Americans other than Korean Americans) 

E. 한인 (Korean Americans who live in the U.S.) 

F. 한국인 (Koreans who live in Korea)  
 
20. 다음은 각각의 인종/민족들에 대해 귀하가 느끼는 성실성 (diligence)에 대해 1번 

(매우 게으르다) 부터 7번 (매우 부지런하다)까지 7개의 숫자로 해당 그룹 옆에 

기재해 주십시오. 
 
     1-------------2------------3------------4-------------5------------6-----------7 
    매우                                            중립                                              매우 

 게으르다                                                                                       부지런하다 
 
A.  백인 (Whites) 

B. 흑인 (Blacks) 

C. 라티노 (Latinos) 

D. 타 아시안 아메리칸 (Asian Americans other than Korean Americans) 

E. 한인 (Korean Americans who live in the U.S.) 

F. 한국인 (Koreans who live in Korea)  
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21. 다음은 각각의 인종/민족들에 대해 귀하가 느끼는 지적 능력 (intelligence)에 

대해 1번 (매우 뒤떨어진다) 부터 7번 (매우 총명하다)까지 7개의 숫자로 해당 

그룹 옆에 기재해 주십시오. 
 
     1--------------2--------------3-------------4--------------5-------------6------------7 
    매우                                                   중립                                                매우 

 뒤떨어 진다                                                                                             총명하다 
 
A.  백인 (Whites) 

B. 흑인 (Blacks) 

C. 라티노 (Latinos) 

D. 타 아시안 아메리칸 (Asian Americans other than Korean Americans) 

E. 한인 (Korean Americans who live in the U.S.) 

F. 한국인 (Koreans who live in Korea)  
 
 

22. 다음은 각각의 인종/민족들에 대해 귀하가 느끼는 신용도 (trustworthiness)에 

대해 1번 (매우 신용도가 없다) 부터 7번 (매우 신용도가 높다)까지 7개의 

숫자로 해당 그룹 옆에 기재해 주십시오. 
 
     1--------------2--------------3-------------4-------------5-------------6------------7 
  매우                                                    중립                                               매우 

    신용도가 낮다                                                                                   신용도가 높다                                   
 
A.  백인 (Whites) 

B. 흑인 (Blacks) 

C. 라티노 (Latinos) 

D. 타 아시안 아메리칸 (Asian Americans other than Korean Americans) 

E. 한인 (Korean Americans who live in the U.S.) 

F. 한국인 (Koreans who live in Korea)  
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23. 다음은 각각의 인종/민족들에 대해 귀하가 느끼는 우호감 (friendliness)에 대해 

1번 (매우 적대감이 든다) 부터 7번 (매우 우호감이 든다)까지 7개의 숫자로 

해당 그룹 옆에 기재해 주십시오. 
 
      1--------------2--------------3-------------4--------------5-------------6------------7 
    매우                                                    중립                                                 매우 

 적대감이 든다                                                                                 우호감이 든다 
 
A. 백인 (Whites) 

B. 흑인 (Blacks) 

C. 라티노 (Latinos) 

D. 타 아시안 아메리칸 (Asian Americans other than Korean Americans) 

E. 한인 (Korean Americans who live in the U.S.) 

F. 한국인 (Koreans who live in Korea)  
 
24. 다음은 각각의 인종/민족들에 대해 귀하가 느끼는 한인 커뮤니티에 대한 

전반적인 기여도 (contribution to the Korean American community)에 대해 1번 

(매우 큰 손실을 준다) 부터 7번 (매우 크게 기여하고 있다)까지 7개의 숫자로 

해당 그룹 옆에 기재해 주십시오. 
 
         1-------------2-------------3-------------4-------------5-------------6------------7 
    매우 큰                                               중립                                           매우 크게 

   손실을 준다                                                                                     기여하고 있다  
 
A. 백인 (Whites) 

B. 흑인 (Blacks) 

C. 라티노 (Latinos) 

D. 타 아시안 아메리칸 (Asian Americans other than Korean Americans) 

E. 한인 (Korean Americans who live in the U.S.) 

F. 한국인 (Koreans who live in Korea)  
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이제 마지막으로 귀하에 관한 몇 가지 인구 사회학적 질문들을 드리고 

마치겠습니다. 
 
25.  귀하의 출생 장소는 어디입니까? 

 
A.  한국 

B. 미국 

C. 기타:  태어난 국명을 기재해 주십시오. ____________ 

D. 모름 
 
 
26.  귀하의 출생 연도를 기재해 주십시오. 

 
        YEAR _____________ 

 
27.  귀하의 최종 학력은 무엇입니까? 

 
A.  고등학교 또는 그 이하 

B. 대학 재학 

C. 대학 졸업 

D. 대학원 재학 

E. 대학원 졸업 

F. 기타  
 
 
28.  귀하는 고등학교를 어디서 다녔습니까? 

 
A.  한국 

B. 미국 

C. 기타:  국명을 기재해 주십시오. _______________ 

D. 복수국:  두개이상의 국가일 경우 국가명을 기재해 주십시오 __________ 
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29.   귀하의 대학교 전공은 무엇입니까? 

 
A. 저널리즘 (언론학) 

B. 저널리즘 유사 학과 (매스 커뮤니케이션, 방송 영상학) 

C. 기타:  학과명을 기재해 주십시오. ____________________ 

D. 특정 전공 없음 

E. 모름 

F. 해당사항 없음 
 
 
30.  대학교 과정 중 저널리즘 (언론학) 관련 강좌를 최소한 하나 이상 수강하신 

적이 있습니까? 

A.  예 

B. 아니오 

C. 모름 

D. 해당 사항 없음 
 
 

31.  한국에서 전문 언론인으로 근무하신 경험이 있습니까? 
 
A. 예:  근무하신 언론사명을 기재해 주십시오. _______________________ 

B. 아니오 
 
 
32.  미국에서 귀하가 현재 근무 중인 언론사 외에 다른 언론사에서 근무하신 

경험이 있습니까? 
 
A. 예:  근무하신 언론사명을 기재해 주십시오. _______________________ 

B. 아니오. 
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33.  귀하의 성별은 무엇입니까? 
 
A. 남자 

B. 여자 
 
 
34. 귀하의 미국 체류신분은 무엇입니까? 

 
A.  시민권 

B. 영주권 (green card) 

C. 취업 비자 

D. 기타 

E. 모름 
 
 
35. 귀하는 얼마나 오랫동안 미국에서 체류하고 계십니까?  

총 체류 기간:  _________________ 년 
 
 
36.  귀하의 종교는 무엇입니까? 

A. 기독교 

B. 천주교 

C. 불교 

D. 기타:  종교명을 기재해 주시기 바랍니다. ___________________ 

E. 종교 없음 
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37.  귀하의 정치적 성향은 1(매우 보수주의) 부터 7 (매우 진보주의)까지 기재된 

스케일상 어디에 해당됩니까? 
 
     1------------2------------3-------------4--------------5-------------6--------------7 
   매우                                               중도                                                     매우 

보수주의                                                                                                  진보주의 
 
1.  매우 보수주의 

2. 상당한 보수주의 

3. 약간 보수주의 

4. 중도 

5. 약간 진보주의 

6. 상당한진보주의 

7. 매우 보수주의  
 
 
 
모든 질문을 마쳤습니다.  설문에 응해 주셔서 대단히 감사합니다.   
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APPENDIX D 

KOREAN AMERICAN JOURNALISTS:  IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 

 
Date:  ____________________________ 
Time: ____________________________ 
 
Sex: M/F (Circle one.) 
Age:  _____________________________ 
Job Title & Name of Organization: __________________________ 
 
 
Date:  ____________________________ 
Time: ____________________________ 
 
Sex: M/F (Circle one.) 
Age:  _____________________________ 
Job Title & Name of Organization: __________________________ 
 
 
Statement of Consent:  
My name is Sang Bai and I am a Ph.D. candidate in Journalism at The University of 
Texas at Austin.  You are invited to participate in a research study.  The purpose of this 
study is to investigate what interests the diaspora-oriented journalists serve as well as 
their news values, news sources, role perceptions and racial formation strategies.  
 
If you decide to participate, I will ask you a set of open-ended questions about your 
career and experiences in the newsroom.  I will be taking notes as we are talking, and 
these will be summarized with the data collected from the other participants.  The 
interview is designed to take no more than 45 minutes.  In the final dissertation report, 
experiences will be described without the inclusion of details that would allow 
identification of you as an individual or your organization.   
 
Your participation is entirely voluntary, and you can refuse to participate without penalty.  
You can discontinue your participation at any time without penalty and your refusal will 
not impact current or future relationships with The University of Texas at Austin and 
your present workplace.  By giving verbal consent, you are indicating you have heard the 
preceding statement of consent and have decided to participate. 
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Interview Questions 
 

1. How long have you worked in journalism? 
 
2. What do you like most about your current job? 
 
3.  What do you like least about your current job? 
 
4.  I’d like to ask you about Korean American news media, including your 

organization.  What do you think are the most important functions of diasporic 
news media, including your organization, in today’s society?  And why do you 
think so? 
 

5.  How good a job of informing Korean Americans do you think Korean American    
news media and your own news organization are doing?  And why do you think 
so? 

 
6.  How do you decide if an event or issue is newsworthy?  (e.g., personal value, your 

peer and supervisor, management, U.S. mainstream media, other competing 
Korean American media, and advertisers) 

 
7.  Do you think U.S. general market-oriented media fairly represent Asian 

Americans including Korean Americans?  Why do you think so? 
 

8.  Do you think Korean American diaspora-oriented media fairly represent other 
racial groups?  Why do you think so?  

 
9.  What are the most important problems facing Korean American diaspora-oriented 

news media? 
 

10.  How do you perceive the future of Korean American diaspora-oriented media, 
including your organization?  Do you think there are likely to be any changes 
(e.g., size, language, target audience, etc.)? 

 
11.  Is there anything else you would like to tell me about yourself, your news 

organization, Korean American diaspora-oriented media’s functions, etc.?   
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APPENDIX E 

CONTENT ANALYSIS CODEBOOK 

Variable 
Number Column Category Name & Code Description 

V1 1-3 ID Number Beginning with 001, assign unique 3-digit 
number to each news story coded 

    

V2 4-9 Date of Issue Code month, date, and last two numbers of 
year 

    
V3 10 Name of Newspaper  

  1. Korea Daily  
  2. Korea Times  
  3. Los Angeles Times Study Two only 
    

V4 11 Placement of Article  
  1. Front page (A1)  
  2. Second page (A2)  
  3. Third page (A3)  
    

V5 12 Article Location  

  1. Top A news article located in the most upper 
part of a page 

  2. Non-top/Bottom A news article located under another news 
article or in the bottom of a page 

    
V6 13 Number of Column  

  1. 1  
  2. 2  
  3. 3  
  4. 4  
  5. 5  
  6. 6 or more  
    

V 7 14 Number of Paragraph  

  1. Short  A news article consisting of 6 paragraphs 
or less 

  2. Long A news article consisting of 7 paragraphs 
or more 

    
V 8 15 Pictorial Treatment  

  1. Yes A news article with any picture, diagram, 
table, or illustration 

  2. No  A news article with no such pictorial 
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treatment 
V 9 16-17 News Topic   

  1. Crime Violence, robbery, drug, white crime, 
identity theft, prostitution, etc.  

  2. LAPD/ Security/ 
Safety Story about LAPD or Sheriff, etc. 

  3. Economy/ Business Tax, budget deficit, labor, employment, 
business, etc. 

  4. Immigration/ 
Immigrant 

Undocumented residents, immigration 
policy, racial conflict with immigrants, etc. 

  5. Accident/ Disaster Auto accident, fire, earthquake, etc. 

  6. Politics/ Congress/ 
Government 

Political issue, election, politician, 
president, government, congress, etc. 

  7. Community 
Organization/ Group 

Korean American Federation, Korean 
American general organization, Korean 
American religious organization, etc. 

  8. Welfare/ Social 
Security   

Welfare, health care, medical insurance, 
retirement system, homeless, etc.  

  9.   Education Educational system, education-related 
news, school, university, etc.  

  10. City Development/ 
Town Project 

Community civic project, construction, 
zoning, etc. 

  11. National Security Military, war in Iraq/Afghanistan, 
terrorism, “axis of evil,” etc. 

  12. Value/ Ethics Family issue/ value, moral issue/ ethic, 
civil liberty, privacy, life style, etc. 

  13. International  Affairs Diplomacy, international relations, UN, 
U.S. reputation overseas, etc.  

  14. Culture/ Wellbeing  Travel, leisure, entertainment, culture, 
wellbeing, food, etc. 

  15. Sports Olympics, Sports, Sportsman/woman 

  16. Legal Action/ Law Legal system, supreme court, court 
decision, legal action, etc. 

  17. Media/ Ads Commercial, media-related issue 

  18. Science/ Research/ 
Technology 

Scientific research, technology-related 
issue, development of medicine, etc. 

  19. Religion Religious issue Korean American religious 
organization/group did not involved in  

  20. Event/ Party Alumni meeting, party, etc.  
  21. Weather Weather-related issue, weather forecast 
  22. Traffic/Transportation  Transportation, vehicle regulation, etc. 
  23. Energy/Water Oil, gas price, electricity, water supply, etc. 

  24. Global Warming/ 
Pollution Air/ water pollution, global warming, etc. 

   25. Other  
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V 10 18 News Valence  
  1.  Positive  
  2.  Neutral  
  3.  Negative  
    

V 11 19 Geographical Proximity  
  1.  Koreatown in LA  
  2.  City of Los Angeles  

  
3.  Los Angeles County 

and LA neighboring 
cities and counties 

Glendale, Hacienda, Pasadena, Irvine, 
Long Beach, Riverside, Irvine, Orange 
County, Ventura County, etc.  

  4.  California California state government, UC system, 
San Francisco, San Diego, etc. 

  5.  The United States Other states in the United States, the U.S. 
  6.  Korea Korean Peninsular 
  7.  Other  Japan, China, European countries, etc. 
    

V 12 20 Cultural Proximity  

  1.  Korean Americans People of Korean origin living in the 
United States   

  2.  South Koreans People of Korean origin living in South 
Korea 

  3.  World Korean migrants People of Korean origin living in any other 
countries 

  4.  Immigrants in the U.S. Immigrants other than Korean immigrants 
in the U.S. 

  5.  Asian Americans Asian Americans other than Korean 
Americans 

  6.  North Koreans People of Korean origin living in North 
Korea 

  7.  Other U.S. mainstream society, Asian countries, 
European countries,  unidentified, etc. 
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Appendix F 

NEWSWORTHINESS INDEX 

 
Prominent Cue Low High  

Page Number A2 (second), A3 (third) A1 (front) 

Location Non-top, bottom Top 

Number of Column 3 or less 4 or more 

Number of Paragraph 1 through 6 7 or more 

Visual Treatment No Yes 

 

1.0 = No high cue 

1.2 = one high cue 

1.4 = two high cues 

1.6 = three high cues 

1.8 = four high cues 

2.0 = five high cues 
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